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VJBRATION::: O I ~ ~ THICK PT,ATES AND S ! f l ! ~ I . J . . . . ' ) )
- -- -
M D J BRIDill D.S c • 
ABSTRACT: 
~ ~ .. 
Using an asymptotic series approach, a thick shell theory is proposed 
for doubly curved sheIla with variable thickness. 'l'his theory includGfl the 
effecta of transverse shear stres30a and rotatory inertia.. The displacement 
functions 8 . l . ~ a a desiened to give non-zoro tranovcrsc shea.r stl'ODMa internal 
to the shell, which satisfy the s t r e 6 ~ - f r e e e boundar,y conditions on tho 
upper and lower surface. Use of the stress-frae condi tiona makes tho 
displacement functions, which vary thrcuch the thickness of' the sholl, 
depeude.nt on.ly on the rlidale surface displacements. This theory is applied 
to the twisted plate. A similar approach is applied to tho cylindrical shell, 
but the effects of transverse normal stress a.re also included.. 
The. theory is applieJ. to the prot1em of free Vibrations of ~ h e l 1 s s
clcmped along one ( ) a . e ~ ~ with the other three ad.ees free. The results obte.ined 
are c o ~ p e ~ e a a with practical and theoretical results of o t ~ e ~ I e u e ~ h e r s , , and 
wit.h t h o s ~ ~ obtsined from thin shell theory. Tho twieted plate r ~ 3 u 1 t s s s . . . ~ C I ' f I I
the a n ~ w e r s s that are e:rpected froe a t . ~ i c k k sh·all tbei)ry, in that it predicts 
lovler frequancie:s tho thin shell theory for moden in whic!l tho ws.velensth/ 
thickness ratio 13 less t h a ~ ~ ten. 
The re5ults for tr;e cylindrical shell show t!lat the ihclusion of 
tran3versa normal stress to the o!'der e55tL'ilad. is not warra.""lted. 
The numerical techniqU3s used for the solution of t ~ o o f'res vibration 
problem are b a . s ~ d d on variational methods in Yihich tho i1!'J:lil tonisn for the 
shell is minimised, subject to the con3traints of the displa.cement bou.'I1dary 
conll tion s • 
i ., 
1.1. !J:,01)J.(;l! 
The 8ubjsct of' this theds is t.hIelc d ~ E l l l l v1bX'E.tiona. Th3 need for a 
theory of thick 5hellB to predict natural frequencies is hiehlie1lted by 
thl3 failures of turbine r:.nd C01:1praeSor blaui.ng in auch projects llS the 
Queen Elize:beth II end the RB211 Jet ene,i.rlE\. For certain bludinc, ad.equs..te 
moults CD,n be obtlilined using tvilstod beam or thin shell theory, depcr.Jlcnt 
on tho· eeou:etry of tho blade. However, mrmy mod.ern blacleo Dra of such El 8hr,pe 
that those thoories are inae.0quate. A thiek sholl theory is required llS a 
half-way stage b c t 1 \ ' ~ : e : l l thin shell theory. ana e. full throo c l i J . : l t ; n ~ i o n a l l
analysis. 
i'he major difference between thin ana thick th9l1 theories i8 thCt 
inclusion of trlJnaversa ohee.r stl'oe.ses in tho latter cese. T"necs are 
neelecto;l in thin shell theory, which thercfoZ'G fdls to giva sufficiently 
accurate r o ~ u l t s s D.S soon sa the:zo effects l;ccc'l'1C iJrportent. In gf.)nere.l the 
treneVCTf·O ehoar modes do not eppe€r by t : h e m ~ e l V e 5 t t O';l-t are c c u r l ~ a . .wi th 
, 
other m O a ~ 8 . . This coupling cunera.lly eff<lc:ts the f : ' C ~ u c n c i e ~ ~ 0: 7ibratic:a. 
for m f ) ~ e e in whict. the wsveleneth to t h i c k M ~ 3 3 ratio i!l l e ~ s s ths.n ~ . e r , . .
The basic property of 5hell theory i ~ ~ that or.e d.ilncnei?!'l, the thie20;ss, 
i6 finall compe.Ted. with the other two. In an.,gll theor:r this ~ r o p z M y y is u.6ed 
to reduca the proble:n to, two rather thB-ll three d . i m E : n ~ i o n 5 . . To . a c h i ~ v a a this, 
certain approri.r.:atio03 have to be made.' The difrerC'nt approximations u . ! ~ d d.• 
and the variation in tho rigour llIJpHed in the nD.elysj S lee.d to tho w1o.'3 vE.l.'idyl 
of shell theories to be found in the literoturo. FurtL.er r-efcrGnces to 
:nugt:t) (3), 1\ovc·zhl1oV' (4.) I G o l a e n y e i ~ c r r (5), !:;'El£bdi (G), Koiter (7), lUi,a. on 
vibratic.l.'ts of stells in Kalnins (8), Gr03 end. l ~ o ! ' s b e r g g (9) &''''lc.. Hu (10). 
• In this eection., an outline of the be.sic D r · ~ r c r l m a t l C o n 3 3 is given, 
2nd th'3 differences between thin 8J1d thick E-tcl1 t h c o r l e ~ ~ Ehcwn. 'l'rEi,J.iticnally 
thin :;hell thee-rica are b9.eed. 011 t h ~ ~ lax-chorf-IAN s55umptions: 
e.. Points which lie (In one rod the enm9 normal, to the u J l d ~ f ' o r m c a a
middle eurface, also lie on orLe and tl.e s a r r i ! ~ ~ normal to the dofor".t0d 
b. The effect of normal ctreSB on 5 l ~ r : f a t ? e a a J;arallel to the midd.le 
surfa.ce rnny be n ~ e l e c t e d d in the stress-strain relation. 
. . 
c. T-tJc cllsplacemonts in th:) direction of .the no:rmal to the middl(;l 1.m.rfl?ce 
ara a.pprcxUnately equal for a l ~ ~ points on the s a m ~ ~ normal. 
Assumptions a. and c. imply the displaceosut funct:tons for th3 shell 
take tho following form 
u, ~ ~ U, O( ~ , ~ ) + + 8; 14: (el , e ~ ) ) 1.2.1. 
li: - I { ~ ~ ((1, e:) r ea [-I,; ( e , , ~ ) ).. 
l{3 - ~ ~ ~ ( G j , ~ ) )
the middle surfaca displac!ot!nts 
by the e q ~ a t i o n s s for t h e t r e ~ 8 v e r s e e shear , t ~ a l n n
implied by a s s v ~ p t i o n n a. 
Assumption b ~ ~ affecta the stress-strain r e l ~ t i o n 3 i i the fact that the 
transverse normal strezs ~ 3 3 is tero i ~ ~ ~ s e q . . . to cbtain an expression for t h ~ ~
transverse normal s t r ~ n n -ts3 Tihieh is s u b ~ , t i t u t e d d in the o t h ~ r r stresz.-strain 
relations. This g i v ~ s s rise ~ o o one Qf the ccntreatctions of thin shell theory 
in that assumption c. im:rlies that i;3::0 
If assum.ption a. i3 rela.."{ed, ~ o o that points on normals to the undefCirmed 
middle :3urface remain straight line8 during doformaticn, but are not n e c c : s . ! ! a r i l ~ ~
normal to the defor'med Idd.dle surface. then the d i ~ p l a . c e m e n t t t'uncticns are 
of the form 1.2.1. In this case, howevor, equations 1.2.2. UO not c-pply, eJLd 
I I 
80 Lt and tl2 are not depen.dent on the middle surface air.placements. 
In this case SUbstitution of theso displacement functions in the strnin-
displacemont a.nd stress-strain relations gives nOil-zero tl'f,ns'Veree shear 
ntres308 e.nd strains. 
To include the offects of trfll1SVOrS0 normal strea,s, 1;33, t h ~ ~
expanflion for l j ~ ~ can be expe:ae.cii to incluec tel"l1\8 of O{ q) or 0(8,1) 
i.e. 
oy 
:: ~ f / ( G ; , ~ ) ) + ~ ~ t ~ / ( ~ J J 61) 
~ ~ U g C ( ~ / ~ ) ) f6; ~ / ( ~ J J £1;)+ 
The second. of theoe cases has been consiuel·cd. bY' Reisl':nor (11) and NaghU (12). 
. . , 
In thick shell theory 8 u b ~ t i t u t 1 c n . o f f e..lsplaceme.nt functions 1.2.1. into 
the sta.no.o.rd three dirr1ens1.onal.3train-displacen:ent e.nu the strvsn-s"train 
relations modified by the tran/:iverS8 normal fli:ress aszumpticn discussed. earlier, 
gives transverse ~ . h e a r r stresses which ~ r e e ccnstant thrcugh the thick:r.ezs of 
the shell. For fres'vibration problelJs" the b O t ! ! l a ~ r y : : cood.itioll3 on the u:?pe!." 
en" lower surfa.ces of the shell imply that "tihesa s t ! ' ~ s s n : 3 3 are :.eroc·n th<;f:9 
bou.'1d.:"'.ries. Hence direct application. of t h i ~ ~ boundary condi tio!l would le::.J.i ~ o o
thin :shall theory. To s1.u'not.mt this di£:t'icu1ty chqr:.zea ha.ve to be maila to 
in tr.o ways. In t1:e fir3t the ~ t r e s 5 - s t r a b b r e l a . t l ~ n . s s are modifi.;d. by a. 5 ? : l e ~ r r
oou3tant r $J tha.t 
where G is the sheer mod.ull:.s of the m a t e r i E ' ~ . . This is the approach ulnall:r 
2' 
USOI:J. i.Yl thick s.1:lell vibration prciblec3. K ia evaluated tiO that the 
ccntributicn of the traJ.lS7erze shear terns to the strain energy t matches tho 
contribution of tho t:.t'Ue stress field. It i3 €vE'J.un.ted. by !llatchir,g frequencies 
obtained by the ~ h e l 1 1 theCirJ with those obtainl)ti by t ~ e o o di.r.u.ensicnal t h e · ~ r i e s . .
'l'hes.e methods are C l i . S C U 3 S ~ a a by l!inqlin (13) .fer pl3.tes a1:1 /1 Herrmar.Jl t.nu 
ltirskj (14) for s r ~ o l l ! l . . For ~ h e e U39 ot 1!hia t e c b ! i ~ u o o in ::hol1 'dbratlo'ii 
problems see lIernn£m1 and lJirzky (14), Taui (15) and Zeinlde\ncz et nl (16, 17). 
Tho othor approa.ch, .... hich is often u3Gd in form:l.ng equ8.ticm3 for ti'0ll 
theory, but has apparently not been applied to evalua.te natural frequencic3 
of shells is that pre5ented by Nagh,li (6). He assumos thAt the trant.rverllo 
stresses and strains lU"'6 of the forjj'l: 
Higher order thick shell theories can be obtained by expv.l1dine the 
d i a p l ~ c e n : ~ n t s s (4,!1z, if; to higher orders in • T h i ~ ~ approach 
has becn taken by M a r t i n e z - ~ ! u r q t l e z z (18) a.lld Abe (19). 
Thtl c1iscu33ion so far has only c c n ~ i d e r c d d nhell th90rios obtnined. by 
substituting assumed displa.cement :fmlctions in the t h r ~ e e dime11sio!l!:l1 
5 t r a . i n - d i e p l a c e l i K ~ n t t a.."ld. stress-strain rela.tions , with slisht t1od1ficatic'l'ls to 
tE.ko account of stress a.ssu.l:!ptions mad.e in the theories. Tho equations of' 
motion or e q u i l i b r i ~ ~ ~ c ~ n n similarly be obtained by substituting th3 e x p r e ~ s i o n ~ ~
tor stresses, stra.ins and displace:nents in the nppropria.te three dbensie'l'lf.-.1 
eqUl1.tiC::'3, or by ccnsie.9ring the force s actins c·n en element of the iSl:oll. 
J n o t h e ~ ~ a F p r o a c ~ _ t o o o b t a ~ ~ not c ~ l y y the equations of e q u i l i b T i ~ m m ~ ~ t t
strcs5-5tra:i.n snd th" strain-displacement relations for the sIloll it! by u;.'!.; of & 
varia.tional thsorc!U. This is d o ~ e e by Naghdi (6) who ob talns those e quatlot13 
for e. thick ellell th.a cry, and then shows the approxina.tic!ls i n t r o d u c ~ d d into 
varlou", thin shell thoories. 
tfore recently, since of.;h(;j work of Johnson l'-ild Reiacner (20) end. Reiss (21) 
a grGat deal of interest hes been shc'lJn in the use of a.symptotic expant3ic<lls for 
the solution of shell problema. In this case the displacements, atrains e ~ d d
stressea are all e.A1:Hl-nded. 805 fieries in a flJ!aJ.1 parr ..ll1cter bazsd o ~ ' l l b/L whora 
h is tho) thicl:ness, anti L soma chs.ra.cteristic length of tho shell. T h e a ~ ~
e x p r ~ ! s l c n s s ara 5 ~ b s t i t u t e d d into the three dil:lensiOIls,l equatiO:l3 t and. a 
system of €1Ut.tion3 for varJing o r d e ~ s s c1.' the paramuter h/L extracted. This 
n:l'stem cnn then DS solved to give 8. solution to e.ny order requirel. Hert) erain 
all in tha tradlt.icn8.l approach to shall theory a vllriety of tbGories a.ra 
o b t e . i n · ~ r l l d.ependent 011 the a ~ y m : p t o t i c c e:r.-pansiol1 usod. The asymptotic 
t e c h n ~ q u e e was first applied by Johnson and R e i e ~ m e r r (20) nnd Roi.e3 (21) to 
static cylindricul ~ h e l l l problc:n3. 
Since then this haa been extended by Green (22, 23) 6.m1 G-reen a!:.cl 
Nazhdi (24) to general tlhells, and dYIl!.<.mic p r o b l e m ~ . . Groen ai'ld Naoll.1i (2h) 
by this technique obtain equation:l of motion for thin sholls. 
The variational techniqueG used (as discussed. in section 1.3 Mel 
Chapter 3), for the solution of the free vibrEttion of shells, require that 
the kinetic 8nd strain enercy are expressed in terms of the displac9m9::lt 
functions for the shell. For thin ~ r ~ l l theories tho dir,placomentn of the 
shell ctm be c o m p l e t ~ l y y defined in te!"'I:1S of the three middle surface displace-
ments, no matter which theory is applied. For the thick shell theories 
considered, five or more functions of the two middlo sUl'face coorCinates 8!"$ 
neaded to defino the displacements for the sholl. 
Only for shells with very cpecial gcoTctric p r 0 P ' 3 r t i o : . ~ 8 8 and b .. ,tmd.ary 
conditions can tne i'requeneies of n ~ t U 1 " a l l vibration be fo'.l!1.'i by e:xac·t m · ~ t . . h o o . a . .
In order to o"btain the solutions, !n m·'lny CaS>33, extra a3::!'.lmptiot:.s .are ll!a.ce in 
the shell theory uaea. The moat c c ~ ~ c n n cf tbeee are 
a. ':he neglect of rotatory inertia_. 
b. Tna neglect of in-plane inertia effects. ~ h i 3 3 i3 U ~ G a a most in the 
theory cf a h a l l o ~ ~ shells. 
c. ~ n d i n . 3 3 stiffness of tha abell is ·zero (Extensional vibrations). 
d. E::rlensional stifl'n.a3S of the shell is infinite (Inexten5iona.l 
vibrations) • 
The use of ex,ct solution t e ~ ~ i q u e B B ~ ~ d d the effects of the above 
essurnptio!'lS, as well as those in section 1.2, are discuss€d by Kalnins (8). 
To obtain solutions for more g e n e r a ~ ~ 5 h ~ 1 1 1 ~ c ~ ~ t r i e B B and boundary 
conditio1l3 a larse varioty of approximate t e c ~ l n i q u e s s have b€.endevelol'Cu. 
The most c o ~ ~ o n l y y uscu are thosa basel on energy principlos, such CB the 
Rayleieh-Ritz method. In this ~ c t h o a a the displa.coments ere e).-pressad. as a 
8$rieo of functie.ns, onch of Ylhich sHti-;fics the dizph.cem(mt b011!lde.r:r con0.iti<,"J':H:' 

transverse shoe.r 3 t x : e 3 s e ~ ~ ill the interior. T h ~ ~ use of the strens-free s u r f · e . C , ~ l l
cClndi tions make t h e ~ H ~ ~ displacerr!ent function.s oependent onl.y on the threa 
middle surfa.ce displacements a.s opposed to tho f1.ve or mora functiontl 
norma.lly encountered. in.thick shell theoz:y. The resultant stress field 
s-stisfies the surface boundary .conditiona, and therefore no shear constl.l.nt 
is required to modify the stres3-strElin relations. The strezoes Md. strains 
arc obtained. by direct substitution of the d i ~ p l a c 3 m e n t 3 3 in tb3 t ~ ~ e a a
dimensional. equations, thus .no extra aS8umptions have to be made as in eq'lations 
1.2.4-. Tho only aS3umption3 made in this tr..eory ara on the form of the 
c 3 . i ~ p l a c G m e n t t functions, Em.d, iu the res'.lltent emerey t6 ..... f l " t n . - ; ; : ; . . i . ~ m , , tbe r.eelect 
of terms of O(h3). This theory is theu applied to tl:e rrcblem of free 
vibrations of shells. 
In Chapter 2 th.u thick shell theory i3 d e r i v E ~ d . . Tho three-d.iJ::€l1s:1.onal 
end f::hell equations in h ~ . : : . s c r r form fer classical infinitesimaJ. elasticity 
exe outlined in sections 2.2 ana 2.3. The displacement l ~ n c t i c n 3 3 are tten 
derived. in section 2.4. for: a genere.1 variable thickn.ess double ccrvatcre 
shell. This is for a theory where tr2!l3"lerSe shear . 5 t Z " e f ~ e s s are includad, but 
tre.r..sverse normal stress neglected. T'n.e equations a!'9 aleo !'ormed for ti:.e 
derivation of a theory including·transversa ~ o r m a l l J t r e ~ s , , but the3e equatior.' 
ca.."l only be .solved in very sI-ccial CD.3e3. 
In .sections 2.5 and 2.6 the e q u ~ t i o n 5 · · ere applied. to the cylindrical .shall. 
In this case tre.nsverse normal st:'$S3 is inclulled. In 36ctions 2.7 and 2 .. 8 
the twisted plate is consiterea. !I!lis is a .double curvatu..""e ~ h e l l l and so the 
theory in which tra.nsverse normal stress is neglected is e.pplied. 
In Cha.pter 3 the numerical methods employed in the solution of the free 
vibration problem are outlined. 'I'he n:ethod used w ~ s s to l!:l.nimiee the 
Hamiltonian for the shell subject to t1:e constraints of the displecement 
boundary conditions. TIle d i r , p l a c e m ~ n t t f&nctions are expanded as double p 0 ~ e r r
eer:i.es. In order to obtain c o m " e r g ~ n c o o of tto frE.\quencics fJ..'ld n10CC shapes of 
vibration the aize of tho syatem of e q 1 . ' . u t i c . n ~ ! ! had to be reduced. To achieve 
this two method3 were appliect, BYIDmetry, lll"1d tr.e use of the 5 t r e ~ 8 8 fre-e eafe 
conditions. Tho cornputor progrD:ll developed to 80lve the problem is given, ll.l'H1 
the problems CIlcoll.."ltered in this dis('usGed. 
8. 
The I'Ct:1ll1ts obta.inEJd for tho two sh(,llc Ctr6 pr€lMnted in Chapter 4. 
Tho problem. ccnsidEtl'eU in each case W3.S the 811011 clamped alone one (lage, 
the other three beine stress freo. Tho results ol)ts.ined were compared w:l.th 
theoreticp..l and. experimental relml ts obtained. by other r e ~ c s . r c h e r s , , and 
with thl.n shell theory results obtl.1ineii usinz FluGgets (3) equations; 
Cfli\PTrm 2 SImLt, ' J ' l 1 J ~ I ) i 1 Y Y
~ ~....... ~ . . - . - - -
2.1 • In.t,!'O{).IH,:t1on . p----
In thin c h a p i . ~ e r r dizplnc.:':illlE:r..t functior.a ~ . r a a r r ( . ' \ p o ! S ~ d , w h i ( ' h h slltiery tnt) 
s t r e ~ 3 3 free aurfaca conaition, but give non-zero interior t r ~ n 5 v e r a e e s t r e 8 ~ e s . .
T h ; 9 f l ~ ~ dieplaeenv;lnt functions, which vary throllGh tho t h i c k n ~ S 3 3 of the sholl, art I 
mnde c1$p$nd;::mt 011 the middle 5 u , r f a c ~ ~ di!':pls.ce:mcntD, by the UM of the stres:') 
frel!t surfacll C01ldltion. The i"uno'tion3 arc appliod. to two cases: the 
cylindrical f 3 h ~ l l l a."l.d. the· uisted. pleta. 
Uze is mad!;) of t h ~ ~ f u . . ~ ! l . ' l m e n t D . l l eqt'\.J\tiol"..!3 fer the' shell in tensor. f ' C l l ~ ~
obtairAc!ll f'rom G-reen e:nd. Zerna (i8). These Md the a.pprcpriatc throa di:mr.msicnal 
equatiom and c:urfac3 e n o m ~ t r i c c propex:ties arc outlined. in sccticn:s 2.2 Cl11 
2.3. Motivated. by the works of Johnson end. Reiazner (20) end Reiss (21 )fer 
static z...i.all problems, a ~ y m p t o t i c c eeries 6.re introdttced. for the dieplaclJJr:ent 
make these displacement function3 cependent on the ~ i d d l e e e u r t ~ c G G C i o p l ~ c z ~ J n t a a
i1fd.s t l : ~ C ! l l givos for a p ~ i c u l a r r shell only three functio:!.s to e x p ! ! l ~ d d in 
eeries tor the RsyleiGh Ritz 11'.D11ericru. solution (Chapter 3), 11.3 e-cainlSt tc') 
five normally ~ n c o u n t e r a d d in thick shell theory_ 
These displa.cemont functions ere then applied. ill !5ect1cn 2.5 Uld. 2.6 to 
t..l:le cylindrical shell, and. in. ssction 2.7 8nd 2.8 to tl'l.e t-r...S1;'S'd. plate. In 
U ~ $ a a later in t!ol ving t b . t ~ ~ trCle ,..ibration problem. 
. . 
For the t"Niated. plate the theory makes the U!iual thick shell a s ~ n ] ; I ! i p t i o n n
that the tra"lSVer33 normal stress i3 zaro. Fer the cylind:icaJ. shell t n . ~ ~
thin sholl t ~ l e o r 7 7 ezpressiona for the cyll.nder l'.nu tilisted plate r e s ~ e c t i v e l y . .
Th-s:!e e,ra used for ccmparison with tho thlck ahell theory in the numerical 
work of chapter 4. 
2.2. G - o n . \ ~ r ! ' '1 ' 1 ' i ~ ( : :or, _ " - . J P " " ~ ~ ' * *
In this flElctioll tl".G rolevant f O l ~ 1 l 1 a 0 0 for cll:'.!:sical ir..fini teskeJ: 
• 
ela3ticity in general curvilinear c o o r u i n a t ~ ~ ~ €71 aro n T h ~ ~ a r i ~ o d . . Tha 
notation used. i ~ ~ t h ~ . t t ,.;1optsd by Gro;?':l'l f'..nd Zerna (t:B). 
T'uG c o v a r l c ~ l t t bas$ voctor 
.Cji 1s d o f L ~ o a a by the e q u ~ t i o n n
,., .. 
2.2.1 
y{hero It is the pos! tion vector of' a point in the body 
... 
The c o v ? ~ i a n t t and contrava.-iant metric tGnsors, ana the contravariant 
base vector ere then gi v e ~ l l by the equa.tions. 




TIlt) diaplaeemont vector u of a. point in apace is written as 
-
• !1 :: ,f.t)i :: 193J 
- -
from which the covariant strain tenD or ~ . . is obt2:'.ined as 
. !f 
V ,{ '?JU ()1{ ) Of} = ~ ~ 2,i·fe; + Jj--a;;t 
For s:n. isotropic material the ~ t r a , g s s strain relntio::"L.'l e.N given by 
tbe equation 
T { i : : , A t { l j ( I + J i J f Y + / ~ ~ ~ j i ~ l t , . s s 2.2.6. 
'f . 
where r 1 is th9 c c n t r a v ~ i a . ! ' l t t stre1:ls tensor, and jl end. 1], ere 
ela.stic constants fer tho L'!sterlal, the shear ;nodulus end Poisson t 13 ratio 
respc cti vely • if 
~ a a streBs. tenzo:r T is rela.ted to a. stros:! vector !,1, acting en 
the surface e1 = conste..nt at e.n'1 pOint, by tho equation 
Tt ::: 7:1.1 gjJi 2.2.7. 
,"hera g = dot /31) J -
The phynic9..l ccmponent.s of Cizplaceltent, atr;ull end I . r L " ~ ; ; s s s a.rc (';1 yen 
in terms cf t h ~ ~ tensor qua:il.ti ties by the follo'.ling equations 
2.2 .. 8. III 
Points of the shell are defined by the poaitlon \ ' t ) c t c ~ ~
r.ooro r is t..i.e p o s i t i c ~ l l vector of points on the ~ i d d 1 e e surface of the 
-
sholl. T.aia s,:uvtace U is definell by a. system of c'llrVilincar coordinates 
e: e2 • !J in a unit n01"mal to th.e tlurfe.ce M at each point ?Z.. The 
outer surfaces of the shell are given by 
whero for a c c n 3 t ~ ~ t t thickness shell t is a constant, but in general it 
e 'l""\'1 is a ~ ~ c t i c n n of C1. I 
For the surface M, t h ~ ~ covariant base vector is given by 
base v $ e t o ~ ~ then being given by the equations 
, 
, 
other 6 u r f ~ c G G quantities required later a ! ~ ~ the second f \ L ~ d a E c n t a l l forma, 
end tho Christoffel E J ~ b o l o . . The' second fundamental forms era defined by 
* 'J-IotA Indices repeated more than twice are not summed .• 
-
. ~ ~ ~ From here on the middle su:r.face coordinate 8 Y 3 t e m e , , ~ ~ is c 1 c n o ' ~ e d , , by 
Greek j.ndj.C03, the three dimensional system by la.tin indices, 
11 • 
whero ,{J denotes the pnrtial d.erivative w.r.t. 
The Cr.ristoffel symbols ('..Ie given by 
A p p l J ~ g g tt9 equations of this section to th033 of section 2.2. 
gives the tollo?FinS equations for tho shell basG vectors and. m:atric 
tensors; 
"hero 3-<1 is an infinite power serio's in eS 
sufficiently small. 
, provided thn"t t is 
13. 
For the shell tha displacement vBctor is d_efined in terms of 
the micld.la surface baso vector as 
2.3.8. 
vfhich gives exprosdon fc·r the strain tensor 
2t-,= l1tlp +IJ,L - 2 ~ / t b b
-8;[ bt(1I"L-b}.:( tf3)+ I t ( u / l ~ - h A ! t 1 ] ) ] ] 2.3.9. 
2 ~ 3 3 :: til ,« + rtl" +U<M - ~ t t [f).) 3 
d ~ n o t e 3 3 the covariant derivative of b t ~ ~
p 
w.r.t. e . 
, 
In terms of the partial derivatives 
I I-I>' U" If = U ~ ~JP - ;(1 11A 
u-'I, :: l { ~ 1 1 1- r;/U>' 
Sllbstitut1J'g equation 2.3.7. into 2.2.6. c;ives for the ohel1 8 t r e l ~ ! ) )
strain r ' e l n t i o : r ~ B B
2.3.12 .... 
, , 
Sh911 strGss e.."1d. cOt1ple refjulte.nts are &fincd in terms of 6'!f 'by 
-2.4. DiS"1)le,ce:'rent 1 i · : : u : ~ c t l o n . 3 3
.. ..:P b:.. _ ... ~ = - . . Ii' '$ ............ 
Using the g ~ n e r a l l dis:placemsnt-strai£"l end stress-strain equa.t1CD.3 
2.3.9. ana 2.3.11 t displacement fu.1'lction3 B..J.""'e prcposed. w}-..ich ~ a t i s f Y ' ' tl:c 
1'.tress free ccnditiooa on the .5urfac03 of t h ( ~ ~ shell, b\lt which give non zero 
tra.nsverse ~ r t r " s s e 1 3 3 interior to the ahall • 
. ApplyiJ'ig the strco3 £'1'139 crnd.itions to the 3 t r e ~ 8 " ' 8 t r i . ' d n n ~ l a t i o n ~ ~
2.3.8. iI!>plies that 
¥J ~ ~ ~ 3 3 =0 
(1- ? ) ~ 3 3 + 'J.:/"t;}..:: 0 
2 . ~ . 1 1 • 
• ~ ~ a:; det/aul 
i,.). 
An 'asy.nptotic serios for th!) dit.>plnc91uont :f\L'1.ction,o is to bo use:a. 




18 dof':i..ned, wheN 
J 
In general t 1s a function of the mlddle surface varlnblt9EJ 8, 
and e:1. ' this 13 now red.,)finod by 
t ;:: hx(e: e') 
' f , ' h ~ r o o h is a. construl't oqual to half the maximum thickness of the ohell, 
and X defines t i ~ a a variation in thickness. 
Therefore 
e.nd. 
8; = hx(e: ejJ 
~ / / ~ ~ J ~ ~ I 
-/ t5; x(e: ez) ~ / /
'lith the e.aoption of the neW' normal coordinate J . clerlvativcs 
11 .r.t. the old coordiLll.te syste:n n!'e eiven by 
~ V V ~ V V - ( ~ ~ ) J J £Y - ~ ~ . .~ e ~ ~ d e ~ ~ ,1l- dJ X 2.4.5. I ~ V VdV 
-- hx U ~ & , , -
1 ~ o o only condition on I is that it is a smooth function with 
eont1nuO!13 first cerive,tives of thlJ saIne oraer of m s ~ ; n i t u a d d as the function 
itf.e1f. 
The disp1acemsr.t functicns ,"Ii are nO\'i" definod Lt3 as]!:1ptotic 1!aries 
in t. 
N 
ti; =: ~ ~ t:r tu ; ( e; e: J) 2 .!r.G. 
]":0 
Th:l3 sories, c l i l : l ~ ~ a. Taylor's :;:cries Elxpsnsio!l, ,con be truncated. aft6r 
e.ny terA.'l, ctlld still sntiefy the stNflS frOG bOtlIlo.ary cczlait1cns l'l'ith ncn-
zero trru1[;V'3rne stro55es. Therefore th{) sel'ios is truncated. a.f'ter the fil'.:::t 
term to give 
16. 
and t h ~ ~ atras::;-sLrain relations 2.3.11 gives rise to in':'plano strese-as or 
1 0(1) end transverse streSM£) of 0 (:::-) • All fl.trossos cnn be mnd3 of th3 3::"';';0 
" 
order, 0 (1) by mCJdng"U.j, a :t\mction of thl3 middle surface coordinllto!t 
I ~ ~ I e end. e only. With this 8.ssu!'.llption. end. c::cpenaing £I; 83 a polynol:'..ial ill 
J gives 
Substitution of those dinplaceme.nt functions 2.4.8. into th3 stre53 
free bcanrlal'Y condi tiona 2.4.1. ana. th9 di:;,plac3merJ.t-strain relatiol'..3 
2.3.8, neglecting terms of O(t2), gives twelve equ:.ttiou3 in 3Z + 6 unknOv.:lJ. 
I • 
In oruer to eive a £st of eq1.ta.tions to Bolve for J 1/,1 in terms of t h ~ ~
~ ~ . 
r,idala surface d . i s p l a c e m ~ n t s s U ~ ~ , C is taken as tr.ree, to leave twelvs 
equaticns in fifteen unk..'101m8. ~ l h i 3 3 gives displacom3nts ll"ith terms up to 
~ ~ . 
4.'>ld includlz:.g S) , thi$ bein,g the le>ast number of terms r.eq\lired. to give 
non-zero tre:lsverse ntre.ssea, which ~ a t i f . \ f y y tha streB.! floes b o ~ e : A . . " " " " cO"..l,UtiC:l3 
T"no trllncatic:l of th9 polynodal el"te;r the J3 term is · m s . d ~ ~ as a la:rlei[j:-Iat: 
a ? p r o T 1 m ~ t i o n n to tha true solution, ana it does not imply that h i ~ ~ e r r o ~ a e r r
tenns era neelisible. 
T.ho ~ G l v G G oquations imply that 
'II' = 0 2.4.9. 
. 2 1-
i.e. no t tam. Also all the ;Lti terms are incepen\leJlt of all other 
t e r m ~ ~ but themaelv-ae, therefore they are incorporated. into theq,) () it; t e r ~ . .
Taldng llCCOunt of those facts, tha inaicinl notntion is no':'!' dropped, 
end the digplacemant fu.."1c'tioJls r e a c f i n ~ a a as 
tt, - A +h;<J(D+J2£) 
-
8 r hXS(F + J ~ L 1 ) ) 2.4.10. t{Z --
U; - C + hxS(H+ 5'7) 
17. 
2.4.1 i • 
"hel'G Pella Q are l:tnear functions of the c1isplacemer.lc:;s anu. i ; h ~ i r r a ~ r i v e t h · e s . .
In the Becon.d. CD.se each Maplecan.an't term being multiplied. by X or "no of i t ~ ~
derivatives. These functiono P sud. Q arc depenaent 0111y on the shell 11':i.o..('...1e 
surface g e c ~ e t r y . .
In goneral these equations e.re impossible to nol'/e in t e r ~ 5 5 of A, B 
fl.!la C, the midd.le surface displs.ce:U€>11ts, but i.n certain special ca.3es SCllutic!l 
is pO!5eible, i.e. tho eyli.::or1cal stlell, sectic,n 2.6. 
tran3ver50 noI'luJ. stress is zero throuzbcut the !!hell. This iltpli!:s thn.t 
" J = O. l"ith this result, the first fiv;) eq1.l2tions of 2.4 .• 11 • a..""'e e o n d ~ ! ' e l , ,
~ h e e equation for the O(h) tern i n ~ 3 ~ ' b e i n e e ~ c £ l e c t e d . . ~ ~ e e R ~ y l e i & ~ ~ ? ~ t z z
solution procedure will take cere of tr..is (see Chapter 3). 'l'huz the ~ ' 1 ' : . l . ' 1 . t i C Z l l
It should be not€!d thn'f; these equations lirl'!! now ino.epcndentof varif.ble 
th1c1m05S, as all the derivative terms of' X dizappcll.r with tho e ~ 3 U i : , p t : t C i n n
that J :: o. From tho fifth equation H i5 obteined l1S n functicn of A, B, C 
10. 
and their derivlJtivec. Substituting for H in tho fir&t four equutions, 
then gives four linear equation for D, E, F oml G, in term3 of the micldle 
eurfaco displacemonts. 
The condition 011 thaae oquations having a solution being that 
,. .. IlZ 'tl. 
.K - hI [J 2 - .D2 IJ/ * 0 
i.e. that tho s ~ ~ l l l has double curvature. 
:F'or a sinele curvature shell it is possible to construct dinplS:c(;ment 
functions to give a non zero transverse shoe.r stress, dependent cn the 
I 
m i a r ~ e e surface displacements, in the curveu d i ~ e c t i o n . . In this case E1 
2 ~ ~
and. e must be principal coorcinatcs. Asstunine e to be the curved 
principal coordinRte, gives, for a single curvature shell. 61,1 . as tho 
cnly non zero mixed. 2nd funda.mcntcJ. form. To obtain a. non-zero trensversa 
'/J 
stress in the curved. direction it i8 s,ssur.ed that r ::: 0 throuthout tie 
£hell. thi:s implies that E :; O •. ~ J J . Also as in the l- :::: 0 8ssumptic·n the 
o(t)r13 equation is neglected t leevine tho four equaticns 
~ / + + D ::0. 
2.4.14. 
~ ' h u s s d i s p h t c e m ~ n t t functions can be obtsined in terms of the miadle 
surface d i s p l a c e m ~ n t t only, which give non-zero trensverse shear stresces 
in any C l l ~ " V t ; d d ccor<linate direction of the shell, .!'.nd y3t satisfy the stro.sn 
free surface conai tion. Rotatory Inortia. effects arc taken a.ccount of by 
2 
:i.nclu(l1ng O(h ) ter.n3 in the k i n f ~ t i c c enere,y e.xpreasion. 
19. 
2.5. Cvl1noTicnl r , h ~ l l l~ ~ .-.......... - - - ~ ~ ~
Here the equations of soction 2.3 8 .. l'e t:pplied to a cylintlrical 
shell in order to obtain the di .. eplacem$nt-3treil1 and s-trens-strain ral&tioDa. 
'flle allell is ecfinec1 in terms of a. m.iddle surfa.ce lJ, tald.ng the form 
of a cylinder of radiu3 R. Thu3 in terms of cyliIld.rical coordinates c{ 
and fi , sea fig 1, the position vector of the J l l i d . d ~ e e surface is· 
eiven by 
where I and 0< correspond to the curvilinear coorcinates of 
section 2.3· S' Bnd e2 respectively. 
The length coordina.tes involved are scr.J.ed by the ra.dius of the 
cylineer n.. The norme! to the surface is given by 
Substituting equations 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 its equations 2.3.3., 2.3.4, 
and 2.3.5 gives the following e < x : r r ~ s s i o n s s fcrthe mid.Cle surface 1:>e.20 
vector, reetric tensors and 2nd f Q n a ~ e n t e l l forms. 
til 
-
= ( 0, 0, /) 
2.5.3. 
a:z :: (- S;,1 c( ?Die( 0) , 1 
-
. ~ I I
ad;! = a ::: ( ~ ~ ~ ) )
.. bot!l - ( ~ ~ ~ ) )
h' - b,1 ::: h'= 0 f:,2:! -/ -I I 2 1. 
/ / 
t> 1« / 
h j'i 




S i ~ c e e the 0",1 terms are constant, all the Chriatofi'el ~ y m 1 : . l o 1 s s
are Zel'O, therefore 
Sube.tituting equa.tions 2.5.2 8.:ld 2.5.3. into equation 2.3.7. g1.vc::s 
expresaionZl for the shell baso vectors a.nd metric tens ora • 
3, - a, 3::: ( / f ~ ) q t t 53 :: Cl" - , 
-
, 
/ 0 0 
Jij :: 0 (/+fit 0 2.5.5. 
0 a I 
/ 0 0 
• 31.J - 0 1-2(1·1'3 e:, 0( e3) O. ... ;; J 
0 0 / 
<:::1 • 
The lj3cmetric que.n.ti ties for the middle surfe.ee 2.5.4. aI"e aubsti tutsd 
, . 
into eqtl.ations 2.3.9. to e,ive the follcwing disple.cer:.ent-strtin rele.tiona. 
-
-
Subeti tutine equations 2.5.5. into equ.f.l.tion!l 2.3.11. gives ntrN,:,t, .. 
t ,., 1 ti i i te of '11 Cl!) , 8 r 8 ~ n n 1"0 a ons, &nor ng rms \/l ~ 7 7
, . 
- r ~ : : ; ;F:ift-'l){,-+tV· /0 ~ ~ ) ~ ; l l+ '}(I-.z eJ·n e;J(b';/O;;.)} 
For the cylinGrical shell three shell theories are considered. T h ~ ~
thick shell the,ory using die.plaooment ~ n c t i o n s s 2.4.10 including : n O D - ~ e r o o
trcnsverse normal s.nd sheer stresees, 5 e c c ~ d 1 y y the thick ~ l : e l l l theory with 
tero t ! ' a . 1 ' j s v a r ~ e e normal stress i; , e..."'ld thirdJ.y tl:e thin shell, }'lugge 
theory. 
, 
Tne f i r ~ t t case uees d i B p l a c o m ~ n t t functions of the form 
2.6.1. 
Substituting t h ~ s a a equations into the stress free surface condition 
2.4.1. and with the \ . : ~ ~ ~ cf t ~ o o goorr.otrical cylindriceJ. shell rele,tions of 
section 2.5. eiV03 
(1-r;){flf3J)+'l(f) f ~ ~ f C) ~ ~ 0 
X ( ~ ~ +H)-1 ~ ~ .7:=0 
X ( w . . f ~ ) - 2 ~ J S . : r ~ 2 X ~ ~ ==0 ~ ~ de( dO: I ~ ~
2.6.2 •. 
Fer C3nernl I it i ~ ~ impossible to solve those equations· to cbtain the 
c.ieplac6n-:cnt f .. mcticJ:lo in tenus of the middle surfaco Clisplac6u:onta A, B 
end. C. However, in certain 'epacial cases solution is p o s 8 i ~ l e . . Ccmsidc-r(..,d. 
, 
hera is tho case when X is a. function of' 0(. only. The O(luation 2.6.2. 







de :; C 
-dts 
If the shell is of" CO!lstnnt t h i ( ; k n , : ! ~ ; : J J then the,,":; equations reduce 
to the form " 
2.6.4.. 
Theze equatiolls for constant thickness give displacement"strain 
relations or the form 
2 1" :>. 
"" 1: .• 0. 
2.6.5. 
T"nt3 Clisplacement s-trc.i.t1. relations are u:::ea vii th the etress strai.\'\ 
relations 2.5.7 to completely define the otute of the shell in termo.oi' th9 
middle flurfacG diepls.cem€mts and the arb! tary fUnction of 0< (T and tho 
terns to make up C) • 
It should be noted from these equations that the transverse shear torrros 
arc quadratics to the first order, but the.t the h J terms meen tha.t 
these atrains end. hsnea the stresses e....-e not syli!IDetrio abeut the m1.o.dle 
surface. Tile in plene strdns are all, to the first cruer, the same as '.n 
the thin sholl theor,y preecnted later, but the inclusion of tho J torm in 
~ 3 3 Keens that the in plene stresses, to the firBt or/ler, are (lUl".dratlc5 
in S · 
Secondly ccnsider the thick ehell the cry with the assumption that to 
. ...,.3; 0 6 the first order L':: ,'thus the displacements ara of the foro 2. .1. but 
with J :: O. 
The C"Jlinarical shell b'9in.$ Q. single e"..L.'"Vature ci1911 IT..eans that, '11th 
eatistying the surface conditions can only occur in the curved direction. 
The eoordinatesc<,ficcnsiaered. for the c y l i n a r i c e ~ ~ shell are p r i n c : t ~ \ s l l co-
-r'3_ ... 0 4 ordinates, therefore assumin.g al!O that "'. eqlls.ticn 2.4-.1 beeon:s 
de + J) ::: 0 . ~ ~
e.e -8 +f +3Ci ~ ~ 0 
~ c ( (
~ ~ -;Zei =0 
i' ( ~ ~ + ~ ~ .f c) f {I,?)f! :: 0 
2.6.6. 
21. 
wi th Bolutic·n 
. 
Substitutir-Z in the displacement strain relations 2.5.6 g i v e ~ ~
20. 
~ a o o 6 t r o s s - 5 t r ~ i n n relation5 to be used being 2.5.7. 
A180 included are the equations for F l u e g o ' ~ ~ cylindrical sholl thecry. 
Fer this displaoement functions are assumed of the form 
[' ~ ~ A - ~ ~ de 
'1/ V) ~ ~
11;. " B.f e3 ( ,8 - ¥.:) 
VI; ::; C 
~ d d the £ ~ r e S 8 - s t r a 1 n n relations 
II 2tf,1 {v ( l)Y J r ':: "7 ()//f7t/'2eJ .f3e; 0:) 
r / ~ ~ = 2}-i (/-2 ej.f 3 eJt.) Oa 
. Ill,. :;;; ( 7 ( / - 2 e 3 f 3 ~ ) t J l I I { r - 4 4 . f / O e i ; ) ~ 1 } }
. r'J ~ ~ rJJ - ~ : , O O
2.6.10. 
2.6.11 • 
2.7. Trd t';tl3'd. Pll1:tn 
The c<lUatiC!lS of sGcti,m. 2.3 are now !I.rl1lied to th'l ceometry of a 
trlated. plate. 'I116 mic.1aJ.e 8ul'face of the twisted. plata is defined by two 
curvilinear coordinates c( end p ,see fig 2. The che.rs.cterifltic lensth, 
a, 15 defined for the ,shell eo that if ~ ~ is the ~ ~ g l e e of twist at e ~ y y point, 
then thc.t point is e. length a I in the Z direction. 0< is defined as til'3 
a.."lgle such that any point on the surface is a length ·a tan c( from the 
1 
axis, CC , of the shell. 
The position vector of tha middle surface is given by 
r:; (Ct 14ft c< t N / ~ ~ a f((1f c/ sf nl) til) 
The length, 8., is now scaled to unity Ella $ l'.lld e< are taken as the 
I 1-
curvilinear coordinates e and e respectively. Tte normal to the middle 
surface is ei ven by 
113 :> ( ~ f « j i l 1 l , , -aSicNI, 'finc() 
gives :for the middle Bur:f'acs base vectors, .. atria t e n ~ o r s s end. ~ n d d fundar..::!'.te.l 
forms the follor-ing expressions. 
tIl - (0,0,1) ... 
- ( . f e ' ~ ~ C;S!, S - t , ~ ~ J ; I f ~ ~ 0) £12- II' ",. 
-
Clo/I - ( U ~ ~ ~ U : ~ ) } } a " / ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ C P S ~ ) ) 2.7.3. ",. 
30. 
/ 
Shell Vi:<::!wed Al A:d3 eel' eng 
31. 
In this CllS3 tho ::ctric te::.scr!.l are functions of '" and therefore the 
non-zero Christoffel symbols are given by 
The shell base vectora end. metric tensors ere obtained by sub!ti tu·tir:.t 
equations 2.7.} end 2.7.4 into 2.3.7 to give 
. , 
. q J ~ ~ g I .f 83 US" g %', .3: -; 3: .f B: (nd q I , 
- . SJC"d(JfCPJ1< ~ 1 . ) ) .2 ~ j ( ( ~ ~ . 
Jij ~ ~ : Z ~ S . t C d d $!c1«HM1<€Jt) 
o 0 
CDJ!«113 C/sk e;)' " 2 e ; t c J ~ . .
-2 el cos ~ ~ C v ' S 1 ~ { ( 1 1 f 3 C ~ J ~ ~e;1) 
() (), 







The 6 O o m ~ t r i o o prop3rties of the shell are applied to the dieplacement-
. . 
strain equation 2.}.9, with tbo use of equation 2.3.8, to give the stra:i.ns 
in terms of the c o n t r c v n r i ~ ~ t t displacoment as 
32. 
Thess equa.tions ere giv"en in terms of the contravariant Clisplacement 
functions as they give simpler equations in later ~ p p l i c £ t i o n s , , see section 
2.8. 
Substitution of e q ~ a t i o n s s 2.7.5 into 2.3.11 gives the following atra!5-
:strain relations, terms of o( e:) being ignored • 
. r"= I ~ ~{P''J)M1<{!-r6t1/" e / Y l / - ~ - I J ) C ' / d d e]t,J 
- f b C 1 ~ k ( J f 6 C p J 1 , ; ; f}jr1r- 2 ' l ) c ~ J ' k ke; J 5 , ; 1 . f - 1 C 1 t . ~ . f } C p 4 4 ) t n } }
2.7.7. 
33. 
r 33 :: / ~ ~i { 7 Clf d. (113 cts ~ ~ @; ) ~ ~-41 (!ff< 6jl5':1 
. .,. ')m1< {ldCpJ'k ~ l J t u u ..f ( t ~ ' l ) )0;.; } 
2.8. T ' ~ i 8 t O d . . Plato - D : i . s J . ? l t ' l c e : : n ~ m t t F u n c t i o n ~ ~
• •• II ••• ~ . . . . ... ,. • _ 
. For the twisted plate only the thick shell theory with zero T33 is 
considGred.. The six equations 2.4.11 for tho theory with non-zerojC33 being 
impossible to solve for the displacement functions in terms of the miadla 
curface dioplacement, even for npccial cases iP.constant thic!mess. 
~ l U S S displacements functions are considered of the form 
. tI ~ ~ A -rh><J(1)fS'E) 
U l ~ ~ BfhXj(f.fSG) 
. tl ;: (f fh xJH 
2.8.1 • 
Substi tutins theae expressions into the stress tree b o u . ~ d a . r y y equations 
2.4.1., using the geom3tric properties of th9 ehcll from ~ e c t i o n n 2.7, and the 
. rela.tions betlrsen contravariant end covariant diaplact.ments Q.3.8. gives the 
set of equations 
~ ~ - Il(d 8 l' f.t',;<(1)/5!) ~ ~ 0 
-Cp 




Tho39 equations solve to gb,'e displr.cerr.onts functions of the form 
Substitution into the displacement-straln relations 2.7.6. gives. tho 
equations 

Tho stre3s strain relations for this t..'1cory ere thoso in. equation 2.7.7. 
Tho equatiO!13 fer tho thin shell theory f'or the t'l'li3ted plato, 
equivnlent to the Flueee ThBOry equation for the cylilldrical shell, aro also 
given here. 
The displacement functions a r e ~ ~
U' = Ai' ez(U5c1 B - CV,52c1 ~ 7 1 1 ) 
u2 := B + e" ( C V J ~ ~A - tpS4c1 ~ ) )
u3 -:;; C' 
the dieplacemont strain relations are 
end fins11y the atre88-strain relatione ara 
. 
r / ~ ~ "" ~ ~ f'< 0; 01 ~ ~dt/ 1" folll ~ ~f/NN1t e/) 
, f t7{fJ} e / ) ~ . 2 2 -:l4CoSt- 0';2} 
'-r .. 71 {[7CpS!«lffCpS'ti e;)f1"CPJ':t e/jd;! 
, . -4CCS!< t1t,2 -fUS!{{I-f 6 { P & ~ 1 ) o ; . } }
. r /3 ::I r JJ -;: r33 -;: 0 
3.1 • Intro(1.uct.i on 
-------..... --
The nuntericnl techniques E!nl1. computinc methods 1.1300. in this i n v o ~ t i G c t i o n n
for the solution of shell free vibration problemn arc presented in this 
chapter. The computer pr0t;r81ns have been applied. to tha i;wisted plate emu' 
cylindrical shell, to both thin end thiclc theories for comparison, in every 
case to the problem of the shell clrunped eJ.ong one edge. The results obtained. 
are presented in Chapter 4. The programs have been made Ev8 general 8.3 
posSible, so that they CDll be used \"/i th e.::.se for eny shell geometry and 
boundary conaition. 
The techniques used have been restrict-3d due to the limi to.tions of 
computing fa.cilities available. The computer used was a 1\:D]'9, which is a 
3 2 I ~ , , 48 bit word m ~ . c h i n e e with extensive diflC and mo.gnetic tape facilities. 
The machine was in heavy use, so the time ctvailable for running programs y;·:;s 
rather restricted. Therefore the proGrams had to be mede as efficient as 
possible. Thoy were written iJl Egdon l.leol (a specially modified version 
~ f f Algol for use on the KDF<)) and, where possible, st.andard libr",ry routines 
were used. The efficiency could have been improved by the use at" a lower 
level langue.ge, but the use of .Aleol makes the progreID' m:.J.chinc indepenG.ent. 
The core store available for use was 26K. By cf:reful chaining of the prCt;Z'<ul'l, 
22K was left for data space, this being the limit on the size of the 3 y S t 2 ~ ~ c ~ ~
equatiom that could be considered. 
The numerical techniques applied to the problem are appro:dmate solution 
techniques b c ~ s e d d on the Rayleigh-Ritz method. For this, strain and k i n ~ t i c c
energy matrices are .set up in terms of coefficients in the e:A.--pan.sions of the. 
midne surface displacements. Boundary condi tiona are then e . p ~ ' l i e d d to reduce 
the size of these equations, so that ~ . l l l the displacement boundary condi tic!ls 
are satisfied. Tne resulting eigenvalue problem is then solved to give the 
freCluencies nnd mode shapes for the ehell. Other tecp.niClues used to reduce 
the size.oi' the e:i.cen11?lue rroblco are symmetry, (,.!ld. the use or the stress 
free eage conJi tions • 
The rlumericrJ. tecr ..n i q u , ~ s s used are outlino,l in section 3.2, Dnd the;, 
computer program in section 3.3. The pHrticlllar noctions of theprOcr[l"Ill 
are then disGussod in I'lOre detail in sections 3 . ~ ~ to 3 .6,Dnd a conernl 
discussion of the program is presented in section 3.7. 
NUmorical Annlvsis 
_. -* 
Exnct solutions of free vibration problems for eeneral shaped' shells, 
with arbitrary boundary conditions, are not possible. For this problem a 
wiele variety of approximate solutions can be used, most of these b e i n ~ ~
relevant only to particular geometries or boundary conditions. TIle best 
general method, in the sense that it can be applie(l to any shell geometry 
and boundary conditions, is one using an enerf!.Y principle. Es.sentially this 
is very similar to the Rayleigh-Ritz method, in tllat an approximation to the 
energy of the structure is minioised. In the Rayleigh-Ritz method the 
displacements of the shell are defined as a series of functions, each of which 
sa.tis.f'y the displacement boundary concli tions. The main dre.wback of the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method is that the displacement functions must be chosen to 
satisfy the d i s p l a c e ~ e n t t bOWldary conditions. 
The solution technique used here is to find sta.tionery values 0;; the 
Hrn>.il tonian: 
t, . 
H "l'( v ~ r ) d t . . 3.2.1 • 
tc 
subject to the constraints imposed by the . d i s p l r c e ~ e n t t boundary conditicns. 
The functions used in the approximations to the d i s ' P l a c d ~ e n t s s can now be 
general, and are chosen 
coorclinates 0< E.nd I 
Appendix 1. 
as double power series in t . ~ e e middle flurface 
• The b8.sis of this variational method is given in 




t.I lit ' where v ~ 1 1 mld VJ. ar.e the covariant and contravariant displacements, the 
dot representing the .time derivatives. V" is the covariant strain tensor 
.0;(1 • J 
« , ;.J.. 
~ 1 1 1 the contravariant stress tensor, t.i the body forces, end 77 
the surface tractions. The first integral in the potential cnerry equation 
is knO·lm as the strain energy •. For a free vibration problem the body force 
and surface traction integrals nrc both zero. For this reason only the 
displacement b o ~ ~ d a r y y conditions have to be satisfied; the stress free 
conditions are satisfied by the solution, whic:h ~ ' ; o u l d d otherwise give non-
zero surface tractions 7i • 
The strain and stress tensors are l ~ o w n n linear functicn3 of the 
displacements tii and their d e r i v ~ t i v e s . .
1# 
where D is the stress strain matrix. 
The displacement functions t t ~ ~ are in turn defined in terms of the 
mid-dle surface displacements A, B, C 2..."ld their derivatives (see Chap·ter 2). 
The middle surface displo.cemen ts are defined f1S a-ouble power series 
ill the scaled middle surface coordinates of the shell. 
41. 
·A '*H c!"" A (.E!-t (!-t -1 IJf - ~ ~ <: r:/ AL B L. e 
! ~ O O :r'o '. 
.8 Af-' 1(-/ (c1 /(! t' .. /tIf - ~ ~ .( Bf:! A7 Bl e ... 
1-0 ;-'0 
t<' ( ( .::!..y ( 1-Y .-If.) t 3.2.5. .C - ~ 1 1 AL.. 13k e .., 
J&{) )"$·0 
Substituting equations 3.2.5, 3.2.4., 3.2.3 and 3.2.2. into 3.2.1. 
gives a quadratic in the coefficients A17, 813, ~ 1 1 • To find 
the stationary values of H, it is differentiated by each of the coefficients 
to give a system of linee.r e'lUa°tiolls in the form of E'.n eigenvalue problem 
:: 0 3.2.6. 
where _x i3 a vector of the coefficients A 'f"if' 8.'1'''' rt 
.J.;, ;1 "1/,1 
These equations are subject to the constraints implied. by the displaccr!:ent 
boundary conditions. The standErd technicpl€ for this i3 to introduce 
Lagrange multipliers for ea.ch of the constraint equations. This, hQ';':ever, 
increases the number of equations to be solved, '!hereas the need is to 
decrease it as much as possible. The °o.lternative method of achieving this 
is outlined below. 
The constraint equations are set u.p in the form 
GX ~ ~ 0 3.2.7. 
-
where, if there are R constraints, G is a R x 311m matrix. T'nese 
equations are used to reduco out n. of the coefficients of !.. 
Pm-titioning 3.2.7. gives 
3.2.8. 
42. 
where J is a vector of' the R coefficient:) to be reduced out and ct 










The strai.n and ldnetic enerrY matrices are modified to beco:ne 
K :: Q"KQ 
M ;: Q ~ } f Q Q
leaving the eigenvalue problem 




This technique has been successfully e,?plied, by -r:ebster (29 ~ ~ to t!:e 
problem of a thin cylindrical panel ~ l a m p e d d cn four side3. 
For the problems of shells clamped a ~ o n g g one edGe p:: 0 J c O ~ 1 s i c : . c r e d d
later, the Cisplacement bOQ."'ldary conditions Ieed to equa.tions of the fo!'lJl 
( c-< )I Arc AI :: 0 
=0 
3.2.13 • 
Thus, thi3 boundar; condition lenes to certein coefficients being 7.ero. 
For this case, it is not necessary to s.pply the boundary condition rcG.uction 
above, as the cO:ldi tiona c!',n simply be satisfied by l e a v i n ~ ~ the E:ppropriD.te 
ter.ns out of the d i s p l ~ i c e m e n t t fuJlctions. In this prLI'ticular cDse, the 
displacement fur.ctions used. then :::rltisfy (lll the itisplaco!:J8nt bcundDry 
43. 
conditions: E:Jld therefore the Rnyleigh-Ritz technique is 1,ejng f:Jpplicd. 
However, it is emphasised that this is true only for certlJin boundary 
conditions: L>i generru., the Harniltoni(ln approach with reduction is re quire e, • 
The eigenvalue problem is solved employing standard Ij_brnry routines, 
which can only be used to 801 ve problems "lith up to 75 unknowns. For a 
general shell problem this restricts the (M, N) vRlues USGd in the displacement 
functions to (5, 6) or ( 6 , 5 ~ w h i c h h are insufficient to ensure convercence 
of the frequencies. 
Two techniques have been utilioed to give larger (M, N) values, Dnd 
thus better convergence: symmetry and stress-free bound.ary conditions. 
Symmetry along vi.ia 6.:..:i5 uf a ;;;hell doubles the number of terms in tho 
displacement functions, by solvine two 75 x 75 problems. This increas0s the 
(!!, N) values to (7, 8), (8, 7), which are high enoue;h to give good 
convergence (Section 4.2). However, the use of symcotry restricts the 
shells a ~ d d boundary conditions for which solutions C2.n be found. 
For the Ha'1liltonian solution it is only necessary that t h e d J . ' / j 9 1 a c ~ ~ : l t t
boundary conditions are satisfied, stress-free conditions are eatisfied 
automatically. By utilising these streas-free c o n a i t i o ~ s s the number of t e l ~ a a
in the dis2lacem.;mt functions cen be increased, whilst the size. of the eig-8nValJ 
problem remains the S8nm. For example, consider the problem of-a shell Clampedl 
along one edse. Putting the r e s u l t ~ ~ t t forces and m o ~ e n t s s zero en the other 
three edges gives possible (M, N) values of (8, 9), (9, 8). Application ot 
the force-conditions alone gives v a l u e ~ ~ (6, 8), (7, 7), (8, 6) similar to 
those which enstll'e adequate convereence in :the sy:tn:r.etry problem. It should be 
noted that. as the ,stress-free conditions are not necessary for application 
of' the solution technique, only sufficient conditions for convergence need 
to be applied. 
Ste.ndard library routines are used to solve the eigenvalue problem 
-
to vihich equation 3.2.12 c::m ba trensformed. 
1,1. 
't'r_ 
'Two solution techniquos were usoa. The first should be sufficient 
to Bolve the free vibration problem. However, due to the build up of 
errors the second approach was also applied. 
The first teclmique is to solve equation 3.2.16 by Householc1er' a 
method, Wilkinson ( 30). In this Z is first transformed 1:;0 tri-
diagonal form by a sequence of transformations. 
, 
I tJr tJr ::. / 
The elements of (Jr are chosen so thnt Zy will have zeros in 8,11 
except the tri-c.iagonnl posi ticns of a. particular colur::m. Each trans-
formation leaves uncilanged the elements of the previous columna, so that 
for a. system of equations of ord.er J, J-2 transforma.tions are required to 
reduce Z to its tri-diagonnl form Zr . Py has the property that it 
is orthogonal, therefore the eigenvalues of ~ ~ ~ are the 38me as those of Z. 
The eigenvalues of ~ i i are t ~ e n n found by the ~ e t h o a a cf Sturm sequences. 
Given a tri-diagonal eigenvalue problem 
3.2.16. 
z/' ft !/2 o 
!J:t. Z z - ~ ~ J3 
- _...-. .......... --.-- ............. 
o 
let jn(A) b'J. the rlctcrmincnt of tho matrix formed from the first r 
rows and columns. It can then be proved that 
-
For a particular value of ~ ~ ,Be.y ,X , the sequence f(\) is a. 
Sturm sequence, that is, the number of changes of sicn in the sequence is 
-
equal to the number of roots of fr ( ~ ) ) less than A in algebraic valuo. 
This result C1"J.1 be use a. to compute all of the roote, or eny particular one 
required, simply by bisecting the red axis llnd applyine Newton' 5 method 
to obtcin the root to the llccurn.cy required. 
The eigenvectors nre then evalua.ted by the method of inverse itera.tlon. 
It can be s h o ~ n n that for the root nearest to S the e i ~ e n v e c t o r r of the 




This itera.tion is performed by succeSSively solving the system of linea.r 
equations with the s ~ ~ e e matrix on the left, for varying right h ? ~ d d sides. 
This is performed by Gaussi8n elimination,' the first step ferms the u?per 
t r i e ~ g u 1 ~ r r lllltrix, w r ~ c h h is then used in all successive iteraticns. J ~ ) I I
Then convereence is obtained the .ratio of the components of Y ~ ( r ; ~ . . t 
g i ~ e s s a correction to the eigenvalue S, so that the better approximation 
to the e i g e n v a ~ u e e is given by 
Thb technique depends on Z being symmetric. 1'his can be achisv3cl 
by the transformation 
_1_ -r 
z:: L)(L 
L1'tl Y = -'" 
T 
where 11 = LL 
1-
and A ~ ~ U) 
-
3.2.20. 
This trensi'ormation can only be applied if 11 is symmDtric and positive 
definite. From the definition of IT this mUllt be so, but as the number of 
terms in the displacement function ere increased, error terms make the 
. 
evallation of L impossible. To eValuate the effects of these errers the second 
technique was used. For -this the followinG tre.nsformation is applied. 
3.2.21. 
! f ~ q , ,
- -
This Z is not symmetric, so Householder' 5 method canno'c be applied. 
Therefore the technique referred to as the H . ~ . R . . method is applied 
Wilkinson ( 30) J Frances ( . 31 ) •. Z is first reduced to 
Hessenoerg form (en upper triar.Ble matrix, with the first lower diaeonel nOD-
zero also). This is achieved by a sequence of tre.nsformctions 
.. / 
Zy :: itt r 2""1 )-1 r Zc ·z 
t ~ ' h e e , ~ I , ,.. J ere chosen '80 that they reduce to zero all the terms in or-e 
oolua"l. that need to be zero in the final Hessenberg form. In aaaiticn, 
the form of the /.1; J. is such that they'co not affect previously zeroed 
oolums. Tho orc,er in ~ h i c h h the columns ere reduced is cependent en the: 
llll'gcnt term in the 10'.':or triangle, thus retlucing the effects of' error. By 
this method tho matrix is reduced to lrcssenberg form by J-2 trCllisform::d;l ons. 
Tl,e Q-R Algorithm is thcm applied to the resultine ZH BO that 
such that 
where Qr is an orthogonal matrix, and Rris an upper trifineular matrix. 
This sequence converges to a me,trix ZQ. In the CDse of all rer:l eir,env9lues 
ZQ is a.n uI'per trie.neular matrix, the diagonal eler::ent3 of which are the 
eigenvalues of Z. l<'or complex roots ZQ ht .. s elen:;.ents just below the cliP..gOl'lEl. 
The solution of the 2 x 2 determinant of this term with the ad.jacent 
diagonal ~ ~ a a uFper triangular t e r r ~ g i v e e a complex pair of roots of Z. 
The eigenvectors ere then formed by inverse iteration as in 
Householder's method. 
Tbe H ~ R R method, in general gives complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors, 
rold is. much sIemer than Householder's rr.ethod.. The use of the t'NO techniques 
is discussed in section 3.7. 
3.3. C o m ~ u i ; e r r Fro.,:;ram. G.eneral O u t l i r . ~ ~
~ ~
The proeram has been Eade as eeneral as possible, 50 that only certain 
blocks ha-.re to be che.nged. depend.ent on the shell geometry, the bounda.ry 
conditions epplied, and the type of solution required. The flo",v diaerJID 
for the proGram is given in fig 3. 
T'ne proerar:l hc.s been chained so tha.t the mnximum p.mount of core store 
is ll.vaila.ble for data storace. All the blocks in fie 3 EiI'e sepr.ratu chr:.ins, 
except BCVAR which is performed r:;anually, the program being ~ . p l i t t in t""O 
at this point. The first chain is very straichtfoT'Nard, involving only the 
settin"g up of control variables re'luired Inter in tho procrm:t. The other 
chains are discussed in more c1ctuil in the followinG sectionc. The 
computer progrw!l for the constc?..nt thickl10ss thick twisted plate is given in 
Appendix 2. This progrmn does not involve allY b ol.lndary condition reduction. 
Tbe a.ppropriate parts of' the program for boul1.d.<ll-Y conai tion reduotion 
applied to the thin cylindrical shell are [;i ven in P.ppenc1ix 4. In 
Appendix 3 the datil required to define the energy expressions for the 
constant thickness thick twisted plate is presented. 
The E.pproximate times for the various parts of the program are shown 
in table 1; first for the solution using symmetry end Householder's 
eigenva.lue solutionj second for a problem without symmetry, using the stress 
free boundary condition reduction and the HQR eigenvalue solution. The 
tiDes given ere for the maximum size prcblem by each method, so as to give 
the greatest accuracy possihle. 
r , ~ : ' . I N N
1ni tiatc:;} Froblem Data. 
f ) E S l ~ T T
Sets up Strain ana Kinetic 
Energy 1,;atrices 








F o r ~ r e d u c t i o n n matrix 





MereES Enercr 1/atrices 
Solves Eieenvl'.lue Froblem 
to give FrequenCies .?..nd 
} ~ o d e e Stapes 
Tf'blo 1 Comnutr:r Til'1l8 S 
.. " 
'<,."". 
Computer Core Time ( sec) 
Thin Theory Thick Theory Thin '1'})e ory Thick Theory 
Twisted Plate ~ t i s t e d d Fla.te Cylinc1cr Cylinder 
-.. 
( a.) Symmetry & 
Householder 
MAIN 10 10 10 10 
SESET 330 1030 100 250 
BCSUB 10 10 10 10 
SOL"v'E 350 350 350 350 
TOTl'!' 700 1400 470 620 
--- -





H ~ R R
}.;JUN 10 10 10 10 
SESET 650 2050 190 490 
BC:MAT 40 40 40 I 
40 
BCRED 180 180 ! 180 I 180 I I I I SCLVE 300 300 i 300 I 3CO ! 
I ! 
. 




S t r ~ i n n and Fi.netic Bnerry r , ~ l ' l t r i ( : r - ' f l l_ t ... _ 
Applying equations 3.2.1 to 3.2.7 Livos rine to n. set of' linear 
equDtions in the coefficients of the displacement function. Tho matrices, 
K Dnd M, of these terms are referred. to as the strain e n 8 r ~ y y and kinetic 
enere;y matrices (or in the engineerint; literature as the "stiffnes3" 
and. "mass" matrices respectively). 
The e n e r ~ T T matrices are set up eepnrp.tely, .poth beinG symmetric matriees 
of the form below' -
I I 1 AA AB AC 
-- -I- ~ - - - ........ -
BI\. ~ ~ BB I Be 3.4.1 • 
- -
-1- - -
CP- t CB I CC 
where J.:£ refers to coefficients arising f ~ o r n n AI1 8KI. terms, s i ~ i l a r l y y
for the other partitions. To keep the core requirements to a minimwn the 
ma.trices are partitioned. as above, each partition beinG vtorked out separately. 
Only sLx matrices have to be evaluated, b e c ~ u s e e of ~ ~ ~ e t r J . .
The flow diagram for this part of the pro{!ram, referred to as 3 E . . , ) ~ T T is 
given in fig 4. 
For this section of the program, data is required to define the e n e r ~ J J
. 
expressions. For the thick shell theories these c ~ n n be very complicated, 
in fact for the variable thickness twisted plate theory there are over 600 
terms, each being of the form 
J / c £ ( r C ) X S i I l ~ ~ C O J ~ ~
S 
where F l4"1d G can be e1 thor A, n or C; CE(IC) :l.3 n constr..nt, depc'nd.cnt on 
shell geometry,. and material properties; Dnd X is a quadratic function 
of X ana its first derivatives (X defines t.he thicy..ness variation of the 
shell. See section 2.4). In this expression the intee;ration over the 
thickness has already been performed. Thus, for thin shell, every term in 
the energy expre'ssions cen be defined in terms of a f:>ct of numbcr3 
IS IA ID JD lID KD JS JC IC JX 
and a set of expressionn defininG CE(IC) 
IS defines whether the term is s t r ~ d . n n or kinetic enerL\!, 
{ 
1 Strain E..t'lergy 
IS -
- 2 Y ~ n e t i c c Energy 
IA defines F and G in terms of A and B. 
Sets up Intcgrntion nt1d Differentiation 
ter:ns in orr[lYs C08F, SC, It'D, FB 
Cells COEFF routines to set up 
coefficients of' energy terms 
(1 for S.E, 3 for K.E) 
Reeds I1, I2 e.nd A1, A2 Dlntric0S 
from d.isc 
(Control matrices defining enerC,Y 
de.ta) 
E V I ' ~ K A B B
.-
Sets up matrices p ~ , , EB, CC and 
stores them on disc. 
CalJs CCEFg rou·tine s (2 for S.3., 
4 -ror K.B.) 




Sets up matrices PB, AC, Be ana 
stores on aJ.3C. 
IA F C 
1 A A 
2 n B 
3 c c 
4- A n 
5 A C 
-
6 B C 
'. 




3 (?1i)1 ~ ' " "
4- ( ~ ) 4 4
a., 
. 
5 · x ~ ~~ ~
6 X ~ 1 S S~ l · ·
7 ~ : :~ A A ~ ~ ~dtJ 
For a constant thickness twisted p1ete JX is not res,uired. For a. cy1incer, 
JS 8:ld JC ere r..ot required. 
The munb-cr of terns in the ('ncrey expr<:lssions make it inefficient to 
store all these values at the 8E'Jile title. Thu8, the terms ere divic1ed into 
sub-sets for IS and lA, only ccrtnin sub-sets being used (I,t My one time. 
Also for IA = 1, 2 and 3, the numbers ere divided into further sub-sets 
so those where ID :; KD and JD = UD D.ro sepnl'£l.te from the l'eli1niniIlg t c r m ~ . .
Tho symmetry of these terms me,9.ns thnt tbe e V ( ; l l u : ~ t i o n n end. storeca or thoir 
resultant energy terms C.'.l.n be performed twice liS efficiently as for tbe 
general terms. 
Arrays of the set' of m.unbe.:s 3.11-.h, excepting IS and. 11\, are set up 
011 disc for ea.ch value of IS, for three d.istinct ct.lsez. 
(8.) Ill. ::: 1, 2, 3 ID = JD Elnd. JD =KD 
(b) IA ::: 1, 2, 3 Terms not included in (8) 
( c) IA = 4, 5, 6 
Reference is made to these arrays in the proGram as A1, A2, A3. }'or 
each case, arrayn I1, 12, I3 are formed, which define the position of the 
terms in A1, A2 and A3 respectively, for the different values of r ~ . . This 
division of the arrays makes the program more efficient as different 
operations are performed for each of the cases (a), (b), (c) ~ b o v e , , end. 
in addition saves storaGe space as the arrays A1, A2, A3 and C:E: need only be 
declared so as to cont8in the lEtrf,est sub-set of v t t ~ u e 8 . . The coefficients 
CE are set up using four routines, which define CE for the sepl:l.rate ca.f.es. 
(i) COEFF 1 .A.A, BB, CC Strain Energy terms 
(ii) COEFF 2 AA, BB, CC Kinetic E.o.era terms 
(iii) COEFF 3 AB, AC, BC Strain EnerEY tems . 
(iv) COEFF 4- AB, AC, , BC Kinetic mergy terms 
nle remainder of this section will be aevoted to discussion of the 
constant thickness twisted plate, with cOll'-'!losnts on the changes to be mac.a 
for other shells. ",',Then referring in eeneral to the arrays and routines 
defined above, AN will be used to refer t o . l ~ , , A2 and A3, IN fer 11,12 Rnd I3 
and COEFFN for COEFF 1, 2, 3 and 4 • 
.All the information is now readily available for the e V f ' ~ u a t i o n n of the 
general energy expression 3.4.2. After tcking out all constant terms 8ud 
substituting the power series for t l v ~ ~ clisplacernents the only terms left to be 
evaluated exe of the form 
where .AL emu BL acfine thc boundary value 3 of c< ano. f' • 
Fot' constant At and BL, tho c( a.na I terms :i.n th1.s inteernl are 
independcmt" and so the integrals "n th respect to each can be evnlul1t.ec1 
separately. The integral with reapect to p C::1n be carried out 
analytically, but the 0<.. i n t e e r a . l h f u ~ ~ to be evnlu8ted numerically. This 
is done by Simpson I s rule in the procedure INTl';C.. In the proc,ram, both 
integrations are carried out for all terms to be encountered in the enerey 
expressions and the results stored in arrays. This means that each 
integration has only to be carried. out once. Two arrflYs llre uned. to store 
this d.ata. 
j At. J ~ ~ (d).f CO ff ( I,:r, K) -:: 0 si It c( ~ I . t t A'Z de{ 
Tests were mad.e on the accuracy of the numerical inteeration, end 
finally an accuracy to the sixth fieure was used. This had no noticeable 
effect cn the resulting freqllellcies. 
, 
For the constant thickness cylinder, the 0( inteerals ce.n also be 
carried out a..""lalytlcally. "','hen varip..ble thickness is included the arrays must 
be e x p ~ . n d e d d to include all possibilities. In this ca.se the et Mdl 
inteerals mey not be independent • 
.Also set up initially e.re arrays FD :and FE which give the coefficients 
obtained as the result of' diff'ercntin.tion with reference to c/ and! 
3.4.10. 
fE(IJ) , -.. -
5'7. 
From this initial information the contribution from over.y enercy t ( ~ r m m
can be evsluntecl as a siru:plo product for cr;ch term In the power r.er:ies 
6xpanflicn 1)[' the T(liadle surface oisplncemcnts. 
For eXf:!Ilple refer back to equation 3. l l-.2, fmd consiaer tho constD.nt 
thiclmess caso, so that the X anc1 X terJ!l3 p..re not includod. Evaluation of 
the contribution to the energy expression of the term arisinc; from the 
eeneral cross term 
can be written down for each term in the enerey expression 8.3 
CE(IC)* COEF(JS, JC, I + K)* SC(J + H)* 
:m(I, ID)* roCK, KO)« FE(J, JD). F.S(H, lID) 
3.4.11 • 
and its position in the appropriate partition of the enercy axray is defined 
by I, J, K, H, ID, JO, KD' and RD. 
The program SE3ET organises the setting up of' the energy matrices. 
!Bring formed the initial matrices SC, CO?:?, FD and 7 ~ , i t t th6n set3 up e ~ c h h
of' the partitions of' the enerey matrices. The IS loop controls the 3 t r ( ~ n n
anera and kinetic energy calc:.tlations. For e ~ c h h in turn it c.91l5 the 
appropriate CO:;;FE{ routines, reads J J ~ ~ and IN from disc and. evaluates ~ E - . c h h
of the six partitions. The evaluations for AA, BB and CC are carried out in 
EVENAB, e..nd those for AB, AC end BC in ODD.A.B. The flow dill£rrun for J ! . . " I . r : ; : ; ~ . 3 3
is given in fig.5; ODDAB is very similar. The routines given here ere for 
~ h e l l s s symmetric aboutc{ = 0, the array AS and AT storin[; the syrrmetric lind 
a,sY!l!.'netric parts of' each partition. Without sywnetry the routines beco:.'!o 
t:uch simplor. 
The routines EVE:';AB and ODDl·.B set up loops, one for the control infor';n!1-
tion stered in AN for the pCl ... l'ticuler pnrtition under consic1era.ticn, the 
others for four intocors I, J, K, H, \,lhich cefinc !\ crOZ:l term :in the enere'.Y 
expression of the fom 3.4.11. In these latter loops the cC'cfficiC'nt of the 
term is evalu3te(1 and. stored in the f)pprOpriflte pesi tion in eith'er the 
AS or /,T matrix. 
The resulting AS [md. AT matrices FIxe stored in predetermined 
position on dine. In EVEJiAB, BCBle factors flrc (llso stored, equ!3l to the 
diagonal terms in the strain enerey. These fire used later, i.n the boun,hry 
condition reduction (section 3.5). 
Thus, at the end of DESET all the enerer mntrices h.<l.ve been set up ond. 
stored on disc. The proerrun for the constnnt thiclmess thick twisted plnte 
theory is presented in Appendix 2, and the enereY control information, 
required for this shell, in Appendix 3. The proermJ";s for the' thin twisted. 
plate end the thin cylindrical shell require n few chances in the dimensions of 
arrays, end in the case of the cylinder a. different orroy COEF. The ro8in 
differences are that the routines COEFFN must bo set up And the control 
information IN and AN stored on disc for the perticular theory. 
For the thick cylinder theory, otl:er chances h.tlve to be IDn.ce to take 
account of the arbitrary function T(C<) introduced in section 2.6. 
.. 
KI = 1, 2, 
1 = P.A 
2 = BB 
3 :: CC 
Seta elemants of AS ana AT 
m ~ t r i c e s s to zero 
Sets up ID, JD, KD, lID, JS, 
JC, IC from Ai 
IF KI = 3 JJ = 0 ELSE JJ = 1 
LOCP 
I • 0.,. H .. 1:> - 1 
J • O.,..N - JD - JJ 
. . \. 




P l ~ c e 3 3 coefficient of energy 
tOl'nl in J,s or AT mntrix 
Sets up ID, JD, JS, JC, IC 
]'rcm A2. 
1m ::: ID, liD = JD 
IF HI = 1 JJ ::: 1 ELSE JJ ::: 0 
vV. 
l 
PIeces coefficient of energy 
term in AS or AT matrix 
IF IS ::: 1 Evalua.tes Scale 
Fe.ctcr based on diagcns.l 
torms 
33 from AS, ST from AT 
Stores J.3 end AT on dis c 
~ - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ ~
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62. 
Tnis part of the proeram divides nl".turally into three parts:-
(1) Formine; bound.ary conai tion ma.trices. 
(ii) Choosing vD..riDbles to rcauce out. 
(iii) Formin.g reduction matrix, and. operatine; on energy ID.'ttricGo. 
These three parts are referred to as nCKfl.T, BCVllR Dnel BCRED respectively. 
For. problems where this boundary condition reduction ooes not have to be 
applied, a. substitute routine nCSUB has been written to meree p.J.l the 
partitions of the energy matrices, in preparnti{m for the solution phase. 
This routine is straightforward Md i3 not discunsed further here; the 
proeram is included in the overall program, given in Appendix 2. Tho 
reduction parts of the program are now discussed in more detail. ~ 1 C C
program is given in Appendix 4 for applicntion to the thin cylin:lcr prob1eo. 
!i) B C 1 ~ A T T
The flow diagram for this part of the proc,ra.m is given in fie; 6. This is 
for symmetry problems. 'llithout s;',1"J!1metry, the progrf:lil becomes much s i ~ p l e r . .
The whole of' this section of' the prcgram is written for symmetry problems, 
50 that cc.mparisons can be made with results ·;)bte.ined '!ith!,ut the bounda.ry 
. condition reductions. :Most of this progrcm is comnon for all shel13. It 
has been written so that small bloclr.s have to be added for particulc:.T 
boundary conditions to be applied. 
loops for I and. J vlhich refer to tenrs 
These blocks are included. insic.e two 
(m)! ( -/r)' in each 
displacement ~ J n c t i o n . . Referring to the proeram in Appendix 4 the lines 
between each updating of the counter CC are for one boundary condition. TheM 
aro difplacen:ent or sh'esP,-free bou."1d.ary conditions. The stress-free c o n a . i t i c n : ~ · ·
are epp1ied to the major terms in the resultant forces lind couples, en the 
ec.ges, defined by ec;.uations 2.3.14. As an exemple consicer, the condition 
n12 = 0 on c< = AI., and. tS· = BL 3.5.1. 
for the thin cylincrical Ehell. 
1,< 
LOOP 
,..-----'!!Io-----t' I:;O. U-1 ) 
, J=O, N 
-
Setting up of Boundary 
Condition matrix G. This 
is a aeries of blocks 
relating to each condition. 
\ 
END 
OF I.end. J ) 
LOOPS 
-L""""". , 
Modifications to G for 
8.'rly Corner Conll tions 
G divided into S y m ~ e t r i c c
snd A ~ r . . . n : e t r i c c p!lrt8 GS 
snd GoT 
P - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - . - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~S c ~ l e 8 8 GS ena GT by Strain 
E.n13rc;y Scale Factor., SS and 
ST 
Scales GS e.nd GT 30 that 
tho majol" term in each ro'.' 
is unity. . 
Prints out es and GT 
Stores all matrices on 
m C s ' i l ~ t i c c te.p3. 
- ~ - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - ~ ~
t 
These imply that 
+ 'Vi :: 0 . ~ f f
Substitutine the di8placement function 3.2.5. into these oquations gives 
;,,/ 1/-/ , 
on eX· = JJ.. 
I., I, ;11-/ 
on! = BL 
Vicere in both cases the suffices of A 8.nd B cannot e:x:cE)ed M-1 or )1-1 
respectively. The parts of the cc:r:.puter progrsm relating to these conrli ticns 
are shom in Appendi."!C 4. between lines 42 to 47 end lines ,;Gto 60 
respectively. All other boundnr'J conditions are set up in a similar mar-.ner. 
Fer the cylinarical shell the equations are straightfornard, but for the 
twisted plate difficulties occur for conditions on lines of constant j.5 
because of the t r i g n o ~ e t r . i o t e r m s s involved. In this case, instead of 
, 
5 e p ~ ~ a t i n g g out orthogonal terms, the equations should be set up at M equally 
spaced points 810ng the ease. 
It should be noted tha.t in applying equations 3.5.3 Bnd 3.5.4, one 
equation overdetern:ines the system, as the cond.i tion is ltpplied twice a.t one 
point etC = l':1, fl = EL. T'ilis is referred to as a corner condition. C.!'<re 
must be tD..ken to eliminate such equa.tions l:..S they give rise to a sineular 
matrix G2 • 
. Tl:e scaling appliea to the equations at this staee is necessary 
because of tho problem of errors hlter in the progrem. For this purpose, 
65. 
sCllle factors were evp..lufl.ted. in S : r : : : 8 1 ~ T T t in tornt:J of the diaC;OI!cl terms 
in the strain onerBY matrix. Thut'l, 
SS(I) = 
This scaling is Hpplied. to e2.ch term in the enerfY mfl.tric0S so that 
K(I, J) = K(I, J)* SS(I)* SS(J) 3.5.6. 
which makes each diagonal term unit.y, end all terms in the enerGY matrices 
of the same order of m8cnitud.e. The scaling i3 E'_pplied to the b o u n a . ~ r y y
condition matrix so that 
G(I, J) = G(I, J)* SS(J) 
The boundary condition matrix is then scaled 8[',('.i11 so that the me.jor 
term in each row is unity. If this sce.line is not a.pplied t the order of 
terms in each equation can vary e r e ~ . t l y , , leading to '(In ill-conditioned 
reduction matrix. 
(b) ~ C V A R R
All the matrices referred to in this section are aefinecl in section 3 . 2 ~ ~
. equations 3.2.7 to 3.2.12. The problem is to choose ree.uction vEl.riebles so 
that the resulting m a t r i x € r ~ ~ i 3 ' n c n - s i n ~ ~ l a r , , and the resulting energy m a t r i c e ~ ~ ~
l:),re well conditioned. The botl."lc.a.ry condition matrix, G, is, in general, 
sparse, c>.nd. has e definite pa.ttern to it. These properties meen that U.'3 
choice of rea.uction variables is better made b:T manual rtlther then 2utomatic 
methods. For this purpose, at tl:e end of BC?.'jI.T, all the informFJtion ret'J.uired 
later in the progrruLl is stored on m ~ g n e t i c c tape, ana. the bound.ary condition 
matrices :printed. out. The reduction variables Bre then chosen nne. input 
to the next section of the progrt>m P,CF.ED. 
' l ' h ~ ~ basic criteria applied in the choice of the rc";'ucticn vt1.rinbles 
is t() make the major terms in each row flnd column of C2 as larce as possible, 
... ·hilst € · n s u r i n ~ ~ that the matrix is not ol)viollsly s i n f , U l p ! ~ . . 'l'he terms r-:-e 
made lE,rC;e ~ . O O that the coefficients of the matrix G2 -1 G1 ere 13S smnll fcl.:1 
p03sible. The matrix Q, which is used to rt3ducc the ('nergy matricG:3, is J:lf'.(:9 
up of n unit matrix pnd the matrix G2-
1G1 
66. 
/0 0 01 
---- -
Q - 0 -
/ 0 3.5.8. o / 
-
-- - - -
-- C;:IG. 
-Therefore, the reduced enere;y matrices M, K Dre meae up. of oricin,d 
ll!C1.t.cices for the u.nrcduced variables, plus terms from the rest of the enerr;y 
-1 
matrix times G2 G1 terms. 
-1 Thus, if the terms of G2 G1 ere kept as small 
as possible, the effect on the conditioning of the rezultant encrC'S" matrices 
is mininised. 
Fer ais:pla.cement ~ o ~ ~ a a r y y c o n d i t i o ~ ~ ~ this section vf the prcgrr.m 
can be easily e.utomated; but, for the stress free conditions the automatic 
methods tried, eith$r eave rise to a sineule..r C"" extreme ill-car..eitionine 
" 
of the resultant e n e r ~ J J matrices, or became time consurr.ing. 
(c) 
The only problem in this section of the progr.9!Jl is with core store on the 
computer, as the arrays involved can be very le.rge. '!'his m e ~ n 5 5 the use of 
a complex block structure •. The flmv diagram is given in fig 7, ana the 
"A :/" 4 p r o & r r e ~ ~ ~ n n h p p e n ~ ~ x x • 
First the progrrun. reorders the b O t m c l ~ . r y y conai tion matrix G into C1 end 
. G2, this being dependent on the reduction variables chosen in B C V A ~ . . From 
these, the red.uction matrix Q is formed. enl] the partition G2-
1C1 of this 
is store(l as the other partition is the unit matrix (see 3.5.8.) 
The enerw equ8.tions must now be pre- a.nd post-multiplied by Q and its 
t r ~ m s p c s e . . Rere the problem arises with core store r e < ; ~ u j j rements J be c?.usc due 
to the size of equations to be considered it becomes impossible to stor€: the 
recluction mritrh:, a.nd the Vlhole encres matrix, at or..G time. Therefore, only 
three parti +.ions of tht: cnerey matrix f.re ill core at one time. 'llner-e er·) 
broncht down from disc to form complete column:.. For eXt'!;,;ple in 3.1 ... 1. 
pcrtitions AA, BA r..nd CJ.. are forl'!lec1. in one larce pDrtition. 'l'hc columns 
of this matrix ['_1"0 then l'cordered_ vertic:rQly to co:crespond with the Q ml':.tr:i.x, 
. 
end the premultiplicc.tion is carried out. Tho r o s u l t f \ n ~ ~ matrix ifJ stored 
on disc, and. the operation repeated for all the other colUlIlns. '1llcse 
matrices Bre then brought do\'m to form complete r01';5. The rows fire reordered 
horizontally, and the post-multiplication performed. The result!:ll1t matrix 
is the energy matrix required by the eigenvalue solution proceJure. Tho 
process is repeated for all the enercy matrices. 
Reo;r'dera boundary cOllcll tions 
matrix G-
Divides G into partitions G1 and G2 
Inverts G,., 
, '-
. -1 Q1 :: G2 
Rea<ls three (;;o€rgy pt:..rtition IC 
matricas from disc. 
]'orn?11 col\ll:;n matrix C 
Reorders matric C vertically 
'1' Premultiply C by Q 
11' ::;; QTC 





Reade three matrices F into 
a matrix R1 
ReoruGrs R1 horizontally 
Post multiply R1 by Q 
E ::;; R,1*Q 
Stores E on disc 
I 
~ ~ _____ - c ~ ~ ~ - - - t j j ~ m m ) 









~ l e e flow diagram for this section of the p r o g r e ~ ~ is given in fig 8 
B..."ld the prOerEllll in Appendix 2. This section CM be divided into four 
distinct sections. 
(a) Operation on In!ltricea hl, it of equation 3.2.15 to bring the 
problem into the form of the standard ei(}E:llvalue equation 3.2.16. 
(b) The eigenvalue solution routine. 
(0) Operation on eigenvectors to cm1vert them into coefficionts of 
the original displacement functions. 
(a) Evaluation of frequencies and mode shapes. 
In the program the inverse eigenvalue problem is solved. nlis is 
because the emalleat frequencies are the rno3t important. By solving tho 
inver:le eigemr e1ue problem, thes9 oorrespond to the largest eigenvalues, 
which a.re the ones tha.t e.re most accura.toly determined. Unless all rigid 
-bo[y motion3 are reduced out, this technique cannot be used ll..s K would C9 
singular, ~ ~ on the other hand is positive definite. For a sineular matrix 
K the operations 3.6.1 or 3.6.2 are not possible. Thus if a comp1etely 
rres vibration problem is to be consid.ered, the matrices iT end X lJ1U3t be 
interchanged in the program, ~ ~ d d the true eigenvalue problem 301vsi. 
The first operation (a) is dopendent on the eigenvalue solution routine 
to be used. in (b) i.e. Householder or the Hessenberg Q-R (HQa). In th.e 
latter cEO.se, the library routine }.!ATDIV is used. which forms 
- -1 -Z = K l! 3.6.1. 
Household.er 
/ 
Forms lower trienglo L 
from S.E. it = 1Ll' 




~ . : o d i f y y Kinetic Energy J.;a.trlx 
Z = L1* i:'*LIT 
r - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ - - - - - - - - . ~ ~Eov.:r.s:::rOLDI:.'R 
Eigenvalue s in 'IS 
3igenvectors in Z 
3c·::!.les eigenv:;lues 
t:od.ifies eig'?nvectors 
V = LI*Z 
I 
~ , : a " , , . R e a ~ ~ t i o , _ _ . Used yes! 
;'·rodif'ies Ei[';envector with 




- -1 Z=M K 
~ " . - : - ~ _ t . .____ . __ . __ _ 
Ii . ( ~ ~ .R. 
' S i ~ c n v f 1 . 1 u e s s in E,EC 
(Rea.l, Imhgincry Prrt) 
l ~ i r . ; e n v e c t o r s s in Z, ZC 
(ReF'.1, Imt'f,inary Pe.rts) 
y 
~ c a l e e eisenvElucs 
No 
71. 
Shifts v.c:rinbles bAck 
to origine.l positj.ons. 
Scales Eicenvector3 
-
Stores mode shapes in a r r [ l ~ ~
A. B. C 








In Householder' ['. method the lO'.'icr tr:lr,n[:;u1nr mlJtrtx L r.1Ust be 
formed so tha.t 
The matrix L is formed .firat, then the matrix Z is :f'orn:ed. 
by operatine; on the rns3s matrix 
Speciru routines, I1':VLO'.':, 1tA.TML' and ~ 1 U J } ! 1 . . hnvo been written to do 
this as opposed to using the stnndp..rd librnry routines, becp-use with L 
being a 1 07: or trianGle mAtrix and Z llne. hlbeinc symmetric this mDkes thlJ 
p r o g r ~ ~ more efficient. 
Pert (b) the eigenvalue solution is c.?.rried out using stand.ard. libr;ry 
routines HOUSER for the Household.er solution and N3SIG-B for the nqR 
method. 
For the Householder solution, the eieemrectors obtnined. heve to be 
operated on to reconvert them to the eigenvectors of the orit,i.ncl problclj. 
For this, 
-T q = L Y 
where yare tte eieenvectors obts.ined in ;rOTJSE:I. 
3.6.4. 
nlC above parts of the p r o c r ~ m m have been ~ T i t t e n n as t ~ o o routinc3 
S OHJTI ON, one for ea.ch technique. The e.pproprip.te one is s1.J.botituted ss 
relluired. 
If r e ~ u c t i o n n has been used, then t h ~ ~ eieenvoctors must now be 
operated. on ~ e ; . d n n to obtain the original coefficier,ts or the c l i s p l ; . c G m ~ n t t
functions. For this, the operation 
x = Qq 
is c f . ~ r r i e d d out. The resulting matri."{ x is reoreerod to return it to its 
origintJ. foro. The eieenvectcrs are then re3ca.led. to tnkc eccount of the 
sCe:line introduced into the enerey expren1:lions. For the reduction o l . ) e : : , : · a t i t I 1 ~ 5 , ,
ti'lO routinos .'7?JJ\sF arc p'ovideo; (me to perforlJl the operations outliMcl 
~ : . b o v e , , the other n c1urrnny to be used when no reouction ha::; been flppliea .• 
74 .. 
The operations on th(;) eiGenvectors nrc only rerformod for t;h030 mode r.}wlJrJ3 
required. 
The frequencies 9.ro found from the "eigenvalues (JS 
3.6.6. 
The moc.G shapes for the shell ~ r e e output in the fom of three 
matrices, one for each of the middle surface dinplaccmonts A, B 8.nd C. 
Each element of :the matrix refers to the disphccGm.ents nt n mesh point in 
the shell, and this matrix then eives a complete picture of iho mode 
involved. It should be noted that the clisplacon:onts obtnined directly from 
the eigenvectors c.re t . A n ~ n ' ! ' ' M!'lr' !teements, ;md these have to be converted 
to physical displacements by the use of equation 2.2.3. 
hl. Discussion 
The program outlined in this chapter has been used. to obt8in the 
r e ~ ' . 1 1 1ts presented in Chapter 4. All these results have been o1)tained for 
symmetric shells, without the use of the stress-free boundElry cond.iticns. 
It is shown (section 4.2) that good convergence is obtained for the l o w ~ r r
frequencies of such shells. The accuracies of the shell theories are 
discussed in Chcpter 4. 
The one major difficulty in. the numerical :part of this project has ;,een 
with the reduction technique used cn the ~ t r e s ~ - f r e e e boundJ;I'7 conditior.s. 
The technique works -for displacement bou."1dary conci tions, as h.'lS been 
s h o ~ m m by ','!eoster (29 ). The prot.ram was tested on 'Nebster's prob1e:n of c. 
cy1indric:ll panel clarr.ped 011 all four sides, c.nd gave identical results. 
Testing of the s t r e s ~ - f r e e e botmdnr] conditions was carried out on the 
thin cylindrical shell clamped at one end. Synrr.etry ~ b c u t t the middle ~ , i s s
0<... = 0 was used., so that (tirect compr_rison could be nw.de with VIell converged 
results obtdned without the stress free conditions. 
Wi th Househole.er' s e i g e n v ~ l u e e solution, bre<,k clo':1n of the progrnID occurs 
?Ihen the build up of" errors makes it impossiblo to form the lower trir,nQllr.r 
matrix L frOLl the s t r ~ i n n enercy matrix K. This is cf'lused. by the ill-
cOrl,:t:.tioning of the matrix R. 'This ill-conditioning Cim occur without the 
use of ll. boundr:uJ" cond1tion l'oduc:ticn, b e c ! . ! U ~ . e e of ill-co)')(H tic.nine of hiCh 
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order pol:>1'!1o:nhtl exprcszioHs ut.e(l in the c1i::.plflce:non't function. }to'Never, 
with the use of b ounuary concli tion reduction i t O c C U l . ~ S S for lmlor orclnr 
polynomials. 
l'he form of the matrices M and. K menns that thE'S ere both symmetric 
and positive definite. For matrices with this property the eiGenvalue 
problem 3.2.15. gives real positive e i b ~ n v D l u e 3 3 and renl eigenvectors. 
As extre. terms are included in the displElcemont fun ctions, the r08ul tine 
low frequencies 'of vibration converge, but at a c e r t ~ i n n stFtCe error terms r.;ive 
rise to negative eie;en,vnlues. Addi tionel terms then CFluse the break do'un in 
the form·9.tion of the 107Jer triane;uJ.ar matrix L. However, until this break 
down occurs the majol' !,t3til ~ . i g \ ; ; : I l v e . l u e 5 5 are still well converged. To 
investieate the effects of the EtdditionEll error terms on the major real 
eigenvalues, the II:jR eigenvBlue solution Vias used. This f',c,ve results 
similar to those of the Househol(ler method, up to the brenk down point. 
At this stage the HQP.. method gave complex eieenvnlues ll.nd eigenvectors, but 
still well converged real eigenvp..1ue 8. The addition of further terms gc\ve 
an increase in nu.'llber and. maenitude of the cornplex eigenvelues. Eventually 
these were as large as the major real eigenvulues. However, the r o ; ~ . l l
e i g e n v ~ ~ u e s s were still well convereed. The problem norr becer.e one of ti$o, 
as with this n ~ ~ b e r r of terms incluaed, very few rJns c o ~ l d d be maGe. In 
fact, insufficient computer time V:8.5 availAble to cRrry on with this worl::. 
From the rosul ts obh'l1ned, however, it seems that the H ~ ~ method 
coupled with the 3tree-free bouncary c,onditions is c5pf,ble of solving e'3neral 
shell rrcblems. The number of terms th8.t :had been used viera sufficient to e i v ~ ~
good convereence for the problem without symmetry, provided the conver£ence 
criteria is the same as for the problem with sYr::u:lctry. But, errors ir.volved 
in this technique re!!uire further study. 
The ill-conditioning of tho enerey Inf,trices Mend K is c<'I.usecl by the 
use of hi[h order polynomials. It could hnve been OVCrCCG'l9 to 5 O f l \ l ~ ~ oxtent 
. 
by using better' conditioned series. The siJr.ple power series e x p : ~ n s i o n 3 3
were used here becaU3e of' the ea.se of E>:pplying the bounde.ry conditions. 
Tho other re<luction tecbniquo, mentioned c2.rlier, but not applied, 
is tha.t using the finite element technique, refE'rrell to MJ mnss COnc1Cl1fH3ticn 
or Guyan relluction, Zeinki8v:itz (27). In this, llec:rcc::J of frcc(1om 
which the inerti3. effects arc negliGible nrc reclucotl out. In the pro'blnns 
considered here this could be applied for n flnp type mocle to tbe i11-
< 
plano displacements A end. 13. lIm/ever, p,f', the purpose of tl1e shell theorieo 
presented here is to investignte small ordor effects, it is d ~ m e e r o u 3 3 to 
reduce out of the solution any minor terms. For this rea.zon the techn:i.que 
was not ueec1.. 
TI •. 
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In th1!3 chapter are p r e ) n ~ n t e d d the renults of' tb'J applic.ntion cf the 
nUE<1!rlcru. techniques, outlined in Chapter 3, to the thick 8 } ~ o l l l th(:orien 
p r o p o B ~ a a in Chapter 2. T h ~ ~ reaul ts are compared \,1 th those for t h ~ ~ relcv!\llt thin 
5hell theories, and with tht· e.xperi.mental and theol-etical rer;ults obb·.ined 
by other reDearchers. 
The thick ahell theories considered are: 
1) For the twisted plate the theory pre5ented in section 2.8, which 
includes transverse ~ h e e r r I5trese€ls of the 15E'.me orC'..or a" the in-
plane stres!ss. 
2) For the cylindrical eholl the theory pre&€Inted ill Mction 2.6, which 
includes both tren3verse ~ h e a r r end normal stresces to the £ ~ ~ ~ oruor 
as the in-plene streazes. 
All the she1ls consid$red are of constant thicknee!, enu all have the 
follewing material constents 
7 E = 3 :x 10 p.s.i. 
7 = 0.3 
t:J = 0.284 lbo/cu. in. 
/-
the valuae for steel. In each ease, tho shell is clsmped along one eagc. the 
other threo beins free. .Alt-o, the shells have an eD.5 of l 1 Y D \ ! ~ e t r y . . along the 
lliiadle aiD pcrpendiculnr to tho o l r . z ; p ~ d d e ~ . . This fs.cilih.tes the use of the 
z,\l!llericel tecbrlqu.33 outlined in Ch!!.pter 3, .without uao being Ilmee of tbe 
atr-eso-f:ree boundary ccrl.d.ltions. ~ ' h u s . . the numerical 1r:9thod is c...1'1 application 
ot the Raylei&h-Ritz techniqun. 
In flection 4.2, the COnV9l"gence of the frec;uencies end mot1e shapeD tor 
v a . . ~ . r . C C nuz'iber of terms in the pCivler c.:·ries expansions, of the mid.dle BUrfe.CG 
d i D p l e c a . f [ ; ~ r . t ! l , , is connid£reil. This giveo a measure of tho a.ccuracy of the 
n u . ~ c r i c a 1 1 m.ethcus. The eccure.cy of the theorie s as compared. with E'xperl!;:ental 
end theoretical I'C5u1 ts obte.ined by othor re:sef.rcbere is 8lleJ.yse:d in tlecticn 4.3,.· 
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frequen.:::ies e..nd modo 8 h ~ P O l ! l l is then ehown in flection 4.1,. for tho t n i ~ t , e a a plate, 
and section 11-05 for the cylindrico.l shell. In both eaeeo the effects 01' the 
t ~ · o o theories for various 8 h E . ~ 8 8 &.nd thickn.asMB ara cCllDidered., a.na in the C E 1 ~ O O
of the t 7 . i ~ t o d d pInta the effects of different angle$ of t \ ~ ~ t . .
Conclusions en the uao of the thick shell theories, 8.na the f:l.nlte 
element zolutlons to the problem ure then dravrn in Eection 4.6. 
~ 1 0 0 r.um$rice1 techniques used here in the solution of the free vibration 
problem ere epprc:x1mate methods, the acouracy of which dep':md on hO." Tlcll 
the eerie a ex,pansions fer the middle surface c1isplac4;;.,.;;. .. to c . . 1 i ~ . v : i : ! i i l u . t O O to the 
truo solution. For c o n v ~ ! l i e n c o , , in Betting up energy or.preasicns and. in 
cpplying boundary cctiditioIl8 a double power series in each of the middle surfa.ce 
displacements han been u a ~ a . . The test of the numericel accuracy of ths 
eomputins methods employed, is how well the frequencies end. mode shapes cc.:'!lvereU, 
8.S the number of terms in the power series is- increa.sed. 
The limitations 0:1 the nU1l1ber ot terms that cen be included in the t."'$ries 
depend cn two factors: the eisenvalue solution routines, and the ecndi tioning 
or the system of equations obtain·ed. In the re:::ult:5 con:sia.ered here, the limit 
has been 5'3t by the eigenvalue routines which 8.re c n l ~ ' ' effective for syatS:1l3 
of equations of order 75. 
t h 0 5 ~ ~
In practice, this 
. ~ , . .
of order ~ ~ r' 
n e c e t ~ i t a t e s s limitins the terms 
or 
_ / 1 ~ r r(.., r ' where ct 
in the : p o T ( ( ~ r r s€,rie& to 
end jl us tho Liddle 
surface coordinatez of the ahell. For the e.onvergence tests, series including 
terms up to , , ~ 1 , , c < ~ : : o ( ~ 1 1
ana of'" weraused. 
ConTorsenoo tests Tlere ce..rried out for both the c y l i n d . r i e 2 ~ ~ ttcll t ~ d d
the tyi3ted plate, for thick end thin shell theories, and for different Ehapes. 
In a1.l c ~ : . r ~ e B , , the results obtained were similar, so hero two caMS are prssented., 
1) equare c y l i n d r i c a ~ ~ shell, referred to later as the Lindberg-Olsen 
rem blade, using Flutee' 8 thin shell the ory • 
2) The 5:1 Lensth/WiC!.th ratio twisted plate with angle of twist of 30Cl 
using the thick shell theory. 
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tig 9. It is n aqul'l!'a cylinmce.l pt..nol 12M X 12" with rr,uiu5 of' cunuture 
24M end thic}mc $0 0.121'. T h ~ ~ frequencies of the bla<1o fOl· vllryine; nur::ber of 
tort:lB in the power feries ara shewn in table 2. In fig 10 tho modo t;hf.PE:.' 
are plotted, in each caS$ for the lOffest ene highe5t ~ r $ q u o n c y y p r e ~ e n t o d d
in table _2; th3 m o a e ~ ~ ~ o r r the oth(lt' values a.re int0l'1\l3Uiate to these two 
eaaS3. The full line Ehc'NS the lC'Ner frequ€I:lcy value, the bottor convert,red, . 
and the dotted l i n ~ ~ the hie;her value.. Where no dotted line is shown the tl"lO 
linea coincit.3. The tableo and. :f'igllres shew goed con,-ert:er.cG for tho lower 
frequcncias f to within 1%. The fact that the frequencies hc.ve converged to 
the correct value3 i S r u l O ~ ~ ~ later in osction 4.3. 
Fer the twisted plate, the blade coneid2red has ~ c n e i o n 8 8 24" x 4.8", 
en nngle of twi8t of 300 and a thickness of 0.24". The f r e q u ~ n c i e s s nnd 
moae eh£lpes tor this blB.de ere given in table 3 end fig 11 respectively, in 
the mm:e way 8S for the cylindrical shell. The rer.>ults thow the SComa e..ecree 
Bated en the results here, all results p r e s e ~ t e a a later in thia cneptGr 
.,-:;. 
U!3 t h ~ ~ eerie s wi til terma up to the orde:- « l excc-pt for shells with a. 
1 , l e r . ~ . . b / t 1 i a t h h ratio of 1:1 '!fhere the c< p ! ~ r i e s s ha.3 b e ~ n n ·usod. This a':'I!-!o 
Dot, for every mode, give the most closely conve.rged result, but the a c ~ a c 1 1
13 ~ u 1 f i e i e n t t to shOlf the effects of tJ"e "Various t h . e : o l " i e ~ , , and. ot varyi:ne; 
thicknec3 ~ n a a angles of twist. It mora accurate results 
_.J ",41-noesssary to run the c c ~ p u t a r r PfQgr$D with the ~ , , / ~ ~
ere required, it i3 
N'ld the 0.: ~ ~ r 
~ r i e s , , e h o o ~ i n g g the l c ~ o s t t value of frequ9ncy fer each ~ o d e . .
C o r t r P 8 r i ~ C " ' \ \ c"! Thecret:i eel with Eneri!r:c;;ntal Rel';lllts 
-. __. __ J .,,.... .. ..,... • .__ "'1.':- __ I _ • .-..... 
To investigato the validity of the theories uaed, cClrparie.onl5 c.ro caao 
with the practical ruld theoretical results obtained by other reteerchors. 
The cylinarlcal £bell re:;.ul ts ere ccmpared wi th t h o ~ e e of Line.l:.era 
t.nd. Olson (32,33 ) tor a. c y l i n d r i c e ~ ~ fun ble.e.e. They preeent experuont81 G..."l.a 
theoretical re!ults. The shell is tr .... ~ t t -ccnsl(lered in the ccnvcr£C'nco teat:! of 
c,ecticn 4.2, ana it is Bhcr.n in fig 9. Tf.e blaae was wcle.ed to a thicl\: ~ t $ e l l





compm-ed with a e.:t.:tferent finite element theory. First, a non-conforming 
cylindrical shell element 'Wfl.!l used, fine. e e c c ~ d , , a doubly (';urve:d tril,ngular e h ~ l l l
element. A finite element antilYSiS of the same bla.d'l ha3 been c F l I ' r i ~ d d ou't by 
ZeirJdolTicz Gt al (17) usirg a doubly curved thick ahell elen;ent. 
Te.bla 4 shews the c C i l l p a r i ~ o n n between t.he roculta obtained. by Lindberg 
end. 0150n, ZeinkiG'lficz, and thozs obtained using t h ~ ~ power aoric13 techniC::\i:G 
applied to both .,hin and thick shell th00riOS presfillted in Che.pter 2. Aleo, 
the mode Gha.pes cbt&ined. usin.g the thin shell theory a·re compa.red. with th3 
theoretical ana practical %'0 sul t 8 of L:1lJ.uberg and Olsen in fig 12. Tho {:hi c k 
shell t h ~ o r y y mode shapes bore no relat1cn to the e x p e r i ~ o n t a l l results. 
The reeults ShOlf that the thin ehe11 theory is co::.cpe.rable with flny of the 
fini to elements used, and that they have converged. to within a. rea50ne.ble nccure.ci( 
of the frequencies of the e x p c r i I Z ~ n t a 1 1 model, which sr0 of course, 5'.lbjt'ct to 
errers • 
It is noticoable tha.t both thick s1:a11 thecries & i ' ~ 9 9 1 " r e ~ t : c n c i e D D
sipificsntly hiensr the.'1 the cxperiItental ~ d . . thin z!J.oll theory Nsult.s. ~ l r l 3 3
effect will be d i ~ c u s s e a a la.ter in 8geticns 4.4 e ~ d d 4.5. 
The tYiated. plato theoriee hays bOell compared with NS"<Jlts for t w i ~ t e d . .
beems presented by C.e.rnegie (34) a:lj, D a ~ ~ o n n ( 35). A great dee.! of work ha.s 
• 
beeA p u b l i ~ h e d d for ~ i s t s a a turbine and c c m p r e ~ ! o r r b l a d e ~ , , but no other r e ~ u l t 5 5
were round for C C l t ~ t S l . ! l t t thicy.z:cez twisted. plates e1e .. tpcd at one end.. 
The blade considered by Carnegie was 6" long, 1" -wide end. 0.0635" thic-k • 
. 0 0 0 
the e.ngles of trll!t were vuied in step.3 of 15 from 0 to 50. Cel'l'l.egie 
compares his C X l ) e r j ~ e n t 8 1 1 r ~ s u l t 8 8 Yith t h ~ c r e t 1 c a l l values for the fundem$ntal 
benlliS-bellding frequency and the first five t o r z i o n ~ l l :frequencies, theee beine 
obtained by application of tha R a y l e i ~ ~ ~ ~ e t h o d d to twisted b e e ~ 5 . . For twisted 
bsems, the two ino.epandent flei.:ural m o d e ~ ~ of 8. straight besm become coupled. 
T};1..er;e era referred to, by Carnegie, as bending-bsnclins modos. 
D a · , f 3 0 n ' 8 l ; . ~ f . n n was 1 2 ~ ~ 1cng, 1ft wl<1o end. 0.25- thick.Ho gives re::.;ults 
o 0 0 for engle s of twint of 30 , 60 and 9J. 1I3 or..ly pre ::.ent 8 re sul ts for b3r.o.iDt:;-
bonding frequencies. His th.eoretical results wc;ra obtained u ~ > i I ' . G G the RaylC\ieh-
Ritz technique, expandi.ng tha dif'lplacer:ents c.s pO:'icr Mrio8 ill the lenGth vl:.ril'.o·l 
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The C ( , ' i l ~ p . a r l S O l 1 1 of Ca:negie' 8 re:ml to Vii t1. both thick and thin t " J J . ~ 1 1 1
theories is shown for fr'Squenc:tes in t,uble 5, and fer moc.o sha.pea in fig 13. 
These comparisons show that the thin ohell theory gives thE:! more accura.te 
results for the bending-bencling medo!), whilst the thick &he1l thoory 13 bott{.n' 
for the torsional enes. In each case, the frequencios are predictod to 
within 1qt, except in the thin shell theory for fU1g1c!l of tniot of 900 • The 
moos f.hllp8s compare very well, the effect of twist on thefls being negligible. 
o The bl"ea.'!( down of the thin shell theory for 90 angles of twiat 18 nnor.r.l later, 
in ~ 9 c t i o n n 4.4, to occur for other shapes as well as the "beaman c o n o 1 ~ r e a a
here. Discussion of this effect is left until than. 
t"vl' the D;;,w8on bls.de, the frequ.ency compa.risone are given in table 6, 
and the J!lOOO shape:! 1n fig 14-. Once again tho thin shell theory gives mol'O 
acourate results for the b e n i i n g - b e n d i r ~ ~ modes, tho frequenoies being predicted 
to within 5% for all except tho (,00 fundamental mode, and all the 900 twist 
cases. For the torsionrJL modes the thick theory gives the lor.er trequencies. 
tut r£Te, there are no results from Dewson to make comparisons. The 
comparisons in t h ~ ~ tables are with Da.wson's t h e o ~ t l c a l l results. He only-
p r e s e n ~ s s experimental renults for mode shapes, these being indiatinguishabls 
trot'l the mode shapes presented. in fig 14. 
Two further twisted plate ~ b a p e s s are e o n 3 i a ~ r o a a h e ~ 3 , , these have 
length/width (LIN) ratios of 5:1 and 1 :1. The effeots of varying the e.mount 
\ 
of twist, ana the thickne.ss of the sheIla, for both thin ana thick chell 
theories are given. The d i m ~ n 3 i o n a a of the t ~ o o shells arc 24- x 4.8" end 
12" x 12" respectively. 
The effects of angle of twist cn the f r e q u ~ m c i e s s of tho two fihellts is 
shown in tt1bles 7 B..'1d 8. Tha results given ill these tables for tho fla.t plate 
ease are obtdnod from Plunkett (36), who presont:! ts.b1es of f r e q u ~ n c y y
p a r ~ 9 . t e r s s for cle.:ap.')d cent11ever plates with various I/W ratios. These tables 
of Pltmkatt ero bu;!ed on Rayleigh-Ritz results obtainod by Barton (37) ana 
YCtl."'le and. felc;nr (38), a.'1d on erperu10ntsl work by Plun1.ett himsolf end 
Grimrtond 09 ). The flat plate vnln\33 are only given fOl'" the flexural and. 
toro:1.ontU 140dos, 83 o:oJ.y theM are c o n 3 i a ~ r e d d by :'lunkc t t. 
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Trv') modo shapes for thf) 5 :1L!{[ ratio ehell arc sho"Nl'l in fie 15, thor.H) 
mol::> 15=.apen m"0 fOI" both 5h(31l theories, thero being no noticeabla dlffe%'cS:nce 
between them for this particUla.r shell. Also, the MellO of twist has a 
. 0 
negligible effect en t h 0 S ~ ~ mo,lea, the 30 case being plotted. For the 1:1 
L/W ra-(;io ehell the mode shapes era shown in figs 16 and 17 for tho thin end 
thick ahell theories respectively. In this case the nffectl3 of D.ngle of 
. tW'lst ere a..'lor.n. These figureG llighlic;ht the diff'erl'nces between tho two ahall 
thaorie5, GnpaciRlly for the higherengles of twist. 
o The effect of t h i c ~ e s 3 3 on the frequencies of the two shells, for the 30 
angle of twist c a ~ a , , is D h o ~ ~ ~ in tablea 9 and 10. For the 1:1 L ! ~ ~ ratio sholl 
the mod.3 shape s are given ror the two the orie 3 in figs 1 Band 19. For the 5 : 1 
11'11 ratio, shell thiclmt3Bs had very little effect on the mod.es al'lapos. 
Tho thin shell theory applied to the two ahellll considered h€lra, shows 
the sr.ma effect S3 nth the Carnsgie and Dawson bla.dGs; of vory hieh 
frequenoiGs for the 900 twist caee. This effect, relative to the lower ~ ~ g l e s s
of twist, is not ehoml by the thick chall thaory, even when it is epplied to 
"thin shells· •• Considorine tha CC'1!'.parison with Ce.n:o.egie' s result" for 
the SyTiC3triO ~ o d e s , , it cau be ssen that the thiclc shell theory i3 p r e d i c t i r . ~ ~
tho lower f ~ g u e n c y y for all tho 900 twist eaaas, except the f u n d ~ e n t a 1 . .
The thick theory is giving the correct trend as the anGle of twist is i n e r c a ~ e d , ,
but incorrect values. 
Cohen (40 ) in his static study of. t h ~ ~ twisted plates, 5howad that OCt) 
terms in the in-plc...."1.e strss.ees 8..'7ld stra.ins (neglected. by Lov'tt ( 1 »)aro 
i:r::.portent to the analysis of this shell. He cal13 the%)') "f,train-curvaturG" 
terms. These terrn3 are includod. in the thin thell theory u3sd here, but tho 
theoI"'J has proved jnadeqlla. to to deal with shells with high engle s of twist. 
*Note: "l'hin fhalla" E U ~ ~ those for which the ratio of wavalength/thickness 
-
16 greater t h ~ ~ 10. 
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plllne stresses, rather the;l the 0(1) ones incll..lded in thG tbick shell thaory. 
The major point of il'lterest hera i3 tha c 1 i f f o r ~ m c a a betwer:m tho thin 
and thick shell theories. The general "rule of thumb" approach to e:pplyin5 
thin shell theory, in that results should be accurate for wElvelength/thiclo:.o03 
( '" It) ratios e;reater then 10. Thin shell theory thon bl"9Ska dO\vn, giving 
too high frequencies. ~ l i s s io because it overestimates the ntiffne53 of tho 
shell, by failing to teJr...e account of the transversa shl3ar effects. Thiele shell 
theoriee, on the other hand, includ.e these transverse shear t ~ r m s , , and 80 for 
)\/t ratios 1083 than 10 tend. to give l ~ " e r r frequencie3 than thin sholl theory. 
However, when thick shell theory is applied to "thin shells", io witll ;\/t 
ratios greater than 10, the inclusion of the transverse shear terms s t 1 f f e n ~ ~
the ~ h - 9 1 1 1 end gives high b-equencies. This result is Bho,,.n by Zcinkiewicz's 
application of thick shell theory to the ld.ndberg-Olaen fM. bInd"" table 4. 
In th3 results of table 10 for the 1:1 1/3 ratio shall the thick ~ h c l l l
theory is predicting lower f r c q , u ~ n c i e 8 8 the.."1 the thin theory for ,>.. It ratio 
less thaI'} 10. ror the 5:1 LIN ratio :lhell, 2.nd the Carnegie and De.wson blad.es, 
. all symmetric models have A It ratios greater than 10, and all the thin ~ J . . e l l l
o r e ~ ~ l t s , , apart t r o ~ ~ th05G for 90 ot twiat, give lower t r e q u e ~ c i e ~ . . lor the 
asyz;.metric modas, however, tho thick shell theory is predicting l ~ a r r
tr$quencies fo: >. It ratics of up to SO:1. Ttlis is becau&a theae bladea e.su 
be considared. s,s bea.'Il5 rather th8!l shells, and for tor3ional vibratiGns of 
beams both shear terms in th9 plena of the crcss-section e.re i m p o r t ~ . , t . . The 
thin shell theor,y assumes that one of these, the t r ~ ~ s v e r a a a shear t e ~ , , is 
zero, ~ ~ a a thus stiffens the blade too much. 
Thus, the thick shall theory in predicting lower frequencies than the thin 
theory for all casas whara A It is less than 10. These are' the results that 
should be obtained from such a theory. The accuracy of the results obtaircsd 
requires further confir:nat10n from experiments cnrr1od. out on shel13 equi vsJ.ent 
to the 1:1 L!n ratio shall consice.red hera. 
For the cylinel"icnl shell, as lfi'l:h th.;, tviil3tc.l plate, two 8 h ~ p ' '.... )a ere 
coneidered with 5:1 and. 1:1 L/tl ratiott. 'l'ha thin a.nd. thick sh.3ll th0cric3 
ru't) applied for shalls of various thickn08sas. The c l l . m o n s i o n ~ ~ of the ble.c103 
t.I.I'e 24" :x: 4.8" aud 12" x 12", bt,th with a radius of cUl"vaturo of 2!+". '11)0 
second one is e q u i v a l ~ n t t to the Lin<lber/3-01son fan blado c O ~ 1 E l l d o r o a a e!U"lier. 
'l'e.bles 11 Glld 12 aho,,. the effocts of varyhlS the thickr...eas on the 
frequencies predicted by the trio shell theories. The mode shapeD are given 
in fig 20 fer the 5:1 1/'17 ratio sholl, end in fig 21 tor the 1:1 1/\11 ratio shell. 
For the 5:1 L/tl shell the thickr.i.'3ss had. no noticeable effect on the moue f>hapes 
for the thin shell theory, but they do vary slightly for the thick theory. 
F:i.g 20, therefore, showlS ons repraeentative th:in mode she-})'3, nnd. the tr/Q 
extromes of the thick theory. For the 1:1 ~ W W ~ h e l l , , the thick theory gave 
extremely d i ~ t o r t e d d mod.e chapes for the thinn"Jr sn'3ll5, 50 results are given in 
thi!S' caso for only the thickest £hell considered, 1.2" thick. Fig 21, g i V 1 3 ~ ~ thl9 
C O l t p a . . - i ~ o n s s between the two theorlee for this blade. The effect of thickn.IJos 
en the mode ehapes for the thin sbell theory is E h o ~ m m in tie 22. 
For 'Cle eylind.rics.l sbel1, the thick shell theory applied contains trs.ns-
Tora3 normal ,tress, 8S well a.s the transVer,53 shear stres!ss. It CE.n be ! ~ \ 9 n n
in tables 11 $..nd 12 that the thick 5hell theory is pred.icting hiehor fr-equenoies 
-than the thin tr.eory, evon for A/t ratios much s l ! l a 1 1 ~ r r l.htUl 10:1, w-cll after 
the thin ahell theory ~ h o u l d d have 'broksn dCtn. To eom'ir:u this, experimentE.l 
l'e:!ults ara required, but eve:1 so, the thick shell thscr.1 is obvio'lsly not 
going to prsdlct frequencies mere e f f e c t i v ~ l y y th?_'1. the fD.r Simpler thin thscry. 
The effect of thick anell theory predictirg high frequencies tor t h ~ l l
~ h e l l s s is f.hom in tabla G· for the Lindberg-Olsen fan b l a . d . ~ . . The finite 
elE:ment thick theory, which d03S not inclue.o tranS\'ers3 nonli":ll l ! t r ~ o 3 , , predicttJ 
high frequencies, although not to the extent that thl3 thick shell theory 
pr-asented l:ere does. The reasons for this have been discuseed.. in section 4.4. 
The inclueic:l of transverr.c non:al stre.ss ha.s increased. the stiffn".)ss still 
turU:or, thus e1 ving higlun,· frequcncie s • 
It would. be or i n t 8 r e ~ t t to eoe "hat results th9 thick theory Pl"€sl':1J1ted 
86. 
4.6. CO'nclnrdoni1 ....,.'IA 1. __ _ 
Th(} results preaented for the twisted. plata in seotion 4.1 .. show that tne 
thick elloll theory preclict3 lower frequencies than. tLe thin ahc11 thoory for 
A It ratios 1e33 tilE'':'l 10, th..1..fJ being the result that is expscted fro.m I" thick 
, 
shall theor'"J'e The accuracy of the results need. to be ovaluatea by e x p 9 r l r : : ~ n t e . 1 1
mean9, however, before this theory c,nn 'La applied with confidel1ce. It 
ezperimental confirmation is obtained then the general thick r,he11 theory 
presented. in section 2.;, for shell with double curvature, including trensvorse 
shear stresses of the sams order as tho in-plane stresses, cnr!. be used. as a 
half-way stage between thin-shall and full three-c1imen3i onal analyai s. 'I'hi s 
theory could then be applied to more complicated shell S t r u c t U l ~ 3 , , by the 
construction of a finite element based on it. 
Over the last t.b:ree years curved thick shell elements ha.ve been d . e v e l o p ~ d d
'ba.sed on the usual thick shell theory discussed in Chapter 1. with five 
functions defining the displacement field, end. ccn!t8.:lt tra ..lsVeril.C Sh9e.r StTe5S3S! 
I 
acros!} the eleLlent. This kind of element has been applied with reasonable 
S ~ c e e s 5 5 by Z e i n k i G ~ r l c z z to Compressor end T'Jrbine blE.d.es. Similar thin f,l'..ell 
elel!lents have uso been develcped. It would be i n t € r e s t i r . ~ ~ to see "hat 
• 0 retlults thecc give when applied to the twisted plate with a 90 t ~ i s t t ane1e. 
T'ne brctk down of the thin Mtlll theory for twisted plates with h i c ; . ~ ~
angles of tNist is a topic that requires further study. This appears to 
necessitp..te a. thin shell theory ,;hich includes transverse shear stresses of 
oCt) compared to the in plane stresses. 
For the thick shell theories, presented it can be seen that the energy 
expressions, and hence the solutions, become extremely complicated, when 
coopared to the far ain:p1el' thin sholl theories. Therefore, its use Cltn only 
be justified Wh€!Il ell other techniques have broken down. Finite element 
techniquos based en traM tiona1 thin and thick shall theon,CD would appe:!tr to 
be tho best apprC'.aches to solVing shell vibration probleMs. HOi-leVer the bl'eak 
aO'rn of thin shell theories for the twi5ted plate lVi th high nne1e of b-ist 
e h O ~ ? 8 8 the neecl for o t h ~ r r a p p r c l ~ c : h o s s to ce i r ~ v e s t i e c t e a . .
87. 
The recults fer the cylir.c.r1.cEtl sholl 311(711 that tl thick e h ~ J l 1 1 theory, 
includir:.g trf!n!nrerse normfll. stl.""escoa in this wlly :1.5 ne:t 'flOrthwhl1e.' A throe-
di.ntensicnal theory would be required before tho thoory could give r.ccu.::·ote 
results. 
88. 




.. ~ I I 5 x 6 5 x 7 5 x 8 I 7 x 6 1l0(10 I 
.-
1 85.9 85.9 85.9 85.8 
2 139 139 139 138 
3 248 248 248 247 
_ .. ' ~ , ~ ~ ..... 
--.--. 
4 345 345 344 342 
5 393 392 392 387 
6 576 576 576 529 
. --_._-_.-. 
7 738 735 734 734 
8 750 741 738 736 
9 790 781 780 ! 780 





12 1242 1233 1226 1240 . . , 
--_ ... -.. --_.-+----_ .. _-_ ..... _---,.---
13 I 1291 1268 . I 1238 1409 1318 1275 14 
1 1 - 5 - - - - - - - - r - - - - 1 - ~ - 2 - - - - - - ~ ~ - - 1 3 - 1 - 8 - - - - - - - r - - 1 2 9 7 7









'rABI.I:: 3. THICK TNISTED PLATE C O j W E R G J ~ N C E T E S T S S
....--... . .. , .-"'""---------, 
Di:'Emsicns: 24" x 4.8" x 0.24", 30° Twi.st 
I '. -I.. t • ...... -"..,..,. .. -Frequency oj s 
.... . . J ... ~ ~ . 5 x 6 5 x 7 5 x 8 7x6 M o a ~ ~
1 15.7 15.7 15.6 15.7 
2 85 85 85 85 
3 154 154- .... , 154 I;; .... 
4 283 248 
I 
247 283 
5 395 386 379 395 
6 468 4-67 ~ G 7 7 I 467 
"' .' .- I 
--
7 579 569 i 5iO j 578 
8 811 798 I 796 I C-08 1 ! 
---
9 i 1320 1192 I 1170 i 1316 
10 
-




TARLE t. I · n . ' D P J , ; r : ~ ~ - OT .... ~ Y . : r ~ ~ CY1Ln:nFR Cm,PARTSOn 
-........-_ _____ ,,_ I' W P" 1 ........ III ._ 
F:rii>quency C/3 
I 
I r , .... .. .. , . 
E x p e r ~ 8 n t a l l ILindC6rs Olsen Finite Thin Zeinld.6wicz Tr>..ick 
Moue Results Elemonts Cy1i:r) (1el' 'l'1id: Shell C y l l r , d E ~ r r
I I ~ 1 ' i a \ 1 e u l a r r iCylinder I 
Theory Theory T"neory 1971 1967 ICurvGd(1971) [ (1967)-
I , I 
. 
1 85.6 I 86.6 I 86.6 93.5 85.8 113 183.5 I 2 134.5 135.5 139.2 147.6 138 147 413.2 I 




4 351 I 350.6 I 348.6 I 393.1 34.2 41iO 758 I 5 
1
395 395.2 I 393.4- 423.5 387 475 1200 i 1 I 6 1531 I 531.1 533.4 534.3' 529 ! ! : ! 
7 i 751 I 751.2 I 746.4 i 781.5 736 I i I i I ! 
6 i 743 I 743.2 I 752.1 I 792.2 73l;. I I I ! 
9 1790. ! 792.1 1 790.1 I 863.2 700 ; I 
-
1009 l 609.2 : 813.8 
, 
862.4 007 10 i i , 
1997 I 996.8 ; I I 11 1009 ! 1002 ! 1064-I ; , ! 1216 l 1215 1232 1175 I 1233 12 i I I 
- I ! 1252 ! : 1246 
I 1299, i 13 i i I I 
11241 
I I i I I 1266 j I 1254 
, 
14 , I I i I I ! 1281 I i I 15 1286 I , 1318 I , I t 
16 1310 I 1303 I 1318 I I I ! { I : I 17 1706 l 1652 , 1682 ! i ! i 1653 , ! 18 ' 1625 1762 i I 
---
19 : 1643 1678 1811 
20 ! 1841 1838 1881 
21 ; 1630 1€S5 2128 
r 22 ; 1£67 1926 2COG 
I , 
I 23 ! 1B90 1941 2746 
I 24- i 2257 2224- 2151 
25 ! 2';5)7 2274 2378 
I 
91 • 
TAP!,<;: 5. C , A R ! r ~ X n B B T't,1$'JTD ' F , 1 ~ A t ~ ~ Cffl/i?ARrSON' 
________ ~ ~ • '.Iii _ . . , . ~ ~ , ~ ~... __ , _ ...;..;.;;;._ 
~ - - - - - - - - - - - I I- - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ i ~ ) - ~ - q - u - e I - ; c - y - ' - c ~ 7 - a - - - . - . _ - - - - - - - . - . - - . - - - - . - -.. ---
I Anr:;le , L: .. CZI"'7.1CgiC i • ~ ~ ~Bending 
l!oc.oa (DoCl'ees) _, ..... - _M .. --.-.I Tld,sted. 'l'b,iclr.- •• --Titil5t'"a. 



















































~ - - - - - . , - - - - ..... ----------------------..... - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - -.. : 
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II 896 948 ! 1556 
2712 















• • tv I ........ 
I 231.0 
: 2612 






'T.:ARr .. F. 6. TjAWSON T,TrSTf:;1) P J ~ A M M r.OflPA'RISm; 
. . . . . . . , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ - - .......... ~ , ,... , 
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93. 
!,\BI.J: Z. EF:'EC'J'S OF T,nST CH T.'lISTEll PIA'm YRBQU'i;;-:;r.n:s 
~ - - - ' - " " - ~ ' l t ~ ( ! ! . . • _I ___ ....... -.._ ... ~ ~__ , _ . - . . . ~ ~
~ - ~ - - - · - · - ~ - l - ~ - ~ - ~ - t - t - I - ~ - ~ b - - ~ - i - n - t - : - I - ~ - f - ~ - : - C - : - ~ - ~ - ~ - Y - l l l l l - : - : - : - : : : _ n = : : :I Plate! 
~ ~ ~ i . - ~ ~ - O f ~ - - - - o - - i > i ' I - 1 5 ~ ~ . ~ c ~ ~ .-60 . 9 0 ' ~ ~ 11115 -, "0 60 II 5l0-
lCegl'6eD) 
Mod.", "" 
.... ~ - - i - - - - + - - + - - - - ' f - - - + - - - t - - - - i - - - - + - - ~ - -









1 27 •2 
1167 
! 276 




28.2 31 ... 1 76.5 29.2 31.0 57.9 1 0 ~ . 3 3
151 122 273 178 165 143 11+3 
303 360 7gS 355 382 ,432 44.3 
• 474---t-'-4i)j-r-nS3l- :S1'1-'56S-1539--1'6)f--
1010 1040 2240: 1072 1073 \1093 I 11lr2 
I 1515 1596 3188 j 1756 1758 \'1 779 I 161-, 
~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - , , . ~ . .I I 
I As;yr:::metrl.c 
1 260 325 328 339 545 272 I 277 300! 330 
2 795 1586 996 1028. 11658 i 832 I 848 1914 ! 1010 
3 1370 i 1687 \1700 11749 1 2 S l ~ 5 5 ! 1441 11463 11557! 1698 1 - - - - ; 4 - - - - - - t - ~ _ - ' - - - - + . i i 2 r O ~ - + - Z f C 5 1 2 1 _ o r : 3 i ~ ~ : - ' 2 ' G 3 2 - - - ; - - ; n 7 G - - ~ 2 1 1 } ( J ' - i - 2 1 2 5 - -
. 5 2011 i 2 ] ~ 1 1 2498 I 2562 \' h265 i 2169 ! 2195 i 2315 ; 21.82 
6 - \ 3637 3662 13760 6272 III' 3211 I 3252 13433 ! 3704-! I I I I : 
. ...:... I ......... _WI 
T l J ~ L ~ ~ 8. Ef.11'ECTS OF 'mIST D : ' ~ ~ T'.HSTZ'lJ PI,A'l"E : r n l ~ ( l ! r r . . 1 ; C l : S S S
____ _""'"'- • • Y .... __ f?" & HI _ ~ ~ ............... , ,. _ 
D i m e n c i o n ~ ~ 12" x 12" x 0.48" 
hequ61'l.CY cis 
~ - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - . - - - - - . , - -; . P l t 4 ~ k 9 t t t ! ! 
Fla.t i Thin Twiated Plat.e T'neory I Thick T,v15ted. Plate Th t30Zj' 
Plato I . I 
o 60 90 
i', 











1 113; 110 113 126 256 ! 121 1?R 223 347 
2 695 \ 6n 619 485 1005 Ii 715 \674 571 1552 
3 891 1936 1952 1009 1476; 959 986 1092 11176 
--'-:::4:'-·---/--;;1 9S-'::2---t;-'::'-;18n9 1792 r158f1l· 2-950· 0 i 0 1 9 l - 1 9 2 1 1 r 7 5 6 - T S 7 ~ f f
5 -.. 1959 1997 2133 3335 :1863 1992 12239 2362 
6 •. 2098 2270 2658 4272 : 2234 2393 \2776 3031 
I : I ' ; 
~ ~ - s - ! : t ! : - : : . . - r : \ - e t - . r - : t . - ~ - - - r - - - - ~ l l i i---- · ': ! ---'-i -, -'-
j I ~ ~
1 277 397 561 857 1257: 413 t 640 ;1008 ;1200 
2 1011 11155 1297 15B9 2078: 1119 ! 1315 : 1700 :1899 
3 -! 2'175 ,2182 2220 ! ?J94.._ 2 2 ~ ~ I I Q Q ; 2 ~ ~__ ' 2.3!,:$_ ! - - - 4 4 : . . - . - - - - + - - : 2 ; : : ; ; 4 " 9 : - ; ; ; 7 ; - - - t j - 2 4 1 ~ 2 4 4 7 ~ 5 1 5 5 \·3854 124537 ; 2 . 5 ~ 8 8 : 2649 26':2 
5 - 13354 13385 3550 i 4832 i 32.36 : 3301 j 3558 : 3718 
6 4458 \421 7 11:4166 3969 ! 5527 114539 : 4335 ; 4071 3854 
, Ii I I ! 
95. 
2.:1 l'/W n . ~ ~ . . t £ l l l
DjlJensiolllS 24" x 4.81t 300 Twil:'l't 
Frequency (cis) 
,",' .. . . 
'fld .. n T - « i l l " ~ o d . . Plnte ' r l ~ a o : r y y I ~ ' ! h i c k k T r : i s t i ' ~ d . . Plata Thoory 
I 
... ·.r_ 
- ~ i C k n e S 3 . / /
LQ!2gth 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.005 0.01 0.02 
Modo ~ ~
§Jr!7l,etric 
1 6.69 14.1 28.2 7 .. 83 15.6 31.1 
2 40.3 77.8 1,'1 42.7 84.6 165 
3 119 229 474- 126 2h8 298 
4- 285 541 1018 315 5 6 ~ - f 0 7 3 3 -
5 328 304 303 , 388 386 382 




1 98.2 171 328 97.6 154- . 277 
2 296 $20 996 I 293 467 &'18 3 498 881 .. 1700 l.E7 798 1463 
4 722 1295 )-249-8 169 f19-2 i 2f9S-
! 5 1cG5 1904- I 3662 1072 1781 3252 6 2105 2105 , 2105 2528 2176 I 2176 , ! 
m ~ n T T < ' ' 1('1 r : : t < ~ J ? " b C T T OF T}IICKrn<:q::; ON T\HSTEl) PtA ' f 1 . : ~ ~ FnEC'.,r.n:;NCU:S t . ; . ; ! ~ . . J}.J.,.',I : ~ . . ~ " " • Itt """_ ..... _"" .... .:; ___ ~ 1 . - " " ' . , . . , . . , . . _ _...... ~ _ _... _ 
o Du,ansion3 12" x 12" .. 30 TI1ist 
Froquency cis 
Thick ~ l i s t e d . . Plate 
~ ~__________ ~ ~____ -r ____ ~ ~__________ ~ ~ ~___ . __ ~ r ~ , _ , ,------__ - - - ~ - - ~ - . .
~ T l r l . c k n e 8 3 / / II 
Lepgth 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.1 
Mod9 ~ , , j 
I - o - - - - - - ~ - - _ t _ - - - - l - - - , t _ - _ ; - - - _ f _ - - + - - _ ; _ . ' " " .. ,-
1 26.9' 53.6 113 281 f ,32.9 64.8, 128 311 
2 161 321 I 619 1424 i 175 346 I 674 I 1512 
, - ~ 3 3____ -r-;40 ... 7:.:---+---,;5co6+4_-r-::9;-;:5_2 _ ~ ? O ~ 8 ~ f - : :- = 4 7 : - . : : G _ ~ 6 . ~ 3 ~ - + - ~ , 6 : : - _ \ \ _ - , , ~ 0 3 J 3 _ _
4- 4-78 9Ji4 1792 4 1 ~ 8 : : 530 11'028' 1921 I 4096 
5 920 1255 1997 4736 : 1069 1335 1992 [ 4741) 













480 561 886' 
883 1297 2706 
I 1189 2182 15115 I 14 f=-5 -....-, 2:::-:-44-:-;'7---r-
1 
5b58 
II 1890 I 3385 7&·8 \ 2330 I 4397 ! 10220 
T A ~ U : : : 11. FF'FECT OF THICK18::)S em C l ~ Y . U T ' J R I G ! ~ T I I S T r : : ~ L T I I ' \ ; " ~ ~ ~ ; ; Q m n 7 C I r : 3 3
......- ........ _.1 ... , .... ~ ~...... ~ . . "II,: ... ""_-.-.. ...... , ~ ~ ~
... . .. ., 
l'req '.l.3 n cy cis 
~ ' h i n n C y i i n i ~ r ' ' 'l'hoory .. ~ . . - - - . . . . . - ~ ~.. ~ . .I 'l'hiclc Cyli...'1.J.e:t.' ~ ' h / ~ o r y y
-
... ~ ~ . . ,.,.., 
! 
.... 
~ ; : r i ' 3 S S / / 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.005 0.01 . 0.02 l 1 ~ t h h
Mode ~ - . . . . . . 
-. ....; . 
~ 1 " ! 3 t r i c c
1 9.82 15.4- 28.Z .. 16.9 25.6 4'+.2 
2 60.5 96.0 177 107 167 292 
.3 168 269 497 371 578 921 
-4 333. 550 f031 ---- ---->-'13"fT 2i'HOC I 1084-I 5 .792 . 1108 1882 I 1942 3269' 5387· 
6 2106 2106 2106 I 2129 2129 2129 I 
i . 
Asymmr-rtrie I 
f - I 
68.9 137.3 261 . I 83.2 161 279 1 
2 211 264 276 I 261 .. 280 31)(') I 
3 26101- I ~ O O 838 , 280 5JG 957 ! 3-66 727 1425 579-11614 ---.. -.... -4- i 14<)·) 5 564- 1102 2172 I 1209 1495 1779 i 
'6 970 1428 141i'S i 1495 1819 3032 I 
Tnble 12. Effi"ct of' T h j < d ~ n ~ ~ ~ ('71 Cyl:hvld c'1.1 ~ ' } I O ) ) 1 F r f . l m H m d ~ 1 ) ).--..... _ p_..... ____ . ...... # .. _____ .... M... ___ .,1___ _ .. _ .. _ .... ... _ 
1:1 L/',1 Rnt:lo Sho1I 
..... t • 
Dimensions 12" x 12". Re.Cius 01' Curvature 21 ... " 
,. .... . 
I Frequency C/3 I 
I J.'hin. Gylir.cler Theory fl ..... ··'"11hid>: Cylinder 'l'hEtory . , 
, VS>iU. 
' ~ i c k n e 8 e / / I 
r ~ ~ Length I M o a . ~ ~ ~ ~ i 0.01 0.02 0.04- 0.1 0.01 0.02 O.O!*, 0.1 
<, .. 
Symmetrio I 1 139 162 192 319 4-13 1,.62 535 836 , 
2 I 248 1;41 824- 1773 I 543 821 1497 2608 3 j 392 632 9 ~ B B 2170 1735 1971 3011 11·351 
4- I 735 l°OilT 4301 
I 
4 j 2 3 r - 4 4 0 ~ T b f f97r(>O""" 
5 I 781 1279 2159 48-:7 7896 81 .. 15 8591+ I 874.8 
6 ! 1233 1762 3229 7563 8164 8777 9918 11632 
16 ! 4224- 4226 4225 4226 4286 . 4284 4284 I 42811-I 
. -..............-.............. 
I I Asymmatric I I \ 1 85.9 147 280 685 183 278 501 908 I ! 2 345 557 '1027 22;.69 758 1106 ! 1423 3318 576 ~ ~ 1090 2063 5066 i 1199 2q09 ! 3107 66['>1 •. 3 I , 
4 I 741 1252 j 2377 : 5577 : 2521 I 3234 5434- i 9236-I 8 1 ~ 5 5 11579 I 7312 : 5350 6308 , 8507 ! 111£0 5 I 2989 I 6 1263 i 2302 . 4421 .10350 :11180 112970 : 14010 : 1 ~ 9 ; 0 0
8 I 17b"5--r17"b4 I 1762 i 1763 :18-25 I 1 - B 2 3 ~ 2 4 ~ - - 1 c 2 5 5
I 15 I 4747 i 4743 I 4743 I 4742- , 4878 I 4878 1J379 486) : ! , I i I I 
. , 
"-






I 139-.138 cps 
ASYMMETRIC 
.IL-_____ -' 
750 ____ 7 3 6 ~ s . .
L/w = , H/L. 0·01 
;'., ~ ~
2 24a-.247c.p.s. 












848 __ 807c,p.s. 1291 ~ 2 3 8 c p . .
---LOWEST FREQUENCYI;.EST CONVERGED VALUE' 
- -- - HIGHEST FREOUENCY 
FIG.IO.CYLINDRICAL SHELL CONVERGENCE TESTS, 































/ ~ - - - - ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - - - - - - ~ ~3 9 5 ~ 3 7 9 9 c.p.s. 
PERPENDICUL.AR FLAP (U2) 
57 L.510 c.p.s. 
. , 
.... ASYMMETRIC I' 
,-
~ ~
" : ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ~ ' ' i ' ' '
100 I 
,; '" 
I , ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~I' 
I' 
I ' ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~
~ ~, 
2 ~ r - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ ~
~ ~
, 
468 __ 467 e p.s, 
3 
~ ~ I I ~ ~ I I 
~ ~ i I ~ ~
;' I I . 
e 11_796 c.p.s. 
4 
, 
I 1 ~ ~, I 
, I I ~ ~ I , I 
. 1320 __ 1170 c.p.s. 
5 
, I I I i ~ ~ I , 
I I I t 
~ ~ I I I I , ~ ~ I I I , 
_____ LOWEST FREOUENCY C BEST CONVERGED VAL.UE) 
- - - HIGHES1 FREQUENCY 
FIGJI.TWISTED PLATE CONVERGENCE T E S T S ~ ~
THICK SHELL THEORY, 
L ··· ·1·· . ... . " , -. 
. .-,., . , ; . ~ ~ '-,,-," . 
_.', -





138 c.p ... 






























2 247 c.p.s. 3 397 c.p.s. 
5 780 c.p.s. 











~ ~ I .-, 
2 342 cps 3 529 cps 
736 c.ps. 1254 c.p.s. 
THIN SHELL TH£ORY 
----- LINDBERG-OLSEN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
••••••••••••• LINDBERG -OLSEN FINITE ELE MEN T RESULTS 
FIG.l2. LINDBERG -OLSEN FAN BLADE MODES' 
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FIG.13.CARNEGIE BEAM MODES. 
'-.J< .... , 
, .  ,-' 

























































FIG.14. DAWSON BEAM MODES 
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6 STRETCH (U1) 
--30· TWIST. H /L .0·02 
---- 60· TWIST 
-·-90· TWIST 
FIG.l6. EFFECT OF TWIST ON MODES OF 1:1 L/W RATIO TWISTED PLATE, 
THIN SHELL THEORY. 
"I.J":""'.;.:." : 














. '!-------' I 
__ 300 TWIST 
- -- 60 0 TWIST 
_.- 9 0 0 T W I S ~ ' '













FIG.l7. EFFECT OF TWIST ON MODES OF 1:ll/W I\ATIO TWISTED PLATE, 
, THICK SHELL THEORY. ' ' . 


























H/L.O.I_ H/L .0·04 ___ _ 








I O ~ . .
3 
, 6 STRETCH(U.) 
FIG.l8. EfFECT OF THICKNESS ON MODES OF I: I l/W RATIO TWISTED PLATE, 
, THIN SHELL THEORY. 
1 .' ~ ~ ,>. '. -''',' ~ " " " ..... :ill,.,.. ... .. , . . .• ' ',I 
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6 STRETCH (U,) 
30 0 TWIST 
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51; :f J-C 
. A.G. 
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DiverCGnce theorem end bounaar,y conditions, imply the first integral 
vanirihos, therefore 





the statio;:u;.ry values of thG Hamiltonic.n, lI, eive tho frecr:loncic8 
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9Z - . 'FOR' I • ~ ~ 'STEP' 1 'UllTIL' M - 1 - ID 'DQ' 
93: 'FOR' J • ¢ 'ST:;:!, , 1 'UllTIL' J - 1 - JD 'DO' 'BmIN' 
'" . IE • I + ID. I'D, 
95. 'IF 0.5* IE - :"E 'I' 2 'GT' 0.3 ' T r l Z l ~ ' ' tC - 1 ':;:r.SE' KC - ¢; 
96 'FOR' K • KC 'STEP' 2 'UNTIL' M - 1 - !CD 'DO' 
97 'FOR' H. ¢ 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' N - JD - JJ 'DO' 'BmIl'l' 
91!1 . -. Z • I • X; Y. J + H • 1; 
= , _ ~ c ; ~ c · · 9 9 · ~ " ' - ~ ' " " P:Z;O:3:'lf'KI,NE'3'THEN'PII1:'IF,Kl'EQ'I'T;E'N'QlIZJ 
100· P:lCJ··JI»*Ioj+I+ID+I-JFCP):a=(H+HOh"'+K+Ko+I-JF(QI: 
101 ' I f ' P ' L T ' I ' O R ' Q ' L T ' l ' T H E N ' ' G O T ~ ' F I N r l l
102 " C,'T • CE(IC)* C07:::F(J5,JC,Z)* Sc(Y)* -
~ - = = ? c ~ - - I O , ' ~ " - - : c = = FD(I,ID)* FD(K,KD)* FE(J ,JD)* FD(H,HD), 
104" 'IF'K.l''IE'3'THEN''t!Elilrl' 
: ~ . . ~ - - , . , , I 0' •. c- ... , If' ih 5 * P - f' I' Z' G T' o. :)1 T Ii EN' , GOT 0' $11 
- 106 p=P"'Z:Q a C'I'Z.IJA(P,Q)=A(P,Q)+CW;'GOTO'FINIJ 
~ " " c·, .. . 107':"' -' S I ' • ' p:I P' " 2 + 1: Q = Q' I' 2 J Be P, Q ,. B C p, Q ) • C W ; , GOT 0' FIN tJ 
: : - = - ~ = ~ - l O e e ~ - " : . . - 'END': • 
'"o •. :c·'· 10' 'IF'Kl'EQ'3'THEN"BEGIN' 
~ - ; - . . - ~ - - - 110 ' IF' C. S*P-p' I' Z' GT' 0.3' THEN" GOTO' SZ J 
.- ·-111 P : P ' I ' Z : Q : Q " ' Z : A ( P , Q ) : l A ( P , Q ) + C W ; ' G O T ~ ' F I N I J J
,- .- ,- -- - - 1 I 2 S 2 ' • ' p s P' " Z. I ; Q = cp I' Z. 1 : B C p, Q ) : B ( P , Q ) + C W : ' END' J 
= ~ · ~ = , ~ " , = t , , 113 ... . FIN J'." END': = = · : c : : : ~ _ , . . II" 'E:ID'; 'ElID', 
} . t - : : ~ ~ : : . ~ ~ . ! ! !-.. -:-- ~ N i ~ ; / ~ ~ 2, 
117 r.=Z*fU 
"'---- .. - c .. 115 JA=JB=JC=M: 
11 9 . _ 'FOR'l lI l'STEP'I'UNTIL'Z*N.I'Oo'SCCI):SL**l/f: 
IZO 'FOR'J=O'STEP'l'UNTIL'M-I'OO'FO(J,Clllt: 
1 2 1 ~ ~ 'F 0 R' J :I 0' S T E P' 1 ' U tiT J L' N' 00' FEe J, 0 , :I 1 ; 
=--==--===-1 Z 2 , f \) R' I = 1 ' S T E P' 1 ' U In I L' 3' 0 t" , BEG I i ~ ' '
123 ' f O R ' J = O ' S T E P ' I ' U " T I L ' ~ ~ I ' D O " a E G J N ' '
;._ .. ;;--;._._. --- _. 12" . w = 1 : 'F'O R' K = 1 ' STEP' l' U U T J L.' I' 00' W: W * ( J + K , : F'D ( J' I ) = W. A 1* *1 J 
US 'END': 
8c,·'::o 126 'fOR'J s O'srEP'I'uNTIL'N'oO"SEGIN' 
lZ7 wsl:'rOR'K:l'STEP'I'UNTIL'I'Do,W.W*CJ+K):FE(J,ll.W*BI*-II 
=-,,_ •. ___ "_II
Z
2: ... _ .... 'END'; 
. . 'END'· 
--- ~ - - - - - · 1 3 0 · - - - - . , 
131 JM=JA;JNsJa: 





















































































PUBLIC J A ' ~ B ' J C ' R , J M , J N ' N A B , C O ( 1 5 1 ' C N ( ~ ) , C O E F ( 5 ' 1 . , 2 1 1 1
PUBLIC C O D P ( I ) , C N D P ( I ~ A A A
PUBLIC SS(ZOO),SBC200),SSDPCll,SBDPC11 
PUBLIC JFC31'JFDPCII,RM,RX,FAC2'30),GACZ,301,FADp(21,GADPC21 
PUBLIC MACZI'MADPC I I, IXC3,3" IXDP(ZI 



















E VALa X 1* XJ*XKJ 
'END" 
'REAL P R C ~ E D U R E ' S I M P I N ( F N X , A A ' B B , E E E I' 
'VALUE'tA,BB,EE, . 
'REAL'AA,BB,EEl 
'REAL PROCEDURE' FNX, 
'COMMENT' eX)'.' 'VALUE' X'.' 'REAL' xl 
- 'BEGIN' 
'REAL' OLD,NEW,ENDS,EVENS,ODDS,H' 
' . ~ E A L ' X , A , B , E J J . 
AIIAA:BaBB:E1EU 
Ha B-A, 





ENDSa FNXCA): ENDS=ENDS+FNXCBI' 
ODDS:CA+BI/ZJ 
ODDSa FNX(ODDS)J 







'FOR' X_A+O.5'H 'STfP' H 'UNTIL' B 'DO' 
OODS= ODOS+FNX(XIJ 
NEW- (ENDS+Z'EVENS+4*ODDS)*H*CI/6I' 











. I =OJ 
'FOR'Ja.7'STEP'I'UNT1L'5'DO'SIMPCJI' 
l a Z: 
' F O R ' J a . 7 ' - 5 ; · 3 , · Z ' ~ 1 , 0 ' 1 ' 3 ' D O ' S I M P C J " "
la.lSIMPc-5)J 
Ill" 



































































































rUBLIC JA.JB,JC.R'JM,JN,NAB,COCI 51,CNC5,.COEFC5,14,211 







INTEGER R ~ , R X , F A ' G A A
IIHEGER R 
, PRt,CEDIIRE' COEFF 2 C COO) J' ARRA Y' coo J 
'BEGIII' 
COOC1,=2*CCCl1. 4e ETA-oeCO(3)J 
CODCZ):CfICIl*HTZ*CI0*COC11·Z*CC CI2).0*COC 41-e*COC13)+16*£TA-311*CO(3). 
4 e E T A e C O ( 4 , * C O C 2 ' + l e e C O ( 9 ' . 2 * C O C 6 ' * C O C I Z ) ~ 4 . C O C 7 ) e C O ( 1 3 ' * C O C 5 I . .
l I e C ~ C o ) * C ~ c l J ' + l z e C O c e ' ) J J
C O O C 3 , : Q . e * H T 2 * C g e E T A - 6 e C O C 3 1 . 3 * C O C ~ ) - 3 . E T A * C O c 7 ' * C O ( ( » 1 1
COO(5,=2*£TA-2eCOC3,: 
COOC4,=0.lIeHTZ*43 eETA-3*COCII'_JeETA*COC7'*COCS"J 





C ~ D ( 9 ) : O . P . . H T Z * C 5 * E T A - 3 e C O C 3 ' - z * c o c e ' - Z * E T A · C O c 7 1 * C O C 5 , ' J J
C O O ( I O ' : ~ . 6 * H T Z * ( Z * E T A - C O ( l ' - C O C 6 ' - E T A * C O C 7 ' * C O C " ' J J
CuOCl1,:o.eeHTZ*CETA- COCS'·ETA.COC 7 1*CO(5"J 
CoO(12'=Joo*KS*COI9'JCOOCll':-4*CNl3)*COC9'*KS*HTZ, 
COOCI5,:4os*tNeJI·CO(11,*HTZJ 
C O C C ~ 4 ' : C . 5 * C O O C I 5 , + o . e * H T Z * C 2 * E T A - 2 * C O ( 3 ' _ E T A * C O C 4 ) e C O C Z I I J J
COOI161:CIJC II.CODt IZ)lCODC 17):zCNCI I.COOCIJI: 
COD(16':Z 72*CNCJI*COCII,*HTZ:Cc DCI9)·0·Z'*COOCIII'J 
C O O ( Z O I : ~ . e * H T Z * C 5 * E T A - 2 * C O C 3 , . J * e 9 c 6 1 - E T A * C O C 4 ' * C O C I 3 I * C O O 5 1 1 , ,
COOC 2 1'='I*CN(3)*CO(9,*HT2;COOc 22)aCODCZl)' 
C O O e Z 3 ' ~ O . 6 * H T Z * C 2 * E T A - C O C I I ' - E T A * C O ( 7 ) * C O C 5 1 1 + C O C ( 2 1 ) , ,
COOCZ4)CC00C21,:CODC25,e Z*CNCI,*COOCZI):COD(2 0 '·O.5*CO0(25)' 
CuOC27':COO(20,:COO(Z6):COC 4I, 
CODI30I c l.6*HTZ*Cb*ETA-o*CO(3).3eETA*COC4,*COCZI" 
CODC:91:C.5*CODC301.CNCll*HTZeC-l b *CO(11+16*ETA+II*COC4111 
Co OCJ 11=3.Z*HT2*CZ*ETA-Z*COCJ,_ETA*CO(4)*COCZI,J 
CODC32':O.Z 5eC OD(31):COO(33':COD(12':COD(J4':COOCll" 
COO(l51:u.S*HTZ*C-5*ETA+2*COC3'.J*CO(81+ETA*COC4,*COCZ,*COCZ'*COCll'JI 
C ~ O C 3 6 ' : · 5 1 e C N C J ' * C O C 9 1 * H T Z : C a D C 3 7 I c C O D ( 3 6 ) : C O D C 3 S ' . C O D C 1 Z I 1 1
CoDC39,:COOCI3):COOC 40I:Ooll*HTZ*C-Z*ETA+COCII)·ETA*COC7)*CO('II· 
CuO Cl6 ): . 
C ~ O C 3 9 ' : C n o ( 3 9 ' · C C O ( 4 0 1 : : , 
CODC 411:C0C(36):CC OC4ZI:CHCII*COOCI2"CODC43,:CNCl,*CODCI3" 
CODC44':Z*CN(1)*COOC30,:COOC451:0.5*COD(441:CODC4b,cCODC45" 
COOC 46; :40t'*C!lC J ,*COC II )*HT2: 
COOC471:0oe*HTZ*eZ*ETA-Z* COCl I_ETA*COC4,.COCZ),+O.,*COOe4611 
COOC49':Z7Z*CUCJ,*COCII,*HT2:CC DC50':O.25*CODC49 I' 
COO (5 1):V.&*HTZ*C4*ETA-COC3).ETA*COC 41*COC13)*COCS)_l*cOce,,: 




C O O C ~ 9 1 : C N C I ) * H T 2 * C - 6 * C O C l ) + Z e E T A + _ * C O ( l ' . 4 * C O C 7 ' * C O C 2 " , ,
C u O C b O I : - C ~ D ( 5 9 ' : :
C U D ( 0 I ' : O . 6 e H T Z * C 6 * E T A · Z . C O ( 3 1 · 2 ~ E T A * C O C 4 ' * C ~ ( 2 1 1 1 1
C O D C 6 Z ) : ~ . 6 * H T 2 * C E T A + C O C 3 1 ' : C ~ D C 6 3 ) c · C O D ( 6 Z ) I C O O C 6 4 ) . C O D C 6 2 " "
C O ~ C 6 5 ' : - I ) . ~ * H T Z * E T A * C O C 4 1 * C O C Z ' : C O O ( 6 6 ' & _ C O O C 6 5 ' i C ~ D C C 7 1 : Z - C O ( 4 ) 1 1
C Q O C o ~ I = C N c l ' - H T 2 * C 4 * C O C 1 ' - 4 * E T A . C o e 4 1 1 : :
C O O ( 7 0 1 : 2 * C ~ ( 1 1 * H T Z * C O ( 4 ' + C O D ( b 9 1 : C D O C 7 1 , . · C N C 1 ' * ~ T 2 * C C ( 4 ' : :
COOC72':CUOC 66 1: CCOI7J,:COOC65I' ' 
C O O C 7 4 ' = ~ . 8 * H T 2 * C 6 * E T A . Z * C O C 3 ' . Z * E T A * C O C Z ) * C O C 4 1 ' : :
COOC 15'=O.e*HTZ*CETA+COC31IJ CODC76,.·COO(7":COO(771.COD(1S'J 
COOC76':COO(65):COOC79,:COOC061: 
COOC 60':CN(I'*HT2*C.18*COC11+6*ETA+IZ*CO(JI+4*CO(4)*COC131·COC21'J 
COOC 8 I,=3*COD(051:COOC8ZI=- CO OC 60)JCOOC6l,.-COCCel,: 
C O O ( S 4 ' = Z . ~ O C 4 1 : C O D C 6 6 ) c I 2 * C N ( 1 1 ,*HTZ*(3*ETA-CO(31-ETA*COC4'*COCZ", 
C ~ 0 ( ' 5 1 : C . 5 * C C D C 6 6 1 : C O O C e l l l s 4 . 8 * H T Z * ( E T A + C O C 3 ) " "




C O D ( 9 5 ' : C ~ O C 8 I ' + Z * C N C I ' * H T Z * C ( T A . 2 * C O ( 3 1 + Z * C C C 1 1 . C C e 2 ) . J * C O C I " , ,
COOC96':COOCllll:COOC971:·CQOC95IJCODC98;.CCOCII31;COOC991.Z* COO C6", 
COO(100'&-COO(99,:COOCI01):COO(65':COO(1021.COO C66): 
. COOCluJ)=0.4*HTZ*C3*ETA-CO(41*CO(14'-COC3'" 
COD(104).3.?*HT ZeCETA+COC 311:COOCI051 a -COOC104,:COOCIObl.COOCIO·,: 
COO(IQ7':COOC65):COO(I081.COOC66)JCOOCI09,.O.Z5*CODCIO311 






_' ___ ,,° ___ 1 ~ _ ' ' ' _ , ' ' _ ' ' ' - . . puSl.1 CAL,.. 81.. AI, B I. ETA, ETA Z. H T, H t Z, ACC, K$. M, N, N A, NB, Nt, N N · , - - - · " " . ' c - = , - · ~ ~ ~
-. 2 PUBLIC JA,JB,JC,R,JM,JN,NAB,COCI5),CNC5),COEF(5,14,Zl) 
3 ~ ~___ ~ ~___ ,PUBL.I C COOP C 11, Ci'lop (1). AIL ,.- - .. - .. - .. -'.---,.---, ---'--.:--=-- ~ ' = ' - - ' " "
4 PUBL.ICSSCZOO),SSCZOO),SSOpC 1>,SBOPC U .. ", .. ,.,.:...,-. '-' 
__ ,,_. __ .,5. - "PUBLIC JF(3"JFDPqhRH,RX,FACZ,30),GACZ,30),FADPU),GAOP(2) . - .. -----
6 PUBL.IC MA(Z),tTADP(1),lXC3,J),IXOPCZ)' 
7 PUBLIC RN,NMA(3)'NMBC3),NMDPCI),NBOPCl, 
8 ,REAL KS 
.. _. ____ ." ___ 9 _ : INTEGER RN --- .. --- -
10 I ~ T E G E R R RM,RX,FA,GA 
11 INTEGER R 
12 ' P R ~ C E O U R E ' C O E r F 3 ( C E ) J ' A R R A Y ' C E J J
,,_,. , _ . ~ ~ 13 'BEGIN' " 
14 C E C l ) : I . O l C E C 2 ) = - O , 8 * H T 2 * C O C 1 4 ) J C E C 3 ' . C ~ ( l ' * H T Z ' C O C 6 ' J J
~ _ ~ _ ' ' 15, ... ,, ___ ,.CEC 4); 1 hcrd 3 hHT2'CO (6)J CEC S) .CEC 4): eEc 6,.1 ~ ~ 153*CN C 3) .Hu-eo C 6)J .'_' _ ' ~ . ' - . .
16" CE(7);3*HTZ*C Oc6 )JCEC81=-Z,4*HTZ.COCI4': ' .'" , -
17 CE(9)IIZ*HTZ* CO C6 ,-Z,4·HTZ·COCI4':CECIO).306*CNC3)'HT2'CO(6)l". 
18 CECII)&CECZIJCEC12,.I02.CNC3)*wTZ*COC6): 
__ " .. 19 _ ~ ~ ~ CECl3)IIO,5. CE QO):CE C14).CE(1z,J ' ... _ .. " " ~ ~.. 
20 CEClS).CE(3'JCECI 6 ): CE CI3)lCE(17).CECIZ):CE(18).CE(4)JCE(19)IC£(4)1 
" ZI CE(ZO)l=I,,,,:CE(Zl)hCNCl ),HrzHECzZhCECZ3)'-CECZIH_. ___ ." "... ., 
Z2 _._. ' END' 
COEFF4 
~ C - " " - - " - " - : " " " - " . ' · _ ' - : " ' _ - : - . ' - _ ~ . . ; :: .. ',.,,:.'.,-.' _ : . _ , ~ , : , _ _•. -_; ~ _ ' ~ . , ' ~ P ~ u ; t L : I I ~ C C ~ ~ : : ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ : : ! ! ~ ~ ! ! ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ : : ~ b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ; ; ~ ! ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i i ~ : i i ~ ~ ' ' NN --- ' ... ~ ' . ~ ~ ' ~ : ~ ~_ ~ ~ _ .. __ J;' CODPC1',CNDPCI),AA. -,' ~ ~ _ ..... ~ . . __ ... _ .. . ; ~ _ . _ ' '.......... ____ .. _ ... ..;. __ ~ ' ' ... ~ ~ . ~ _ - ~ ~ ~
- ____ 4 ___ .. _ ~ . - , ~ ~ PUBLIC SSt20Q)'SB(ZOO),SSOP C1)'SBOPCI) _,.' .-",---.. 
--,- .,' PUBLIC JF(3),JFOPtl),RM,Rx,rA(2,30),GAC2,30),rAOP(Z),GAOPCZ).. _____ , __ . 
6 _ .. _ PUBLIC MAIZ), tlA OP(t"lXl3,3),IXDPIZ) . .----- -
~ ~__ _ : : - c : . ~ : - . - . ~ · . : · . : _ 1 ~ ~ ~ : ~ - : = ~ ~ : ~ : - : + · · · - P U B L I C C RNINMA(3),NMBC3),NMOPCI),NBDPC!) ........ -. : , . . ~ : ~ - ~ . ~ . : : . : - - ~ . .
8 REAL k ~ ~
. .' " ' , , ~ ~ , : : ' ' .. _, INTEGER RN _. .. . 
. -'----·--io .. -- __ INTEGER RH,RX,F'A,GA 
_ II' .. ,'- I t-!TE(.ER R . 
_ . ~ ~ __ .. ,. g' _ ~ ' : ' - - ' : ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ; ; COE;F 4( COD) I 
I " ' BEG IN' .. - --.. . " __ "'_'_ 
- 15 CODCIJ··1.4*HTZ*CO(I"):COD(Z);CN(I)*COOCI)I COOC3)JZ.HT2*COC6': 
--' ---- 16------ ---COO(4).CIHI)*CO°(3):COOC51:I02. CNt3)' HT Z*COC6)1 . ." 
-:-- .--"::----
17 -. CODCb).CNCl)·COOCS):COOC7)=COD(2) JC OO(8).COD(5)ICOO(9).COO(5)1. 
18 C(,/D ( 10)· Cr;;o C 6) : COO ( II ). -C(lD ( Z ): COD I 12 ). COD ( II H COD C 13 III - Z ,CN ( 1,.H TZ 1 
,9 COD ( 14 ) • C" 0 ( 13 I JC 0 0 C 15 ) •• COD C 1 ) 1 cOD, 1 6 )a COD C 1 5 )J COD ( 17 ) • COD C 15 ) , _. ___ .. , ,___ _ 
20 
Zl 





I P U B ~ I C C A L . B L . A l . B I ' E T A . E T A Z . H T , H T Z ' A C C . K S . M , N . N ~ , N B . N C , N N N
2 PUBLIC JA.JB,JC,R,JM,JN,NAB,CO(15),CNC5),COEFC5'I4,ZI» 
3 PUBLIC COOPCI)'CNOPCII,AA . 
4 PUBLIC SS(200),SBC200),SSOPCl ),SBDPC 1) 
5 PUBLIC JF(3),JFOPCI)iRM,RX,FACZ,301,GACZ,30),FAOPCZI,GAOPCZI 
~ ~ ,PUBLIC MAC2,'MAOPCII,IXC3,3)'IXOPCZ) 
7 PUBLIC RN,NMAC31,NMBC3',NMDPC1I,NBOPCII 
. a REAL KS 
9 • INTEGER r(N 
10 INTEGER RM,RX,FA,GA 
II INTEGER R 
IZ ' B E G 1 N " l N T £ ~ E R ' I , J , K , H ' H I : :
13 'INTEGER'KY: . 
14 'ARRAy'ACl'.'NN,I','NNI,BCI'.'R,I'.'RI' 
15 ' P R O C E O U R ~ ' F U ~ L C E F ' R I J ' A R R A Y ' E F J ' I N T E G E R ' R J J
1 ~ ~ 'BEG1N"INTEGER'I,JJ . 
17 · F O R ' l a l · S T E P · l ' U N T I L ' R - I ' D O " F O R ' J a l ' S T ~ P ' I ' U N T J L ' R ' D 0 ' '
la EFCJ'I)aEFCI,J" 
19 'END" . 






Z ~ ~ ' J F ' I ' £ Q ' J I T H E N ' ~ · l p I ' E L S E ' K a J ' J I I
Z1· RAFOCB,I,6·Ky+6.HI+K)J 
za IFOR'K=I'STEP'I'UNTIL'NMAeJI'DO"FOR'Hal'STEP'I'UNTJL'NMACJ"DO' 
Z9 ACK+NMB(1)'H+NMSCJ»)aBCK,H)1 . 
30 'ENO'J 





3 ~ ~ 'ENO'ICHAINC5»' 
37 'END' 
" 
• ': I -










































- ~ ~ ~ - ' - - " 4 4 4
45 
46 -




c •.• ~ . ; . . 1 PUBLIC C I l O P ( l ) , C ~ O P t l l , A A A
·PUBLIC SS/ZOO),SBCZOO),SSOP/ll,SBDP(ll 
PUSLIC J FC3l.JFDPC\I.RM.RX,FACZ,30)'GACZ.30),FADFCZ),GADFCtt 




INTEGEq R M , R X , F A , G ~ ~
J l I T E G E ~ ~ R 
'BEGIN' 
'REAL' s c , ~ , a O , P I , G J J
'IllTmER' NS,li.Y,RDJ 
'ARRAY' EV(1'.'lm), A(1'. 'EN, l' .'BN) J 
NS _ N 
naEAL ( E ~ R O ) ) J 
lNIN'r (lID) J 
PI - 3.141592654, 
G _ 386.4, 
SC _ 1.0/(2*PI*AA)* S ~ ~ (E*G/ (RO* (1-2*ErA)* (1+ZrA»)), 
'FOR' lOY _ 0,2 'DO' 'BillIN' 
SOLUTION (A,EV ,sc,nS,t'Y); • 
1 ~ ~ G i N I ' R E A L ' S U ~ : ' J N T E G E R ' I , J ' K ' H ' N X ' N Y J J
, , A R R ~ ~Y' 0 ( I '. ' p. 0, 1 ' • ' I ~ ~N ) J 
- ' P R ~ C E D U R E ' E V A L U C A ' X ' : ' A R R A Y ' A J ' I N T E G E R ' X J J
'BEGIN"ARRAY'AICI'o'NX+I,l"'NY+I,J 
'RE"L'A)(,BX: 




' I F ' K Y ' E Q ' O ' A N D ' X ' N E ' I ' O R ' ~ Y ' E Q ' z ' A N O ' X ' ~ Q ' l ' T H E N " B E G I N ' '
'FOP'H:I'STEP'l'UNTIL'NS·C"SUM=SUM+A(I'Hl.BX •• HJ 
' F ' O R ' K : 2 ' 5 T E P ' I ' U N T ; L ' ~ ' O Q " F O R ' H = I ' S T E P ' 1 ' U N T 1 L ' N S ' O O ' ' . 










, PROCEDIJRE' SCALE( 0):' ARfH.'1"'" .. '. 
'IlEG1N"ROL'SUIII,AB: .- .. <_ ... 
40 '" 
----... -·'49-'---- SUM=O: 
'FOR'I=I'STEP'I'UNTIL'RO'OO"SEGt N' 
50 'FOP'J:l'sTEP'l'UNT!L'NN'OO"SEGIN' 
51 A8: l BSCOCl,JIH 
52 'IF'AB'GT'SUM'THEN'SUMaAS: 
53 If:NO': 
54 S U M = l / S U ~ : : , 
55' 'F'OR'J:l'STEP'l'UNTfL'NN'DOIDC I,J)aOC !,J).SUMt 
56" IEND'l'END':. 
51 ' TRAlfSF (A,D,RD,llN ,lY) J 
50 SCALECO': 
59 l ~ l N T C N X , N Y I I I
60 L I ~ E S C 1 I : := ~ , , - , , . = ~ ~•. =, 61 --'-.;'" I t F • K y, EO' 0 IT HE IH TEX T ( , C ' S Y M' ) , , , El. SE" rEx T ( , ( , AN Tr S'1' M" , ,. II 
62 S ~ A C E S ( l ) : T E X T ( ' ( ' F R f Q ' ( ' S ' ) ' A N O ' C ' S " ' M O D E S ' t " ~ ~ . 
" - = ~ ~ ~ . ~ - , , 63 " , BEG IN' , A ~ ~ PAY' A, B, C c 1 ' • ' '.11 1 ' 0 , N S ) J 
64 ' F ' O P ' ~ = l ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L ' R D ' O O " B E G I N ' '
65 ' F ' O P ' l a l ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L ' M ' D O " F O R ' J ~ I ' S T E P ' I ' U N T f L ' N S ' D O " S E G f N ' " "
66 'IF'J'GE'NS'THEN"GOTO'U3J 
---_... 61- --'-'- A ( I I J ) : 0 C K' ( J -1 , • ~ 1 + + 1) J 
: - . - : - , - : ~ ~ ~ ' " " ,e - : . . . ~ ~ : : - - . ~ ~ Sf I ' J ) c D ( K , N M ~ ( 2 . ) + ' J _ l l ' . M " l ) J ~ : :
= = - ~ " " " . ~ . . 6 9' . ' . ~ ~ ~ U 3' 0 , 
; = ' = - , ' ~ = - ~ ~ 70 - - . ~ - - CC 1, ... , aO( I(lNMS( 3 I+-C J.Z).M+' U: - ',-,-
--- .. ~ ~ 71' 'END': 
131. 
; : B ' ~ ~ - Z ' : ' 7 7 2 _ ~ J . ~ ' · i i -' FOR' I -.1 ~ . S ! E P - ' _ ~ : Y ! : ' . ! t , L . ~ ~ ~ ~ O : A _ ~ ~ , , NS) ~ B r ~ ~""st .al"o:=. , , ~ . _ . . .. ~ _ : _ ~ ~ £ : , ~ - ~ ~ _ .= _ ....... . 
, > 
-''---- -; 7 3 - ~ - ' - - , F 0 Ih r = 1 ' S T E P' I ' UN T.I L' M' 00' C ( r , 1 )I: 0 ,- ~ ~
74 -ut.r::sCl): .-
75 T E X T ( ' ( ' F R E Q ' C ' S ' ) t N U ~ B E R ' ) ' ) : S P A C E S ( I ) : J P R J N T ( K ' 2 " "
76' SPACES(4):EPRINTeEY(K),4)J 




-----81 'ENO':. - .. --
n 








I. ' P R 0 C E D U R E ' J N V L O W C A , L , N ) : ' A R R ~ Y ' A , L ; ' r N T E G E R ' N J J
2- ' B E G I N " P : ' L ' S U M : ' I N T E G E R ' I , J , ~ J N U L L ( A ' N , N l J J
3 . , FuR' p: 1 ' S T E P' l' uti T J L' N' DO' A C I, I ) • II L C J, J ) : 
132_ 
4' , F(lR' 1. 2 ' STEP' I' UNTI \.I N' DO" FOR' JIII' STEP"!' UIH 11.' t -" DO" eEG I "l-, ------.. -----.. -.---
• , S U H : u : ' r ~ R ' K : J ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L ' I - l ' O O ' S U M · S ~ M + L ( I , K ) . A C K , J ' : :
6 ACI,J).-SUM-ACI,J)J 
1 'ENO': 
8 ' - ' ~ ' - - ' - ' - ' ' , END'. --... 
: , 
MATML 
1 'PR.,CEDURE' MATML( L, A, N) J' ARRAY, L, AI' I NTEGER' " l J ~ ' c " " " " - = - = ~ " " , , ~ , , , = = - ' 7 - - = , - ~ " - ' - ' " " ~ ~
2 ' B E G J ~ " I N T E G E R ' I , J ' K : ' A R R A Y ' E ~ ( I ' , ' N ) : : -
3 ' FOR' I:; l' $ T EP' I' UIIT II.' N' 00" BEG r N' -:"'--'. ,-. : ~ ~.. -.. " , , : _ : ~ , - _ c _ ~ ; , , ' " " " _ - .... ~ - ' : ' ~ . - . . -'''-"-..,.-
4 ' FoR' J'al' STE'P' l' urH I \.I N' 00" BEG TN' - ---.-------.-.- -...... - -- ~ . ~ - - = - - = , ,
5 E E ( J ) = C : ' F O R ' K l I l ' S T E P ' I ' U ~ T J L ' I ' D O ' E E C J ) . E E ( J ) + A C J ; K ) ' L C K , J ' : ' E N O ' J J







-. -,---. --- 6 
7 
- ~ - - , , e -
TRAML c 
'·PROCEOURE' TRAML (lo, A, N) l' ARRAy, L, A ,,1 NTEGER' NJ -----" ------------.-.. ---- ... -- ---.- -.. 
, BE r, J :1" ttl T E G E R' t , J, K: ' A R RAY' E E ( l' • , N ) I 
'FOR'J=I'STEP'1'UNTIL'N'DO"8EGJN' 
'FOR'J=l'STEP'I'UNTII.'N'OO"BEGIN' 
E E ( J ) = O ; ' F ~ R ' K = l ' S T E P ' l ' U N T I L ' J ' D O ' E E ( J " E E ( J ' + L ( I , K ) ' A ( ~ , K ) J ' E N O ' I I
- , FO R' J= 1 ' S T E P' l' UN T J L' N' DO' I. ( I, J ) • E E ( J ) J • ---- - -e,'" -7:"0" - -- .--.-:--.' ". '-,,-e-___ ,- " _ . ' ~ = . .__ " ' ' ' ' ~ O ' ' ' ' - ~ ~ - ~ = =
"'END', 
'END' ~ " : ~ ; ; : - - . - : - - = - ~ ~ ~ ; . _ - : : : - . - : : - : - : - ~ _ · . : : - - : - - : - " ' : ~ . . ; ; 7 . - : : : :.. - - : - : , , - : : . - - : : : ' - : : - - : ' ~ ~ : - . : - : : " 7 " " ' ~ . ~ - - : ; - ; : = - : - ~ ~ . : ; . - : : - ~ ~ : = ~ : : - ~ . ; : - - -... - _ < ~ . : . . ~ - - : - ' - - < : :

















PUBL I C JF (3 h Jf"OP ( 1" RM, RX, FA (2,30 I, GA C!, 30), F ADP C Z), GADP C 2)' ,- ,'-
PUBLIC MACZ"M AOPCII,IX(3,3),IXDPCZ) 
PUBLIC RN,NMA(3)'NMB(3"NHOP(1 "NBDp'1, ',C--" "",'-'---0'" ":---',:-,-'.' '! 
REA\. KS . '," .. . 
1 HTEGER RN ~ - - - ~ , - - - - - - - - - - , - , - - - - , - - - - ~ ~ ""- "' .. - ' . , - . . . , . , . - - - = - - " - - - - = = , = , , ' ' : O - - , ' ~ = - - = 7 = ~ , ,... " " ' - - = - ~ ' . , . . . ' = = ... , ... -:-,-, 
INTEGER RM,RX,FA,GA' ' - ---', . 10 
II INTEGER R 
-! 'FROCEJ)OnE' SOLUTIO!i ( A , E V , S C , l ~ , 1 . . Y . h h
12 -- 'ARaAY' A,SV; 'RZAL' SCI 'niTmER' l;S,i.'Yt 
, ,13 "--=;'-,' 'B.:;x;IN' 
. ,- 14 - +' . 'Th"TWER' N,I,J ,X; 
, ~ ! ! "ARi1AY' L(1.'.'RN, 1'.'RN)y 
l{ • fu'1 ~ ' = = - " ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ,,'" - : - ~ , , NUl.l.: e ~ ' , , ! I ~ " ) ) f ' = = - " - " - ' - " - = - - - ' ' ' - - - ~ = ~ = = ' = ' = - ~ ' ' - ' ' = - ' ' " 
19 R4FOCA,Z,KY+Z)l 
20 . - 'FOQ' l:ll'sTEP' l'UNTII.'N'OO'JS( I hSQRTCABSC I/AC I, I), H 
21" ' F O ~ " : l l ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L ' N ' O O " f " O R ' J ~ I ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L ' N ' O O ' '
22 ACl'J):ACI'J)*JS(II*JseJIJ • 
23 Lei' 1 , :I sa ~ ~T CAe 1, I , ) J ' FI) R' 1:1 Z ' STEp' , ' UN TJ L' N' DO' L ( 1 ,I '11 A e I , III L ( , , I )J 
24 ,rQR'I:2,sTEP'1'UNTIL'N'OO"FOR'J=I'STEP,\'UNTIL'N'OO''BEGIN, . 
25 'Jf'I'NE'J'THEN"GOTO'OUTJ'FOR'K:I'STEP"!'UNTIL'I.I'O0' 
26 L.C1'I):LCI'I)+LCI,K)*\.CI"OJLCJlI):SQRTCACI'I) .. LCI,I»J 
27 'GoTO'eXIT: 
28 O U T ' . ' · F O R ' K : l ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L ' I · i ' D O ' ~ ' J ' I ) a ~ C J ' I ) + L C I ' K ) . L C J ' K ) S S
29 L C J ' I ' a ( A ( J ' I ) ~ L C J ' I I ) / ~ C I ' I ) J J
30 E X I T " " E ~ O ' ; ; . 
_____ .. 31 I NVI.OIi( A,I., .. ". __________ ._,_____ __ __ , _____ ",_ 
32 ~ - - RUeCL,2,KV+3): .. -'''-''--- ~ - - - - - - - - - - = , ~ " "
33 ,-. ' F O R ' l l I " S T E P ' l ' U N T r L ' N ' D O " F O R ' J l I I ' S T E P ' I ' U N T t ~ ' N ' D O ' '
. ~ . . LeJ,JhLCI,JhJSCI).JSeJH 
34 T P . A M L C L ' A , N ) : W ~ T O ( A ' 2 ' Z ) J M A T M L ' L , A , N ) 1 1
35 ' r O R ' l s I ' S T E P ' l ' U N T I L ' N ~ I ' D O " F O R ' J : I + I ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L ' N ' 0 0 ' ': ~ A C J ' 1 ) = A C l ' J ) : 0 . 5 . ( A C I ' J ) . A ( J ' r ) ' J J
38 'END': " 
39 .- 140NITO: 
40 E N J ~ " " 6 E G I N " l i I T E G E R ' I , J ' K ' H J ' A R R A Y ' E E , E N ( I ' . ~ N ) J J
41 KlII: . 
42 HOUSEHeA,[E,N,K'; 
43 ' I r ' K ' E Q ' 9 ~ ' T ~ E N ' T E X T ( ' e " ( ' N ' ) ' J A C O B I ' I ' ) J J
44 'FOR'K=I'STF.P'l'UNTIL'N'OO'EECK)1I1/EE(K): 
-------- -, 4 5 - ~ - : : : : : ~ S : : L I t ~ E s s ( 5': EVECPR ( EE, N, 4): LINE S C 5): ; : , , : , , ~ ~ ' = : - - ' - - : , , 46 . 'FOR'I:l'sTEP' "UNTII.'N'OO· 
_ 47 -, Ir'EEC 1 )'GTlO'THEN'EV( I ,=SC"SQRT( EEC I)" 
48 'BEGIN' 
49 -----'REAL'SUtU'ARfUY'BCl'.'N,I'.'N)J . 
50 R A F ~ C d , Z , 2 ) J J
== . ~ - - - . . 5 1 ~ ' ' ==-: 'FOR, I ~ ~ I' STEP' t ' uN TtL' N' DO" BE GIN' $ FOR' J ~ ~ l' STEP' r, U NTJ L' N '00,--,-" , 
52 EECJ,=A(r,J): 
53 'f"OR,K:l'STEP'!'UNTIL'N'DO"BEGIN' 
_ 5 4 _. S U "'. 0: • FOR' H = K ' S T E P' I ' U NT 1 L' N' 00' SUM:I SUM + B ( H, l ) * E E ( H U 
55 EH(K):SUMJ 
56 "IeNCI': 
5 7- -.-. 'F 0 R' J:I I ' S T E p, 1 ' lJ ~ J JTIL' IP 00' H I, J ) : EN C J ) J , EN 0' J 
5S'--"ENt": ------
59:" :::= 'F OR' t= l' STEp' l' UNTIL' RO' 00" FORIJ= I' STEp' 1 'UNT I t."RN"DO.- -- -" -
60 __ .. HI'J hJS( J )-A( hJP 
61 c.. . 'ENIi' J 
62 ____ 'END' 
134. 
HQR SOLUTION 
'I PUBLIc A L ' B L , 4 J , B I , E T 4 , E T A ~ , ~ T , ~ T i ' 4 e e , K S , H ' N , N A , N R , N e ~ N N N
" : ~ ' : ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ " : 2 - : - ' ~ ~ ~ - - : . - . , , PuBL.lc JA,,J8,JC,R,JM,JN,N4B,CoelSlICNCS),COEF'CSll4,Zl) -.' ' - 7 ' . . " . . . = - ~ ~ - ~ ~
-- - 3 . . PUBLIC CODPCI"CNDPCll,M' .. . 
o - ~ - ~ - ~ ~ " ' o 4 4 .----- PuBLIC SSCZOOI,SBCZOOl,SSOPC1"SBO,.C·"· - "-'''''''' ..... - -..... 
. , PUBLIC JFC3l,JFOPCll,RM,RX,FACZ,30),GAC2,30),F.lDPCZ;,GADPCZ)· . 
'6· PUBLIC MACZ),MAD PeJ),!XC3,3),IXDI'ez) ..... -.. -.-.--
. 7 P U 8 L1 C R r ~ , , N MAC 3 ) , N M B C 3 ) , N MOP ( I ) , N BOp (I ,- .. . ..' , . . 
~ . : - - : : - - ' . , ' c o ~ - ~ . . , . . e e ~ - " " - - o ~ ~ - · · REAL KS' __ . -".'_'7 __ - = _ " , , ' = - _ = O = . ~ , . . , ' - = = " " ' ; = - _ ~ ' = - = - = : - " ' - ~ " ' " "
. 9 INTEGER RN -.---. ""- -
10 INTEGER RM,RX,FA.GA _._ .... _ .. __ ..... __ .... -:w.:-•. - -._. __ • ,.-
II INTEGER ' -- .. 
f 12 ' P R O C ~ U W : ' : ' ' l)OLUTIOH (A,EV,SC,llS,l<Y), 
'AiillAY' A,W, 'REAL' SC, 'It:Tm:m' NS,l.Y, ~ . : : ~ ~ .. , 13 ~ ~ '];,nIN' 14 
'I!iT;nZR' HlC,I,J ,K,H,U, 15 
_ 16 






'ARRU' SAC 1'. '200), B(1'. 'Rll,1'. 'RN), ER, EI(1'. 'ror) I 
' I ' R O C E D U R E ' V E C C O P ( S A ' S S , X ) J ' A R R A Y ' S A ' S S J ' r N T E G E ~ ' X J J
'BEGIN"INTEGER'IJ . 
'FoR'lsl'STEP'I'UNTrL'x'DO'SACI)sSSCI)"ENO" 
HlC .1'Y '/'2, 









M 4 T D I ~ C B , A , R N , R N ) : :
WAToeB,2,zp 






~ - " - _ , , 29 
30 
~ ~ . . 31 32 EVCI)sSC/SQRTCERel»' 
= - = - ~ = , , 3 3 , _ ~ ~ - _ ~ ~ 'Elm' . 
TRANSF No Reduction 
I 'PROCEDURE' THlUI3J (A,D,RD,Irri ,KY) I 
Z 'A;UlAY' A,D, 'IrGill;;:a' R D , H l ~ , l . Y , ,
3 . 'JB:;IH' 'n;T;n;;:a,' I,J; 
4 'FOR' I • 1 'STZP' 1 'U:lTIL' RD 'DO' 
~ - - - - . - - - 5 ---- - t:r"'OR' J _ 1 ' S T ~ ' ' 1 'UNTIL' 1:11 'DOt 
6 D(I,J) • A(I,J); 
7 'E:i.1)' 
c 
TRANSF With Reduction 
. ~ ~ -, 1-' PUBLIc AL,BL,.1l,81,ETA,ETAZ'HT,H TZ,ACC,KS,I4,N,NA,NB,NC,NN .- .. ': -,-;., .. ; - - - ~ ~











PUB L I C S S ( ZOO" S 8 C ZOO, , S S!) P C I , IS BOP cU" - .. - .. . ... .-. . 
PUBLIC JFC3"JFDPCI),RM,RX,FACZ,30"GA(2,30l,FAOP(Z),GADPCZ' 




I t ~ T E G E R R RM,RX,FA,GA"-
INTEGER R 
12 'PROC£:DUiL' THAl1.3}' ( A,lJ,RIi,Wl,KY), 
13 'A:ar(AY' A,D; 'I"ITm;;;a' lID,fu\,EY, 
14 'Bmn,' 'I;lTm:::R' HlC,I,J ,1:, 'REAL'SUll, 




~ = _ ~ - _ _ __ - .,_19 _ ~ . . ' FOR', I a I', STEEPp : I', UNNTT II LL' RO: 0000: 'E BEG I N,' D ( 20 'FOR J=I ST I U 'RM II'J a I,RN+JI, 
21 . ' F O R ' J S I ' ~ T E P ' · I ' U N T I L ' R N ' O O ' F C I ' J ' · D I I ' J I ' '
22 C F : C G = C H s ~ J = C K . O : :
23 'FOR'KSI'STEP'I'UNTIL'MA(HX+I"DO"BEGIN' 
24 CH=CF+FA(HX+I"O :CJsCG+G AIHX+r,KI,CK·CH+GAIHX+I,KII 
25 'FOR'JaCr-_I'STEP'I'UNTIL'CH'DO'D(I,J).F(I'J-CG)J 







32 'FOR'KsI'STEP'I'UNTIL'RD'DO"BEGIN' ~ - - = = ;"--, -- 33 -. , , - , ~ ~ - , FOR' I • R N + I ' S T E P' I ' UN TI L' N N' DO' , S E GIN' 
'34 SUM.OI'FOR,J.,'STEP'I'UNTIL'RN'OO'SUM.SUM+SII-RN,JI.AlK,JIJ'ENO'I 
35 D(K,I,.SUM, 
36 'END'I 31 
, END', 
3e SHIFTBK(OlJ 
19 'FOR'J.I'STEP'I'UNTIL' RD'OO"FOR'J.I'STEP'I'UNTIL'NN'OO' 
40 D(J,I,ID(J,II.SACIIJ 41 
...... - -:-- .. " 
42 '31ID' . 
t he routines C - ~ ~ ~ ' 1 1 ,? , 3,4 ' <' fo110';;s : 
(a ) C O · ~ , d . ! ! ;:'1 Ai, s Rr3 , CC .::ltrain S'lej: ... -.. Y ~ e r m : = : :
( b ) CO,-7J?2 A ' , ,·.C 13C Stra Ln D n G r ~ y y Term" 
( c J C O ~ ~ - ' j j 'i : i.H , CC l ~ i n e t i c c ;:,t er:"y 'ller;!l ... "i 
(d) CO'7'?4 , ;!.C,5C l ~ i n e t t c c ::;ue l ' , r '.i:' en:l :-: 
by the follovling s c ' 1 f ~ c t o o ' s : :
(a ' 
(D) 
foune ' s moe. ' 1118 , 7 Poi 830n ' r l,tio . 1) t' lE' 
I 
1 1 ," j • 
.wd t 
137 .. 
~ ~ L ~ / L ' . r ; ' ' ' ~ J l ~ ~ O r ~ ' ' r u: ~ ~ s.' L:'7.1S 
(a 'J' 3t .:8 1 Oil .::nCE ID ::: l:D A ~ ; D D J D == E 
ID JD JS C IC 
0 1 0 
- 3 1 
0 1 0 1 2 
0 2 0 
- 5 6 
2 0 -1 7 
0 2 2 ... 8 -.,) 
0 3 0 -3 11 
1 0 0 -1 1 
1 0 0 3 15 
1 1 0 ... -..) 17 
1 1 0 1 18 
1 1 2 -'j 10 
1 2 0 -I 21 
2 1 0 1 22 
(b) 0_ T ~ ; ; { { T 6t '.:S 
ID J j) }'J) iiI) JS JC Ie 
0 1 1 1 1 0 4 
0 2 1 0 1 0 9 
0 2 1 2 1 - 2 10 
3 1 1 1 - 2 12 
1 1 2 1 1 20 
0 1 0 3 0 - 1 1 .J 
0 1 2 1 0 1 5 
3 2 1 0 - 1 13 
1 0 1 '"' 0 16 t: 
(a) T&C: .:: :1:iIC:: D _. .c:I) ,'-n .. ~ ~ .... _. SJ) 
ID JD JS JC IC 
0 0 
- 5 ... c...) 
0 0 0 _7 ...... ~ ' + +
0 0 2 - 1 25 
0 0 2 
- 3 26 
0 0 2 
- J 27 
0 0 0 ... -, 28 
0 1 2 40 
0 1 0 
- 5 /if 
0 ... 2 -3- i;8 I 
0 1 0 -1 Q 
-0 1 0 
- 3 50 
0 1 4 - 5 51 
0 2 :2 
- 5 r..., ')/ 
1 0 
-3 7C 
1 0 2 
- 5 71 
1 0 2 -1 72 
1 0 1 73 
1 0 0 -1 14 
2 0 () 
- 3 '1 6 
2 0 0 1 7'! 
138 .. 
ID J1 J " .:l .I l, I , 
2 0 2 -1 78 
3 0 0 1 a1 
1 1 0 
- 5 83 
1 1 0 - 1 84 
1 '1 2 
- 3 85 
1 2 0 -3 87 
2 1 0 -1 88 
(b) O ~ P H l ; ; B . . T S R R : ~ S S
I'D J 1 1]) H.o J ~ ~ c Ie 
0 0 1 0 1 I 31 - :i-
0 0 1 0 1 - 6 32 
0 0 1 0 1 0 33 
0 0 1 0 3 -2 34 
0 0 1 0 1 -·2 36 
0 0 1 0 1 
-4 37 
0 0 3 0 1 0 42 
0 0 3 0 1 -2 43 
0 0 1 2 1 - 2 44 
0 0 1 2 1 
-4 45 
0 1 1 1 1 - 6 52 
0 1 1 1 1 - 2 53 
0 1 1 1 3 
- 4 54 
0 2 1 0 1 - 2 58 
0 2 1 J 1 
-4 ~ q q), 
0 2 3 0 1 - 2 61 
0 2 .. 2 1 
- 4 62 I 
1 2 0 1 
- 4 6_) 
1 0 2 0 1 I) (',1 
1 0 2 1 65 
2 0 3 0 1 0 7 
2 1 2 1 - <.. : 0 
1 1 2 1 1 - 2 86 
0 0 0 2 2 29 
0 0 2 2 
- 5 30 
0 0 2 0 0 
-5 38 
0 0 2 0 0 -1 39 
0 0 2 0 2 .. 40 - I 
0 2 0 2 - 3 41 
0 1 2 1 0 - 1 55 
0 1 2 1 2 -3 r::;.' .... 0 
0 2 2 2 ., 60 - ) 
1 0 3 0 0 1 66 
1 0 3 0 0 -1 67 
1 0 1 2 0 - 1 6 
1 0 1 2 0 
- 3 69 
3 0 1 2 0 - 1 82 
)-' cc C ,"rI ' '- " ~ ' : C : l l T ~ ( ( f l l ' ~ i i f : S S;:; 1. ~ ~ t .1 ~ . . . l l I 
-
( ~ 1 ) ) T"Zlll.:S J!"IH 'IclIGn 1 D == I ~ ~ A A ~ l ) ) JD .- I-ID 
1_D T , 1 .l.J J '::' JC Ie 
0 0 0 1 89 
0 0 0 5 ~ o o
0 1 2 1 S4 
0 2 0 1 ./6 
1 0 ,2 3 100 
2 0 0 5 102 
1 1 0 3 103 
(b) o H 8 ~ { { r 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ \ ~ s s
I.e) J D Jm n -i) JS JC Ie 
0 0 1 0 1 4 92 
0 1 1 1 1 2 9.1 
0 2 1 0 1 2 97 
1 0 2 0 1 4 10 1 
0 0 2 0 0 3 91 
'0 0 2 0 0 5 03 
0 2 2 0 0 3 98 
!LJL ~ r rit.:..11. _ ~ ~ ; ; : : : ~ ~ ' ' C r rY T : : ~ ; ~ : . 1 S S
--- --- -
I D J ) ZD OJ) J S .re Ie 
0 1 1 0 - 3 5 
0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 .... .. 0 -1 7 1 I 
0 1 1 0 ( ' . J _1 8 
0 .. 3 0 0 1 0 I 
0 1 1 2 0 - 1 'I I 
0 2 1 1 0 r--) iG 
0 2 1 1 0 -1 17 
0 2 1 1 2 
- 3 18 
0 3 1 0 0 -1 2 
0 3 ... 0 - 3 2L I J 
0 3 3 0 0 -1 26 
0 "' 1 2 0 
-3 27 
-' 
1 0 0 1 '"' 
- 3 28 v
1 0 0 .. 0 1 ' 29 I 
1 0 0 1 2 -1 30 
1 0 2 1 0 1 32 
1 1 0 0 0 
- 5 33 
1 1 0 0 0 ., 34 -I 
1 1 0 0 2 -1 35 
• 1 0 0 2 
- 3 y ; I 
1 1 0 2 2 .., 37 - ) 
1 1 2 0 0 
- 3 42 
1 1 2 ' 0 0 1 LI3 
1 -l 2 0 2 - 1 
1 2 0 1 0 -1 (1 r, , I 
1 2 0 1 ,., 
- 3 '1 G ~ -
1 2 2 1 0 -1 50 
I " .. };i) I:u .1.) .T (; Ie .!.J 'J 
2 .., 1 ' , 0 1 5 , I 
2 1 1 0 0 - '1 55 
? 1 3 0 0 1 5'/ 
2 1 1 2 0 -1 58 
0 1 0 0 1 
- 4 1 
c 1 0 0 1 0 2 
0 1 0 0 1 - 2 3 
0 1 0 2 1 - 2 
0 1 2 0 1 0 9 
0 2 0 1 1 - 6 12 
0 2 0 1 1 - 2 13 
0 2 0 1 3 -4 1 5 
0 2 2 1 1 - 2 19 
0 3 0 0 1 -:2 20 
0 3 0 0 1 - 4 2 '1 
CJ ' ) 0 2 1 
-4 22 .J 
0 3 2 0 1 - 2 25 
1 0 1 1 1 0 31 
1 1 1 0 1 
- 4 38 
1 1 1 0 1 0 39 
1 1 1 0 1 
-2 41 
1 1 3 0 1 0 45 
1 1 1 2 1 - 2 46 
1 2 1 1 1 
- 2 l,/ 
2 .. 0 0 1 0 51 I 
2 1 0 0 1 - 2 52 
2 1 0 2 1 
- 2 53 
2 1 2 0 1 0 56 
5. A_C ~ ' 1 J - - I ~ T T ~ ~ ' ' t t ~ ~ Y Y : : ~ ~ ~ S S
T 
.m AJ) :ill JS JC Ie ... 
0 1 1 0 2 60 
0 ,... .. 0 2 ') 63 ~ ~ I 
C 3 1 0 0 r' O O ) )
1 0 0 0 67 
1 0 0 2 0 2 o ~ ' ) )
1 0 2 0 4 7 '" . 1 
1 1 0 .. 2 0 2 I 
1 2 0 0 0 2 74 
1 2 0 2 0 0 75 
1 2 2 0 0 2 77 
2 1 1 1 0 2 79 
0 1 0 1 1 1 59 
0 2 0 0 1 1 61 
0 2 0 2 1 ... 6 2 -I 
0 2 2 0 1 1 64 
0 .., 0 1 1 - 1 65 .J 
1 0 1 0 1 3 70 
1 1 1 1 1 1 73 
1 2 1 0 1 1 76 
2 .. 0 1 1 1 7° I 
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(a ) J J ~ ~ ,:5 "'OE ',:5.ICa: I'D '== KD .\lID J:I.) "'" E-7lj 
In J D J ~ ~ JC Ie 
o 0 0 - 5 1 
o 1 0 -3 3 
o 2 0 - 5 4 
1 1 0 - 3 5 
I :!) J .i) ~ : J J HQ J S J C Ie 
o 0 0 2 0 - 3 2 
fl . Hn l l I : ~ ~ .-:11 I e S!../ I I { ~ ~ l l 'l\1.3:"(: .. :J 
------------
( R) :, .. ' :1=(, S .l'O- ,... f r ' :..T \t .L4 1. 1. \ -I J..J. TD :: ],1) J<:O JD ~ ~ EO 
I ii ,} 1) JS .1C I C 
0 0 0 
-7 6 
0 0 2 
- 5 7 
0 0 0 
-5 8 
0 1 2 
-7 13 
1 0 0 .., 15 - :> 
1 0 2 
- 5 16 
2 0 0 - ~ ~ 18 
1 1 0 
- 5 19 
(b) O i l H : ~ r ~ ~ . "I' C ; P J , ~ ~ ~
I D JD y ,' til) J ,TC IC J'..' 
0 0 1 0 1 
- 4 9 
0 0 1 0 1 - 0 i G 
0 1 1 1 1 - 6 14 
1 0 2 0 1 
-4 ~ , . , ,I { 
0 0 2 0 0 - 3 11 
0 0 2 0 0 
- 5 12 
- 2 . . ~ _ _ C C : 'I:YS'i'I""' f i ' ; ~ ~ ~ I - - - " - : ! l l r r ' s s
I if 7 ~ \ \ [ [ . : : FO' ,R[ l"n I:J ~ ( 1 1 t i = ~ n n J !. r,D V3.) ::: = 
ID JD J .. JC Ie 
0 0 0 - 3 20 
0 G 0 21 
0 1 0 -'I 22 - I 
1 0 0 1 ,....-, .c:::: .) 
10 . .Jl3 1 ~ . l l . . ; ~ I G G ; ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ ' : : 2 2
I D JD ¥J) ' r ,'"\ : . : : ~ ~ J S JC Ie 
0 0 i '1 0 
- 3 2 
1 1 0 0 
- 3 t1. 
0 2 1 1 0 
- 5 G 
1 1 0 0 0 
- 3 7 I 
1 1 0 0 " .. 8 v -) 
1 1 2 0 0 
- 3 10 
0 0 0 1 1 
-4 1 
0 1 0 0 1 - L:_ 3 
0 2 0 1 1 
- 6 5 
1 1 1 0 1 
- 4 . / 
11- ? C ~ ' r : : J J ' r . r C C 1; " 3 2 2 - " { { T ~ ~ \ . : " \ \ · ~ ~
--------
--_._---- ,. -
I D J D KJ) :-:J J3 J C C 
1 1 0 1 0 
- 2 11 
0 2 1 ) 0 
- 2 1? 




._--_. -_ ... - .... 
tJ J. L ... ,J : ,J l ~ ~ t: 
0 l, 0 1 0 -') 1 l 
n 0 0 1 0 -2 1 ! 
2 C 0 1 0 in 
1 1 1 0 0 -2 19 
" \ , 1 1 0 1 -3 1') 
1 0 'I 1 - ~ ~ 17 
APPENDIX 4 REDUCTION PARTS OF THIN 
CYLINDER COMPUTER PROGRAM 
BCMAT 
PUBLIC ~ l , B L ' A l , B I , K S , H T 2 . E T A , E T A 2 , £ T A 3 , H T , M . N , J M , J N , J A , J 8 , J C C
_____ ._ 2 . _ PUBLIC NA.NB.NC.NO,NN,R,CNC6),CO(b),CNOPCI),CODP'IL._ .... _. ____ .. , ... _._ .. __ .. 
.. . ~ ~ 3 _ ~ ~ _____ .. PUBl I C RM, RN' RX;,A II ______ .. ____ . ________ .. _. __ _ 
_ .____ .... _ .. _.' puaLIC SB(200)'SSCZOO),SBOPCl),sSOPCI) _ . __ _ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... -'-, ______ _ _ PUBL I'; I X C 4.4 ) , FA' 40) , F B , 30 ) • G A ( 40) • G B C 30 ) , N MAC 4) , GB 0 pel , . ~ . . _ .. ~ . . _._._..:: ... ..:. .. __ 
_____ •• b _' PUBLIC NMB( 4), NBDPC" . . 
. _ ~ c ~ - - _ 7 PUBLIC I XDP ( 2), FA oP ( I ), F BOP ( , ), GAOP C , ), NMDPe I ,- .--.. -,- .-_.-- -.,-.. -----.,---- ... ---
,.8 'REAL KS 
~ ~ __ --'----"-..: 9 __ ~ ~___ ._ , INTEGER R, RM' RN, RX, FA' F B, GA __ : ~ _ . : : . . ___ '--_ . __ ~ ~ ___ -...:.. . .... 
10 . INTEGER GB 
II 'PROCEDURE'CHAINCKK'J'INTEGER'KKJ 
12 'BEGIN'· 
__ -____ 13 'REAL'SUM' .. ,-_.-_-". 
14 'REAL'Ax,a X: . 
~ ~____ ~ ~ __ 15 . ' I N T E G E R ' N A S ' N ~ B C J J
Ib 'INTEGER'I'J,K'H'CC,MX,KX'HXJ 
17 MAXARR(250 0 )J 
18 M=M'/IZI 
19 R X : R H ~ 2 * N + 2 * M = = . 
...; .. ~ . ~ - - ; ;
ZO WRITEACSS,SS,'C'SSFL')')J -
21 WR I TEAC SS' SB,' C' SSFL.' )') J .. _ .. , _ ~ ~ . ....: ___ . 
2Z 'BEGIN' . 
23 'ARRAy'ACl'.'RX,I,,'Z*NN)J 
2. NAB-NA+NS: NABC=NAB+NCJ ~ _ _ --'---'--_ .............. --'- -... ,-.... ----.-.--.------ ~ ~ ~ - . ' - - ' - - - - .. ------.... 
25 MONITOI . 
2b N A B . N A S ~ Z * M : :
Z1 NAB=Z*NAB:NA-Z-NAJM-Z*MI 
ZS NULlCA,RX,2*NN), 
Z9 ' F O R ' I . l ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L . ' M · D O " F O R ' J ~ I ' S T E P ' I ' U N T I L ' N + I ' ' O " B E G I N ' '
30 AX:AL*-CI-2)J 
31 CCsO: 




36 ACCC+J,MA)-ETA-J -AX-Al-S I" .. 
. -._-------_ •. "-_ •.. _----,--_ ..•• _--... -_..!. -- .--
31 S4""IF'J'EQ'I'OR'I'EQ'I'THEN"GOTO'C3, 
38 AC CC.J, NA+MX-M hC 1= I )eAxeAIJ .. _ .. ____ ._._ .. __________ ._ ... _ ~ ~__ .. _ .. _ 
39 C3',"IF'J'LE'Z'THEN"GOTO'E51. 
- - - - ~ . - - 40 ACCC.J,NAB·,.,X)aAX*ALI 




. ___ __. 45 8 Z' .' , IF' J' E Q' N' THE N" GOT 0' A 5 L .. 
46 ACCC+J,NA+MX)aJ-AxeAl.8IJ . 
• 7 A 5 , . ' C C ~ C C + N J J
48 'IF'J'GE'N'THEN"GOTO'CU ....... . 
__ 49. ____ ACCC+K,MXPIJ-BX*BP .. . __________ . _____ ..... _. -.- .. ----- -- ---. - ...... . 
-=.-.--=-.-- 50 .. 'IF'PEQ'I'1HEN"GOTO'CU ... ' ....... . 
. -" _ 5L. _____ .ACCC+J'I'2'NA+MX)I:EU*CI·I'eB XeBLeUJ,----- --'---..-'-'-.--'- ..,.---- ... _--_ ................... . 
':=-... : . ~ > c . ._ ... , Z - , ~ . _ ' . _ _ c 1'." IF' J' LE' Z, THEN" GO TO' A I J '" . ~ ' - ' ' .. · = ~ _ c = : - = = ' - ~ ' : ' '.. "" .. , - - = = " ' ~ = : . . ~ ~ ~ ~ h : ? ! . = . . ; : , ~ . . : : . £ i " : , _ : . ; , , ; ~ ' i . ' : . ' ' ' ; ' . ~ ~ ' , . ~ " . , ,
53 ACCC+K,NAB+HX)-ETAeBXJ . 
. __ -__ __ 54 _ __ AI'.' C C :I C C + M' I ' Z; .... --- ...... - .. , .. - - - , - - ' - - , , ' ~ . , " - - - ' '-'- ~ , , . 
55, CC.CC.lJ 
56 'IF'J'GE'N'OR'I'lE'Z'THEN"GOTO'A2J 
57 ' I F ' I ' ~ Q ' l ' T H E N " G O T O ' B I : :





62 'REAL' sUM: 
63 .'ARRAy'C,DCI'.'RX,I'.'NN': 
64 , PROCEDURE' SCALE' A, R I )J' ARRAY' AI' 1 NTEGER' R II "'" ... -- __ ..... 
05 , BEG 1 N" IN T E G E IP I , J, 10 ' A R RAY' J S Cl ' • ' R 1 H .. . '. _.... ... 




. . 7 0 , I ~ ~ , A X I G T'S U'1' THE N I SUM. AX I --- -- __ .. " .. , .. 
_ = = . - = - = - = . ~ . . 7 1 _ - . - . _ ~ , . . , END' I .- .. - .. -.- -. -------. ------.-- .-.... -.-.- --'" -.--.... ---..... - . 
~ . . __ ._. 71... .. JS(J h I/SUM: 'END': __ ... _ ........ .. .. -.--.... . ........... -=-..---,--.----.".--... -..... -.. ---
__ ._. _.-_ .73 . .,. _ ____ , FoR' 1.1' STEP' I' UNT I L' Rl' DO" FOR' ,J.I IS TEP' l' UNT I I.' NN' DO' -"- ~ , , .. ~ ~ ..... _.- .. , ,'-'.'''.-' 
~ ; " ' ' _______ ,,--: .. 74 .......... A( I "II _JSC I )eA C I,,J)J o_ .. __ . ___ ~ ~ __ •. ~ . : . . _ _.. . __ ~ ~___ . ~ , , ........ ~ ~ .... " ..... _._ .,. , : " , _ ~ , , ~ , " , , ~ , ~ : , " "..... _ .... , ........ . 
__ . . . , . . = ~ ~ ... 75 _ 'END' J .... ....... ___ ... _____________ .. ~ - _ - - - _____ -.-, ._ .... - ... -, .... -.-.. -
... _._. 7b" NAe-NAB+z-M:NNazeNNIM-M'I'U ," - .............. ,... . 
77 ..... 'FOR'I.I'STEP·.I'UNTll'NN'DO"BEGIN'.... .. _ ........... -. ___ ... __ ..... . 
~ " ' - = - . _ : ~ . 7 a a ........ S U M . O J . ~ ~.. , .... - __ . __ .... · : _ ~ , : : .• oc .. , ... ,. __ .• , ~ · _ . . ·''"''' ... _.c.,...·-'' .... _ .. = __ · . ~ - = . ~ ~
) 
/ 
_.-.. ~ ' ' 79 I FOR' ,Jill'S TEP' I' UNT 1 L' N.I' DO' SUM. SUM+A' J, 1'*Sl.- C J-I )1._,----. _ ~ ~ ..... ~ - . - , - _ . , . . . .. - ~ . .
·00 ACN+"naSUMI'END'J. ".' .--ec-·'''--···'-
145. 
~ . ~ ~ E - _ _ .. -_. I " . ~ ~ ~ 'FOR' laNA+l' STH' I' UNT I L' NN' 00" BEG I N ' ' ' ' ' ' - ' ' ' ~ ' ' - ~ : ' ' ' ' : - - - -' .. ~ - , - ' ''-: -- .... ~ . - - = ~ , - . ~ ~ - ' . ~ ~ - . - - - -
~ ~____ - . ~ ~ 82 __ A(Z-N.M • ., I ,=Ae N." I H A( N.,,J )aoJ' END' , _ ~ _ ~ _ _.. _ . - ~ _ . - - . ~ - _ _ .. - - ~ - . ~ _ . ._" ___ '_"'.' - -
. 83 ._ , FOR' J a I ' S T E P - , - UN TIL' N A' DO- A ( 2 - N. M+ , ' J ) _0', ~ ~... -.:.: : ~ ~ - - . ~ ~ . ~ - - ~ ~ -_ - ~ ~ -.:.:.- - - ~ ~ .- ... _ - ~ ~ - -- -. -_ 
____ __ 114 __ ' FO R' ..1=' ' STEP' , ' UNT J L' R X ' DO" BEGIN' ... ______ .• _. ____ ,. ~ " ' - . - ~ - " . ~ - . - - - , , _ ~ . _ _ •.. __ .,..,._. __ .. __ "._ -, __ "':._ 
05 'FOR' J a" STEP' 2' UIIT I L - NA' DO" BEG I H' . .' _'" ~ ~ . ~ ~.. ~ . _ , . _ : _ _ . __ -'C __ , __ -_._ • __ ••••• __ •••• _ •• ___ , 
86 K=I-I'2+llCC,J,Kl=ACJ,II:DCJ,KI.ACJ,I.,):'ENOt: 
___ ._ 117 , FOR' laNA+" STEP' 2' urn I L' NAB' 00" BEG I N' - _' .. ~ ~ . _ . ' . . _ ... _ . _ ~ ~... ~ ~ .' .. ' __ . __ . ~ . . ___ .. _ '"_. 
88 K=I'I'2+I:CC,J,K,=AeJ,I+ll:OeJ,K)aACJ,IIJ'ENO" 
119 , FOR' laNAB+, ' STEP' 2' UNT! L' NN' 00" BEG IN' . . ; . . . ' - ' . - ' - _ . ~ ' '
90 Kal'I'Z+I;CC,J,Kla.CJ,II:OeJ,KlaAeJ,I+,II'END'J 
91 , ENO' J . ~ , , .-- --.- - .-. - - .--- .-- -.' 
9Z NN:NN'I'2J . 




97 WR I TEA C 115' C,' (' FLBC' )' , JWR ilEA C 115, 0" C' FLBC' " )t.;.. __ ~ ~ ~ __ ._ •• _ ~ ~ _ . . _ _ _._ .... 
. _____ 98-- 'END'I .. _ .. _ - _ - - 7 " . - . " - ~ ~ _ ' . · _ - ' ' ' _ C . · - ~ ' - - . ' ' _ - ' ' ' - ' ' - , ' . . . " -."-' - ... -,. , 
.. - 99 CLOSH TC 115) J _ - ~ . . ~ - ~ ~ . : . : _ ; ; . - ' - = . . , . . . : . : . : . . . ~ . . . . : . _ . ~ . ~ _ _ '-"-' .... - ' - ' ' ' ' ~ ; . ; ; ~ . : _ : . .__ .: . . L . _ : ' : " - " - : ' : : - - - ' - _ ~ ~.. "",,_._ --:".- .. - . " : , , , , - , _ , , ; , _ " , _ ~ ~.. _.- ' 
,00 STOP: . 
1 0 I ' E t ~ ~D' J . r··, l -.<::- •• - ~ ~•. " .. . _._- -- . ~ ~ .. -. --, . 
, _. ___ IOZ ___ . __ 'END' ____ _ 
----._---,---------_ .. -._. 
'. 
MAIN For use with BCRED 
1 PUBLIC A L , 8 L ' A I ' B I ' K S ' H T Z , E T A . E T A Z , E T A ~ , H T ' M , N , J M ' J N , J A ' J B ' J C C
2 PUBLIC NA,NB,NC,ND,NN,R,CN(6),CO(61,CNDPC",CODP(I) . . - .. 
~ ~ .. --- ---·----3· PUBLIC RM,RN,RX,AA" - .- "-- 'C.- __ ._ ~ ~ ~ ~ - . ~ ' - " ~ ' ' , - . ~ - - = . o . ~ ~ : " I - ~ ' : i ' P ' - : ; : · . / K : - : ; ' . : : } : :.• : : : - ~ . : : : ~ ~ " ' : c ~ , c _ ; ' " "
4 PUBLIC SB(200),SSCZOOI,SBOPCl',SSDPCl' 
~ - ~ ~ - _ _ ~ - - - . : : ~ ' - - _ - ~ = - _ - - = = _--- . ~ ~ : t t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 40), GA e Z, 40" NI4A C 4 hFADP ttl, I X D f ' ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ _ . G ~ _ ~ : , ~ _ ~ ~ : : ": 
7 _____________ PUBLIC NMOP( I' 
= ~ ~ ~ - - -... e PUBL I C NMB e 4), NBDPlI) 
9 REAL KS 
.. - - - : . ~ ~ - . - - . ~ ~ .... :.---.-- - - , - - - - - ~ - - . ~ . .
10 INTEGER R,RM,RN,RX,FA,GA 




= . ~ ~ - . . ,5' SUpDVICSB,SaDP,200USUPOV1(SS,SSDP,200H 
,6 SUpDV 1 C ~ A ' ' MADP, 2' J , _ ---- _ -'c-_--
17 SUpDV2CIX,lxOP,4,4':SUPDV2(FA,FADP,Z,40)J 
III SUP 0 v 2 eGA' GAO P, Z , 4 0 H SUP 0 VIC N M A , N M D P , 4 I ,_, . __ . 
__ 0 ____ • __ 19 START'.'IruNTCM,:'IF'M'EQ'99'THEN'STOP; ______ ~ ~ _____ .... _ - : . . . . . : _ : = : - = _ : : . . . ~ ~ ~
------ --ZO INIHTCNl; , 
Zl NA=N8:NCaI4*,.-M; .-__ ~ ~
22 NN=3*H*N-3-M: 
Z3 R'"NA: . .. _. __ 
24 R X s R M " Z - M + 2 _ N : ~ _ - " . ~ , ,__ - - = _ ~ ~. ,,-:=-=-:=. __ . ._____. _____ . ___ . 
---- - Z5 RNsNN.RMI . - ... ----_'_"-.-'_---0---·_.:': ___ -.'- .--.. ,-c----·,.:' .. _ '" 
__ . ~ - - '2276 INREALCAL·8L.ETA,HT,KSII .... ,.. . _____ . - ~ = . " ' . . . . , . ~ ~ . . , . ~ . . , . . . , . ~ - = - ~ ~
.. __ _ __ _ LINES C 4 I I I PR 1 NT C M. 2 ) J SPA C ES C 3 I , I PR r N T C N .. Z, UPA CE'SC 1 t I- .. ' ~ ~ ; ; ~ " , . : ~ ~__ ~ ' ~ ~ : . : . ~ . : . . _ : ~ ~ _ i . . . , : : . . : : . . . ~ : :
= . , . . . . . . ~ ~ ~ ZII EPR I NT (AL,4): SPACES C 3)' EpR I NT I BL, 4" SPACES ( 3): EPR t NT, E " A , . ~ ) ) .J"" ... ' .. _ ._ ... _A_-''''''''''''''''-='' 
146. 
29 SPACES(3):EpRINTCHT,4):LI NES(4)J 
."" ,_ .. 30 AI. II 0.5 * A L: __ -___ .. _.=_. _c .• __ .. -"'" · ~ - . o _ = - = - - _ , " . ~ , , .. ,-_". ____ ,._',,;c0.·--' ___ , _ , ~ ~
, - 31 _ Ah II AU AL: p al = I/BL:aL!ll L _________________ ~ _ . _ - - . - - _ - _ - - , _ ~ . . . , . . , , - ~ . _ ~ , - . , . ~ ~ - . ._ , ~ ~ ~... ~ . - _ _ -- _=_ ....... . 
32 HT=O.5*HTJ . 
33 ET 112 =EThET A: ET A3:ET A*ET AZ: HT2 aHT*HT L: _____ .___ _ ~ _ _ """. ___ - . ~ . .
34 -, COl 1 hl-ETA:CN( I )=1/3: . . - . ",-''--''"-''-'' 
35 NMA. ( 1 , ,.NA: N ~ ' I I I C 2, =N8: NMAC 3) aNC: NMA( 4 hND: . _ .. __ ..... __ ... --------._ .• --... -.-..... --
• ~ : : - ~ : : ~ ~ -- 36 - N M B C 1 ) II 0 : N M 8 ( 2 ): N MAC 1 " N M B ( 3 ) = N M A ( 1 l+ N M,. ( 2 ): - . _' -. : < ... ~ _ ~ ~ : : _ _"_: ___ =-_ -:. ._ 
37 I X ( I , 1 p; 0: I X ( Z' 2 ) ;: 1 : I X ( 3, 3 ) ,. Z : 1 X C I , 2 ) :II 3: I X ( I , 3 ) :II 4: I X ( 2 , 3 ) I , J ____ . __ ~ ~ •. __ 
38 . 'FOR'IIII,2'OO"FOR'J1l+I'STEP'I'UNTlt..'3'DO'IXIJ,I).IXI1' .n,.-· .--- ... -.. -
39 H=2*H, _ . 
40 J A = J B = J C = M : - ~ - : - - -"- - .- ----- ... ~ ~ .• ----.- , _ , . _ . : . : - ~ - . . . : _ = · L ~ _ : : - ' - - ~ · - : ~ : : : " ' : ~ ~ : " : : ' ~ , - ' : ~ ~ ; - - " = = = : ~ : : , - - . - . ~ . .
41 - I N I NT( MA Cl,,: ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____ ._. _______ .. ____ . ______ . __ . __ . _ 
U 'FOR'I=I'STEP'I'UNTIL'MII( 1)'DO'ININTCFA(ll.l»)J: ~ ~.. : - ~ · 2 - - " " ' ~ . : - . - - - - - ., 
43 , F OR' 1: I ' S T E P' 1 ' UN TIL' MAC I) , DO' HU N TC G A ( I, I ) ) J .. ' __ ....... _. 
44 I"HNTCMA(2)H ._ ----
45 , FOR'I: I'STEP'I'UNTIL'MA(2)'00'1 NINTCFA(Z,I» .. = , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = = = __ ~ = =__ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
- 46 'FOR'I: I'STEP'I'UNTIL'MA (Z)'DO'ININTCGA(2,1»' 
47 L1NES(4): .......... . 
48 IPRINTCMAC1),3): _____ .... _ .. __ 
49 LINE S ( I ,: . .... .. _ , - _ , c " , " ' _ - · " ~ . - " " " " " ' . " ' - - _ ' '
50 -- 'FOR
'
I=I'STEP'I'UNTlL.'MA(1)'DO'JPRINTCFAQ'I),3H_ '- .... __ .' _____ ... ___ ... 
51 LINESC 1): . .. .' - - . - - - - - - ~ - . .- _ - = . . . . . , . . . . " . . , = , . . - ~ , ,.. - . - , , ~ - . ~ , - . - : :.... ~ . , , , .... 
52 , FOR' 1=1' STEP' I ' UNT I L.' MA C I )I 00' I P R I NT C GA t I, I ) ,'3 " : L - , : _ ; c : : ' . : . L j , . . ~ ~ - - - . . . . . : . i ~ ~.. " : ' ~ ~______ -, 
53 LINESC P; -.,.,,-,- ....... - .... - ...... .. 
. 54 I P R IN T t MAC 2 ),3) J ',,__ ,,'- .. --=,':-C"'''_' , , " , , ~ i . . , : : . ' ~ . ' '... : _ ~ ; : ' '•. ,,' .. ,._, .> .. , - , ~ - -
5 5 LI N ESt I ) J ___ ... _. ...... " ,__ __ ._ ___ ... -_ -- ---- _ . 
--.' 56 ... -- --- - , F' 0 R' I : I ' S T E P' l' UN TIL I MAC 2 ) , DO' I P R I NT C F AI 2, I ) , 3 ) J 
57 LINESCI); , . 
"8 . 'FOR'I=I'STEP'I'UNTIL'MA(2)'DO'IPRINTCGAt2'1),3)' 
59 LlNESC4" .-.,----.,-. - .. - ~ ~ ~.. -_ 
: 60 CL EAR J . .'_" .. ~ ; . . .. c - , ~ , - , - , , - , - , , , : _ , · _ , , ,__ ." - - ~ . - - - - - - ~ - - . - . - ' - - - ' - - - ' '.. --
. 61 CHAIN(2)J 
62 'END' 
BCRED 
___ =_ ... ,=-1-· --,- PUBLIC AL,SL,U,BI,KS,HT2,ETA,ETAZ,ETA3,HT,M,N,JM,JN , JA,Ja,JC 
2 PUBLIC NA,NB,HC,NO,NN,R,CN(6),CO(6),CNO?(I),COOPCI) 
_ ~ . ~ . .__ . __ ',.J _ .____ PUBLIC RM,RN,RX - .. ---.--.... . - .. _-"., .. ---..... 
======,,,,4,,=,-=.iO-_i-'.:-. PUBL I C - S6' 200" sse 200)' seop ( 1 ), SSDP ( 1 ) - = ' : " ' : " - : : - - " " " - " ~ ~ = = ' _ ' : ; " " ' ' ' ' ' ~ ~ : ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' = - ; ; " ' ~ ~ ' = = " ~ - ~ ' 2 0 . " "
5 PudLIC IXC4,4),FA(2,4 0 ),GACZ,40),NMA(4),FADPtZ),lXDPC2),GADPC z,' 
_____ ' _. ___ "__ 6 _ ~ _ . ._ . - : . . ~ . _ _ -. __ PUB L J C "M A ( 2 1 , MAD P (J l - = . , ~ ~ : _ : . ~ : . . . , - . ~ . ! : : . ; ; __ ..;..-__ .;.:;....1 • . : : : = . . . . . . : ; : . _ . ~ ~ ~ < _ _•. ._, _. _' ... .....;.,...;;;..;.;.::.. .. _.!" • • .d. ...;._ .. ~ ~ ~ , : . : . . . ~ ~.. ·.:.t_ .... ___ . ~ ~
7 PUBLIC ~ N D P C I ) )
8 '. PUBLiC ImSC4',NBOP(J) ... 
9 REAL KS 
_-10-- INTEGER R,Rr4lRN,RX,FA,GA., L : : : ' · : ~ : ' · ·__ " . : ~ ~ . . . . ;:'!-:':_'. 
11 'BEGIN' '" --. --- -' .. ' .--. 
. .. ' .. 12 '...' I I ~ T T EGER' t!X; ,f_-· .. : .. ,"':.;., .. :-: __ : ~ . _ . ' . . : -__ ,-.' ... "-., .,',,, ....... __ • .'.,."'-'-,,'-'''-_ ......... ___ ,=---, .. _ ~ ~ _ ..... ~ ~... ,. __ ..... " 
_____ .- 13 _ --.-___ .. _ .• I Ii T EGER' roc, HX: - .. -.---- ___ - ~ ~ .. - , , . . . - - - - - ~ - , . - _ _--,,',",--'-.-. _ . ..,.--_ ...,--. .._----...,.- .... ----,-............. -, .. -'-_,. __ -_.,. 
- ,,14,,' I:4TEGE.R,r4As:" i - . .. . .... _., ... __ ... _ .. _ ... ________ ..... __ .' . 
. __ .____ .. : 15 __ ....... I AR PAy'S A t I' • ' 200)J ' .... ___ ._ __ __ . ______________ " .. _ . ~ , , ,_____ . __ , . _ . __ ...... __ . 
16 M A X 4 R ~ ( 2 5 0 0 ) : : __ ~ ~ __ ~ _ ~ ~.. ~ _ " _ ~ . , _ ~ ~ _____ c ___ · __ .. _ ... ____ · ~ _ . .__ ~ _ · ·_ .. ________ .... " ",, ______ •.. 
.. . 11 'BEGI14' __ - -.. _ ... ____ .. , __ .. _-.... - ............... ___ ,..- ...... -......... , .. ----- ______________ . _____ ....... ' 
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155 . , G I: G I ,,' , A R RA Y' 8 ( I ' • ' R 1'., l' • ' R ... ) , C ( 1 ' • ' R N, l' • ' R N , J . ~ ~ _._ .. , . __ • _____ _ 
ISo RAFO(8'2,HX): .. ·.-' .. ~ . ~ ~.. ~ ~ . ~ ' - " - - " ".. - ~ ~ ~ " - - . : : : . _ ' - - ~ ~ , , .. _ .... _ ... __ =,.",_. ___ . -: '.-'0. 
157 'FOR'I=I,S'EP'I'UNTIL'RN'DO"FOR'Jal'STEP'I'UNTIL'RN'OO"BEGIN' .. __ 
1 58 .. SUM = A (J , .J ) : , FOR' II. a R N. I 'STEP' I' U IH I L' ... N' 00'. ..:.:.. ._. ___ .. _ . 
. 159 . $ U ; ; ~ " U ; 4 + A ' I , K ) - e ' K " R r l , J ) ; t ( I , J > = S U H = ' t . N O ' J J ..... _.... .. .... • ...... _ 
- ' . _ . _ ' - = ~ ~ I I I O ~ _ = - = = , FOR' I a I' STEP '--'-.1 ~ U N - = - ! ! I k! aN-l ~ O O O ~ F O R ~ , J ' 1 1 + 1 ~ S J E P ' I I ! UNf J L! RNl_DO ' . " L . ~ . ; . ' : , - ~ ' ; · . ~ , ; ; : : j . < : ~ ' '
~ . _ . _ _ ._. __ : : i - , = ~ " " " ~ ~ ~ ; ! ; ; ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; : i . , ~ ' : ~ ~ ~ ; ; ' , : ' ~ c ~ ~ i ~ : ; ; : - : ~ ~ , = ~ , : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : : ' ~ · · __ , . 1 z i ~ ~ ~ · ' ~ : : ~ j ~ ? : . ~ , : ~ ' L ' : : : ' : : : : : : = = ~ ~ ' : . ~ = . ~ : ~ ~ . ~ ~ , , ... , 
1113 IjAT()(C,2,·2+2-H)(+KI): ."".- . "-'-'--' " ,-,-.-.----.. - ... - .• 
1114 . MA X A R R ( 2 SOC) ; .. -- -. - . - - . : ~ ~__ '""_ •. ='_'_'.'"_ ... ~ . .
165 - .-.-'Ei40'J. -.- -.-.-.--.-.-.. ~ ~ , - ~ ~ .... --..... ---.-. .-.-.... ---" .. _---- .. -............ " 
16b , EI.jD' : .. --.. -.. . .---. -.... "'-._"""-=",_ . = _ " - ~ ~.. _. __ -". 
167 'EwD' ~ ~ 0 ~ " " - - ' - - - - - - - '--.. ----•• ---•• ------.. --.-" 
168 • END' J .. .: _ . . . : . - . - - : - . ~ . ~ - . - . : ; . - . . . ; - ~ ~ - : ; . . .. -.......:- - .--.:... - ~ . . ~ ~ .... :.- - ~ . - - ----:- -.. -;--.. : . - , - . ~ ~ . : - . - . = - ~ ~ ... 
1119 ...' EIlD'; '.0'- '''''.': _-,_--.-.-. -_-.• -_.----••. 
170 140r-.ITO';,' . - ~ . ~ - - . - - " - ~ - - .-.-. - ~ . . ... -. '-'---' -' -' -' .--
171 C H A I ~ ( 5 ) : :
172 'END' 
''',-) . 
'lr.) f'olJ.ciI'iir$ input data 113 required. for the. computer pl'c>crll.tnLl 
del!crlbed. in this thesi3. 
1. 1>1 = Order of c< terns in displacements. MUflt be F.lll oa.a number 
for sy!:z:;,try solutions. 
2. N = Ord.6r of p taro.s in displace:r,ents. 
3. BI = Total tr.int in ra.cions. (Not required. for CylillGl.riccl 
Shell) 
4. AL = Width of 811G11 
5. BL = Length of Shall 
6. ETA = P o i ~ g o n f s s Ratio 
7. lIT = Thld ... es3 of Shell 
8. KS = TrE.nsversa Sheer Factor = 1.0 in all cases 
10. RO = Density 
11. p ~ ~ = Number of Modes Required 
12. NX = l\un:bcr of sections in c( direction required in Irode shapes 
print out. 
13. NY = NWtber of S8Cti01l3 in I direction req'lired. in mode shapes 
print o·.lt. 
~ . . ! : . T I J } ~ 1 : . T 1 : ! . . rF.OCT!'JJ.VilES USED IN C O T , ~ P l J T ] \ R R p r ~ ~ ~
1. INT'J':.AL (X, Y, Z,' ••••• ) 
Reads numbers from data into real locations X, Y, Z ~ ~ etc. 
2. Il'lINT (I, J t K ••••• ) 
Rae-Cia numbers from data into integer locations I, J, K, etc. 
3. EPIcrNT (x, I) 
Prints reel value X to I decimal places. 
4. IPIUNT (M, I) 
Prints integer value M to I significant figures. 
,. LI!:ES (I) 
Outputs I line feods. 
6. SPACES (I) 
Output I space characters. 
7. TEXT ( t(tS'raING-')') 
Outputs chat'acters STRUiG 
8. EYATFR (A, M, Nt I) 
Outputs real array A(1 :M, 1 :!n ro,," by row to I aecimal places 
9. i:V.iCFR (A. M, I) 
Outputs real array A(1:M) to I decimal place5. 
10. 1.'ATD (A, I, J) 
Writes array A to pozition J on disc unit I 
11. RAFD (A, I, J) 
Reads array A from position J on disc unit I. 
12. l:AXARR (JJ) 
Defines msrlmum size of arrays to be used in·WATD end RAFD in ordar to 
define size of each area J on the disc. 
13. WRITEA (I, A, '('NNIS')') 
Writes array A to present write position of magnetic to.pe unit I. nnd gives 
1 t the iclentifier Nr\1"E. 
11.. • READA.l"l ( I , A, t ( I rilUm ' ) I ) 
Rends next array with identifier NA!JE on me.gnetic tape unit I into arrDY ft.. 
15. CL031.!T (I) 
Racllocates ffinf;!letic tape unit I 
16. MonITO 
Outputs computer processor time: used by program, end. real time. 
17. STOP 
Cle.s.rs output buffers and stopa execution of the prosram. 
18. CLEAR 
Cleers output buffers 
19. CHAIN (I) 
Jumps from present chain to CHAIN I. 
Aa the program is written in Algol, but the intermorlular tra."l3fer of 
information is by way of FortrE'.n .PlJ"ELIC variable!.'!, extra. information i3 
required to clcfine the loner bounds of all arrays. 'l'his is perfon:ed. in 
the p r c g r ~ ~ by the following routines. 
20. SUPDV1 (A, AD OPE , M) 
Sets u ~ ~ dope vecter ) ~ O P E E (1:1) for array A(1:M) 
21. Sti'FDV2 (A, ..\DOPE, l.!, N) 
Sets up dope vactor .A!)CPS (1:2) for arr!;).] A(1:2, 1:N) 
22. S L ~ W 3 3 (A, M, N, P, Q, I, J) 
Seta up information in last three locations of array A(M:N, P:Q, I:J). 
ThUB in the FU3LIC declaration the arr3j A must be duclared 3 clements 
larger t h ~ ~ ~ actually required. 
Tl..lGsa are the proC'3dm.-ss used for this purpoee in the program. Routines 
exist to perform the sema cperations for arrays of di::oansions ono to 5 i ~ : . .
In the following proced.ures th#3 notation A(M, N) refers to en exray of 
dze A(1 :M, 1 :N) 
23. WJLL (A, M, N) 
Nulls matrix A(M, N) 
24. T f u ~ \ ~ ~ (A, B, M, N) 
T A(?'!, N) = B (N', M) 
25. M.-\T •• !uL (A, B, C, M, N, p) 
A(U, p) = n(u, N)t C(N,P) 
26. !.1ATIi'.TV (A, B, N) 
A(N, N) = B-1 (N, N) 
27. MATeO? (A, B, 1.1, N) 
A(Y, N) = D(N, N) 
28. It'lATDIV (A, B, M, N) 
A(M, N) = B-1 (M, M) '" A ( l ~ , , N) 
29. .HOU3EH (A, E, M, K) 
Calculates eigenvalues of syITlnetric array A(ll, 1&1) by Houzcholdcr'l.I IT.othod. 
Stores eigenvalues in a:rray E(M). If K /:. 2 it stortle cicenvectors in rows 
of A, c a l c u l a t i n ~ ~ these by inverse iteration. 
30. nSEIGB (A, B, 'K, L, }.i, ER, El) 
Calculates eigenvalues ana eigenvectors of 6l.'Tf>Ly A(M ,M) by l I ~ R R method. 
and inveree iteration. It store3 real antI imaginary parts of edet'nva1uc.t\ 
in ER(ll) end EI(M) respectively, and. real end. i:naSlne.ry pa.rts of" 
£ i ~ n 7 e c t o r s s in rows of A(Y, M) e.nd B(M, M) respectively. Tho integer:;) 
X and L dofina normalisatio!l of real and. comp19:.t ei,eenvectors respe-:thely 
as fo110iT3 
1 The Macilattan Norm 
2 The Euc1iaean Norm 
.3 The Ma.:d.mum Norm 
